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The purpose of this project was to examine interaction patterns
in various campground settings and to elaborate on camping literature
which has suggested that the campground is a social event with high
rates of interactiono

In exploring this phenomenon, this report

utilized observational techniques to document the temporal, spatial,
farniliaritYll numerical g and behavioral dimensions of the observed
inte ractions.
The data suggested that young adults and m.iddle-aged persons
were observed to be involved in, and initiated the highest proportions
of, interactions

o

In general, males displayed far greater proportions

of initiations than females..

The highly developed campground ex

hibited higher proportions and rates of social interaction than the
less developed campground; but the overall sociability of the camp

ground was blunted by the tremendous extent of Rno interaction'in
both types of campgrounds.

Besides the differences in population

size and density of the two campground types, the non-demographic
properties of the campground were also shown to be an influencing
factor in interaction behavioro

The m.ajor finding of this report was

that regardless of the type of ca:r:npground, having and not having
previously existing acquaintances within the campground played a
prominent role in influencing the patte rns of inte raction.

The total

interaction proportion was much higher for units with previously
existing acquaintances than for units without previously existing
acquaintances in the campground.

The report also demonstrated

that social interactions were predominantly between units who knew
each othe r from outside the campground.
The data also sugge sted that while population size and density,
and the ecological field of a setting, played roles in influencing inter
action patterns, it was the familiarity dimension that yielded the
most fruitful insights and played one of the more
influencing campground inte ractions.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

It is a fundamental postulate of sociology that man is largely a
product of his inte ractions with othe r men, and furthe rmore, that the
patterns of interaction and interdependence with other men are sup
ported by factors of the physical as well as the social environment.
This study, by taking an ecological perspective, views man's adjust
ment to his world not through independent actions of indi viduals but
through the organization and coordination of individual actions which
form functional units.

This view stresses and incorporates not only a

social action perspective in investigating man's adjustment to and with
other men but also the ecological perspective whidh is concerned with
the organization of man adjusted top or in the process of adjust~ent top
a given unit of territory (environment).

(15, chapter 4) In this parI

ti~lllar study~

patterns of interaction and interdependence among,

individuals and groups of individuals will be observed within the socio
physical environment of the campground.

The major concern of thi s

study is to investigate the nature ( form) of interaction patterns in the
campground and the conditions under which certain patterns of inter
action occur.

I

VARIABLE~
I

2

INFLUENCING INTERACTION PATTERNS

Social, scientists have produced a voluminous literature dealing
with the linkages between the social-physical environment and patterns
of adaptation to social and physical constraints.

One of the basic

theoretical concerns of the ecological perspective in e;xamining the
patterns of adaptation involves the phenomenon of inevitable crowding
of man upon limited resources.

This crowding process produces

mechanisms for interaction among men and of man within his environ
mente

In the course of continual adaptation, individuals learn to

adjust to one another in different ways which are conducive to effective '
utilization of territory.

To point out various factors that are thought

to be important in affecting patterns of interaction among men we turn
to previous research, to demonstrate how these factors might be
valuable for a study of the campground.
Barker in discussing environment and behavior stated that:
One property of behavior settings which varies widely
and is widely believed to have im.portant consequences
for the functioning of settings and for the behavior of
persons within them is the number of human compon
entsQ (2, p. 11)
Barker continues his discussion by citing a study conducted by Gump
and Friesen wherein they looked at two schools, one large in popu
lation and the other sm.all in

pop~lation,

and found differences in such

things as activities and responsible positions engaged in by the student..
I

I

I

They found that students in the less populated school reported more
\

I

)

,

'

I

" ,

3
satisfactions and engaged in more activitie s than the students from
the larger school.

The differences they reported were not in total

numbers of reports but in the "content" of the satisfaction the activi
ties provided.

Barker concludes by stating that:

The se data indicate that the environment is sometimes
much more than a source of inputs to behavior arranged
in particular array and flow patterns. They indicate,
rather, that the environment provides programs of in
puts with controls that regulate the inputs in accordance
with the systemic requirements of the environment, on
the one hand and in accordance with the behavior attri
butes of its human components on the other. This
means that the same environmental unit provides diff
erent persons, and different inputs to the same person
if his behavior changes. It ITleans, further, that the
whole program of the environment's inputs changes if
its own ecological properties change, if it becomes
more or less populous, for example. (2, p. 13)
It is being suggested, then p that . as the ecological properties of
a setting change, people engaged in a particular activity may display
different kinds of behavioro

In translating this to the campground, if

the campground changes in population size or if different campgrounds
within different population sizes are examined, then different kinds of
behavior may be observed.
In looking at the ." acti vitysetting" and social interaction, Gump
and Sutton-Smith conducted a field study which used young boys (ages
9-12) at the University of Michigan's Fresh Air Camp"

What Gump

and Sutton-Smith suggest in regards to this study, is that it is not the
acti vity- setting as such but rather, the ecological field ( the physical
and demographic properties) of the activity-setting that affects be

4

havior.

In other words, people can camp in a variety of different

campsites and still be camping; but it is the characteristics in and
around the activity setting that can affect behaviore

Their final

analysis reports that:
The basic characte ristic s of the acti vity- setting,
not the activity-setting as such determine the impact
upon participants. The problem for research is the
delineation of these characteristics and the discovery
of thei"r relationship to the participant's behavior and
experience. This problem may be approached by
determining what are the major behavioral limit
ations and opporhmities presented by typical settings
and by their standard patterns of performances.
(13 po 760)
9

The "activity setting" study, as the previously mentioned study,
was conce rned with characte ristic s of the ecological field.

But in

stead of discussing behavior in general, Gump and Sutton-Smith
focused on the diffe rence s in inte raction when diffe rent characte ri stic s
of the activity setting were changed.

Gurnp and Sutton-Smith suggest

that:
..... the prope rtie s of the acti vity- ~etting produce
significant and general effects upon the respondent
social behavior of its participants. In the settings
investigated, these effects were noticeable in the,
amount and kind of interaction, in the types of
interaction sought from or offered by these differ
ent persons.
(13, p. 759)
,The meaning of activit:y- setting. that Gump and Sutton-Smith
were discussing included not only the ,activity that the participants
were engaged in but also the limmediate environment in &nd around
the activity.

In the present report the activity setting would generally

5
be the campground.

While the campground itself is too large to be

observed adequately by a few researchers, the campsite will be the
focus of attention as the activity setting.

The limitations and oppor

tunities presented by the campsite as an activity setting would include;
the number of people within the setting, the closeness to other camp
sites, the closeness to the main campground attractions ( lakes, river,
etc. ), and the physical barriers within the campsite and throughout
the campground.
Another studyl' similar to the previous studies, was conducted
by Raush, Dittmann, and Taylor.

Their main interest was in deline

ating the extent of interaction among children in different settings.
This study was carried out in the Child Research Branch of the Nation
al Institute of Mental Health.

In their analysis they state:

The unique confluence of child and setting contri
buted far more to behavior than did the surnmative
effects of indi vidual difference and setting compon
ents
In fact, the potency of situational influence s
on behavior was som.ewhat obscured until setting
variations were examined for each child individually;
similarly individual differences were more closely
related to behavior when each setting was examined
individually. It is not surprising to find interactive
effects - that situations have different, though con
sistent, behavioral 'meanings i for different people.
( 25, po 374)
0

The postulate set forth by Raush et al is that potential interaction
in setting s varie s from one setting to another just as interaction within
an urban area may vary from one setting to anothero

As suggested

previously, the variable aspects of the setting would include population

6
size and density, the closeness of campsites to one another, and the
physical barriers within the campground.

The important point being

repeated is that the environment plays an important role in shaping
human behavior and that changes in the ecological field lead to corres
ponding changes in the behavior, specifically human interaction.
In somewhat similar discus sion, Hall, in referring to physical
density reports that:
Children in too small a room •••• will spend
their time fighting. The same children studying
the same subject taught by the same teacher will
behave differently depending on how much space
they have.
(14, p. 72)
Hall mentions that people have both a personal space and a territorial
space and that as certain conditions arise (for example, an increase
in physical density in a limited setting or a decrease in setting size,
i. e., campsites being close together, with the same density) may

produce differences in behavior.

Besides referring to physical density

Hall's important contribution to this report is in sugge sting the pos s
ible effects for patterns of interaction as the setting size decreases or
increaseso

This study is investigating campgrounds and campsites

that not only have different population densities but which also exhibit
different degrees of physical size.

It is felt that in the campground,

interaction patterns among campers may vary as the physical size of
the campgrounds vary.
Carrying the literature to its extreme in discussing the linkages

7

between the socio-physical environment and patterns of adaptation to
social and physical constraints Morris, in The Naked

Ap~,

states:

We already know that if our populations go on in
creasing at their present rate, uncontrollable aggress
iveness will become dramatically increased. This
has been proven conclusively by laboratory experi
ments. Gross overcrowding will produce social
stresse and tensions that will shatter our community
organi ations long before it starves us to death.
(24, Pf, 177 )

t
I

I

We can see that with increased crowding (more people camping and
more elaborate camping facilities) even the campground, which has
been one means by which urban man has been able to experience a
somewhat different environment than that of the city or suburb, may
begin to exhibit similaritie s to the city and suburb , particularly with
reference to patterns of interaction.
While many studies have stressed the patterns of adaptation to
social and physical constraints in schools, citie s, and expe rimental
labs, relatively little attention has been paid to patterns of interaction
and interdependence which emerge as adaptations to the peculiar com
bination of social and physical environmental features unique to the
campground situation.
I

Some of the features unique to the campground

'setting that may affect patterns of interaction include:

1) the ecologi

cal field of the campground, that is, the physical layout of the camp
ground, the size of the campground, the layout of the

campsites~

the

number and types of facilities, the closeness to the main attractions of
the campground, the relationship of the campground to the surrounding

8
population centers. activities and services, and the transitoriness of
shelters and cam.pers within the calTlpground;

2) the size of the

campillg p...Qp'ulation, that is, the total population of the campground, the
the density of the population pel" square mile, and the transivlty of the
population; and 3) the calTlpsite setting, that is, the nUlTlber of people
in the calTlpsite, the closeness of one site to another, the distance
frolTl the calTlpsite to the road, the distance from the calTlpsite to the
main calTlpground attractions, the distance of the calTlpsites frolTl
campground facilities, and the natural physical barriers within and be
tween campsites.

A major difference between this study and other

research tapping patterns of adaptation to physical and social con
straints ( in schools, cities, and experimental labs) is that the camp
ground represents man at his leisure.

People are not forced to go

camping as they/are "forced" to live in or near cities.

The people in

a campground are there, to a large extent, because they choose to be
thereo

II ADAPTATIONS TO THE CITY .

Before cOlTllTlenting on recent calTlpground re se.arch, whic h has
suggested that the campground is being defined as a social event p let
us review several insights that previous social scientists have dis
cus sed regarding adaptations to the city, which will serve as a basis of
comparison to the camping literature and also serve as an aid in

9
spelling out the frame of reference and design this study has taken.
Simmel, one of the first sociological thinkers to write about the

city, in discus sing urban personality stated:
The same factors which have thus coalesced into
the exactness and minute precision of the form of life
have coalesced into a structure of the highest imper
sonality; on the other hand, they have promoted a
highly personal subjectivity: there is perhaps no
psychic phenomenon which has been so uncondition
ally reserved to the ITIetropolis as has the blase'
attitude .. o . This mental attitude of metropolitans
toward one another may be designated, from a formal
point of view, as reserve. If so many inner reactions
were responses to the continuous external contacts
with innumerable people as are those in the small
town, where one knows almost everybody one meets
and wh~re one has a positive relation to almost every
one, one would be completely atomized internally and
come to an unimaginable psychic state. Partly this
psychological fact, partly the right to distrust which
men have in the face of the touch-and-go elements of
metropolitan life, necessitates our reserve. As a
result of this reserve we frequently do not even know
by sight those who have been our neighbors for yearsg
( 27, p. 327)
Simmel was writing about urban man's impersonality as a response to
the money

~conomy

which gives rise to mental habits of precise cal

culation and cool reserve foJr' competitive purposes.
Keyfitz9 in discussing density and social life, supports Sim.rnel
by stating:
Each of us as city people has contact in a day
with as many individuals as the villager meets in
the course of a lifetime, this includes store clerks,
bus conductors, taxi drivers, students, colleagues,
theatre ushers, not to mention those we pass as we
walk or drive along the street. It would destroy us

10
if we had to react to everyone of theIll as people.
We want to know about each of theIll only enough
to cover his particular relationship with us.
(20, p. 870)
He goes on in his article by stating what he thinks the condition of
urban man to be:
The well adapted citizen of the high incoIlle Illet
ropolis has learned to protect hiIllseli aga.inst its
potentially infinite stiIllulation. In SOIlle Illeasure
he becoIlles blase'; whatever happens he has seen
sOIllething Illore exciting.
(20, p. 870)

If, as SiIllIllel and Keyfitz have posited, the frequency of encounters
creates a blase' attitude and necessitates reserve in urban Illan, is
there anything Illan can do to reduce the encounters?

Tucker and

FriedIllan conducted a study which also supports SiIllIllel's stateIllent
that as population density goes up, interaction between persons will
decrease correspondinglyo

They explain this as a psychological Illeans

of reducing the effects caused by an increase in population density. The
study looked at interac't ion patterns am.ong students in cafeterias at
three universities with varying popul~tion densities.

In their sUIllIllary

they stated:
With increased population density COIlles a cor
responding increase in unavoidable instrusive inter
personal encounters which can produce stress in the
persono This stress is very likely cUIllulative to SOIlle
extent and can only be reduced by retreating froITl the
situation either physically or ITlentally. If there is no
ITleans of physical retreat, the person uses what ITleans
he has at his cOITlIlland to Illentally reduce the inter
personal encounters - naITlely, not interacting with as
Illany persons.
( 31, p. 749)

11
This notion of retreat is intere sting, particularly in regards to physi
cal retreat, as from the city.

Keyfitz makes this statement about the

refuge:
The ultimate refuge against the pre s sure s of the
metropolis is flight. A quiet place in the country
becomes the ideal of all and in one form or another
the seasonal recuperation of most. But with the
acceleration of the population growth, and especially
with the improvement of transportation through the
private automobile, that quiet place in the country,
the most precious of resources, is bound to become
more scarce. We not only are a larger population,
and able to get out of the city more easily, but a
larger fraction of us has the means to travel.
(20, p. 870)
So far, in discussing man's adaptation to his environment, we
have stressed that as population density increases, as represented in
the city, we can expect certain kinds of behavior to occur.

One such

behavior is that as the density increases ( in situations) interaction
tends to decrease and encounters tend to be more impersonal.

We

have also briefly mentioned one way of relieving oneself from these
pressures, and that is to escape or retreat.

III

CONTRIBUTION OF LOUIS WIRTH

In bringing this study's frame of reference together and relating
it to the campground situation, we now turn to Louis Wirth',s theory of
urbanism.
Urbanism, as it was viewed in this stuqy, comes f, ~~m Wirth's
\

I

article "Urbanism as a Way

of.

:

j

Life." In this article he stated:

12
Urbanization no longer denotes m.erely the process
by which persons are attracted to a place called the city
and incorporated into its system. of life. It refers also
to that cum.ulative accentuation of the characteristics
distinctive of the mode of life which is associated with
the growth of cities and finally to the changes in the
direction of m.odes of life recognized as urban which
are apparent am.ong people who have com.e under the
spell of the influence which the city exerts by virtue
of the power of its institutions and personalities oper
ating through the m.eans of com.m.unication and trans
portation. (35, p. 5)
It is suggested that liurbanism." is not a phenom.enon solely be
longing to the city, but instead is a phenom.enon which has attributes
that individuals have internalized and carry within them.selves.

Allen,

in discussing a "representative" urbanite going to work states the
situation thi s way:
Likely enough, he passes through territory that is
largely unexplored and unfam.iliar and he has con
tinual contacts with indi viduals with whom. he is un
acquainted. He has lurking anxieties in dealing with
a wide range of unpredictable situations. He m.ay
develop the social callouses and aggressive be
havior frequently observed in the residents of large
cities. In a m.easure, the city dweller has lost his
identity in a social m.elange that is diffuse and un
certain - a continual fall shuffle. (1, p. 14)
In discussing the consequences of organized social life, Wirth
presented propositions concerning three factors he felt im.portant 
size, density, and heterogeneity.

(26, p. 69-77)

Wirth saw that, as

a town or city grows, it becom.es less likely that any resident would
know all the others personally.
lationships would change.

Hence, the character of social re

For example, Wirth states that "the con
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tacts of the city may be face to face but they are nevertheless imper
sonal, superficial, transitory, or segmental." (35, p. 12) Simply
stated, this means that people expect less of those with whom they are
in contact in the citYo

This allows the individual to immunize himself

against the personal claim.s and expectations of others.

Another pro

position of Wirth's was that physical contacts in the city are close,
whereas most social contacts are relatively superficial.

In looking at

possible or potential encounters, if we m.ay change Wirth's physical
and social contact into physical and social density, we may begin to
understand what takes place when a population is increased in num
bers.
Hawley, in discussing population density in the city, speaks of
social density, stating that this kind of density has become independent
of physical density because social density grows more rapidly ( for
exarnple p the mass media - radio, TV, newspapers}o ( 10, po 524)
Another way of looking at social density is discus sed by Kephart as he
discusses a quantitative analysis of intragroup relationships.

He lays

out formulas which yield interactive type situations for potential re
lationships which can arise for the groups as a whole or for a specific
member of the group.

One is immediately struck by the tremendously

rapid geometric rate at which potential relationships begin to arise
when m.ore than two people come under the influence of each other
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( inte ract with each other ). 1 (19, p. 546 - 549)

Hawley, in hi s article

on population density in the city, goes on to say that "density ••• en
courages an impersonality in relationships, a view of one's fellows as
a means to

ends~

and in general an exploitative attitude of persons to

ward one another." (16, p. 524)
It should

~e

made clear that Hawley states that this kind of den

sity posits both iadvantages and disadvantages for the individuaL

He

ends the article by suggesting that "periodic escapes into sheltered
places provide a respite from incessant attacks upon one's sensory
organs." (16, p. 526)
Finally in discus sing interaction, Wirth mentions that:
The larger the number of persons in a state of
interaction with one another, the lower is the level
of communication and the greater is the tendency
for communication to proceed on an elementary
Ie ve 1. (35, p. 2 3 - 24 )
Therefore, the main argument as put forth by Wirth, was that individ.
uals incorporate mode s of life which can be labeled urban in character;
therefore, lending themselves to interactions which promote imper

lIn Durkheim's view there exists a distinction between physical
density and social density. The former simply refers to the ratio of
population to land area, while the latter pertains to the actual or po
tential frequency of contacts and interchanges among the members of
a population. (15, p. 196)
One simple way of determining potential social density would be
to calculate the combinations of potential interactants taken two at a
time. For example, if the physical density was 4 people, the poten
tial social density would be 4. 3/2.1. = 6 possible interactions. for
5 people, there would be 10 potential interactions.
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sonal and formally prescribed relationships.

Dr. Hamburg states:

We must remember that cities do crowd strangers.
Everyday, people corne into contact with strangers
whom they will never see again - - and with whom
they compete for a. short supply o£ everything from
parking spaces to sexual partners. (29, p. 23)
While the campground is in many ways different from the city,
it is also a place where strangers are sometimes crowded together.
Thus, by utilizing the theory of Wirth, we would expect to observe
urban type adaptations in the campground setting.

This would rnean

that carnping units keep to thernselves and do not interact with other
units; or, if they are "forced" to interact, e. g., by sorneone asking a
question, the interaction would be brief.,

IV

PERSONAL INTERACTION

While Wi1th contributed to the image of urban man by suggesting
that rnany of the interactions taking place in the city are irnpersonal,
superficial, and fragrnentary, there has been research which shows
that by our own daily living we come in contact with friends, farnily,
and/or neighbors where the interaction is generally not irnpersonal or
segrnentaL

Srnith, Form, and Stone, in an article discus sing local

intirnacy in a middle-sized city, looked at friendship as a type of
social relationship characterized by a high degree of intimacy.
The results of the investigation reported here call
into que stion those propositions of urban sociology
which suggest that the city, a place of specialization,
segrnentalization and anonyrnity, denies its re sidents
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the opportunities for the kinds of intimate social
relationships that contribute to social integration.
Such relationships are prevalent in the city and
are to be found both throughout the city and within

local areas of re sidence.

(28, p. 283)

The que stion for this project, in a further attempt to clarify these
arguments was: In the campground setting, did the interaction take
place between strange rs or between units who knew each other from
outside the campground?

V

IMPERSONAL AND PERSONAL INTERACTIONS

From these two views of urban interaction patterns, it is sug
gested that encounters with strangers will follow the pattern described
by Wirth and Simmel, that is, the interacting will tend to be imper
sonal, contractual, and segmental.

But it is also suggested that there

will be encounters, whether planned (as a camping trip) or by-chance
which bring potential interactants into close, friendly, and personal
interaction.

This study has attempted to demonstrate how frequent

and under what conditions various kinds of interactions took place by
asking these kinds of questions:

1) Did the patterns of interactions

and activities among units in the campground situation reflect a high
degree of carry-over of urban or impersonal solutions to interaction?
2) Did these patterns reflect an application of personal or intimate

type interactions
played?

r'

or, 3) what degrees of each type was being dis
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The answers to these kinds of questions may be dependent upon:
1) The degree of prior acquaintance of the camping units; and Z) the
ecological properties or level of campground development.

VI

CAMPGROUND DEVELOPMENT AND TISDALE

Tisdale makes the statement that "cities are not creatures of
spontaneous generation with life of their own, but gradual accumula
tions in the grand concourse of a society, made possible by population
surpluses, replenished and nurtured by the society as a whole." (30,
p. 314)

In other words, Tisdale is stating that the increase in pop

ulation, of a particular setting, gives
and focusg

th~

parti<;:ular setting its form

(30, p. 315)

Essentially, if we were investigating a campground which had
an ecological field that contained such things as high population density,
hot and cold water, showers t medical facilitie s, highways nearby,
daily garbage service, stores, and services of different kinds and
were to compare this type of campground to one which had low popu
lation density, cold water, pit toilets, and maybe a small store, we
would say that the former was more highly developed than the latter.
In using Tisdale I s argument in the campground setting, we
would expect to find a continuumafsettings with differing degrees of
development.

For purposes of this project, though, two contrasting

levels of development were looked at:

l) the highly developed camp
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ground, and Z) the less developed campground.

Thus, as technology

and population increase, the level of development increases.

With

this frame of reference, we suggest that adaptations to the campground
would vary as characteristic s of the campground's ecological field
vary, and, as population size and density changes.

VII

CAMPGROUND LIXERATURE
!

'.

Recent campground studies have suggested quite different
adaptation patternse

Hendee and Campbell, have observed that cam

ping for many people is a social event, wherein "one is expected to
speak to his neighbor and people seem to be defined as initially friendly
rather than as hostile or indifferent." (1 7, p. 21)

As Hendee and

Campbell travelled to three highly developed campgrounds in Washing
ton State, they obse rved that:
Within a few hours, the new arrivals would have
exchanged names, pleasantries, and relevant inform
ation about the area with other campers. Children
quickly formed play groups:; and friendships, antagon
isms, and rivalries were soon clearly established.
( 1 7 ~ po 21)
They go on to suggest that "many" campers thought of camping
as a chance to meet new people ( strangers) and "several" campers
wanted even denser campgrounds so they could make contact with their
neighbors more easi1ye
This kind of behavior was also described in Etzkorn's studies.
He stated that campers have a ten~ency not to relate the benefits of
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their camping experience to particular natural resources provided;
but instead, they "derive major satisfactions from the social re
sources of the social system of the camp." (10, p. 78 .. 79)
In an article discus sing camping as a play world with certain
identifiable play actions, Burch mentions sociability "in which the
pleasure of the individual is closely tied up with the pleasure of the
othersG" (4, pG 606-607)
The main criticism of this li,terature is that while the research
by Barker, Gump, Sutton-Smith, Stone, Hall, Hawley, etco, dealing
with size, density, heterogeneity in different settings has some com
parability and a theoretical frame of reference, most of the literature
concerned with camping lacks comparability and/or a common theor

/

etical frame of reference particularly when discussing the "social"
atmosphere of the campground.
Another criticism of previous research, which is of concern to
this project, centers around the issue of familiarity.

Previous re

search has failed to establish, while noting the sociability of camp
groundsI' whether the interactions taking place are between family,
friends, or strangers.

It could be that the interactions taking 'place

occur between groups who are related or 'are friends and not strangers.

VIII

DEFINITIONS AND DESIGN

In this study, interaction, especially inter-unit interaction, will
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be defined as occurring when two or more units ( people from differ
ent campsites) come under the influence of one another.

It lasts as

long as the units continue to be influenced by one another without a
shift away from the immediate contact.
contact is brokeno

It is terminated when the

(9p po 441)

Patterns of interactions between camping units will be observed
under varying conditions of 1) attributes of the campground setting
which are urban in their nature (such as location of and characteris
tics of the campground within an ecological field); and, 2) the physi
cal density of the campground ( such as degrees of concentration of
camping units9 number of campers per unit space

9

and total number

of persons per square mile within the campground).
While we have characterized interactions as being either friend
ly or indifferent, it should be stressed that for this stUdy, inter
actions have been defined and scored as a continuum or at different
levels of interaction.

The continuum consists of no interaction at one

end and social interaction at the other.
social contactso
1.

Filling in the ITliddle are the

Thus the three levels of interaction are:

"Social" inter-unit interaction which will be defined as be
havior which demonstrates various combinations of the
following kinds of qualities: eye contact, allowing people
into one's campsite, inviting people into one's campsite,
walking into other people's campsite, being invited into
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I

other 'p eople's ca:mpsite, initiating interaction, being
friendly ( i. e., greetings), talking freely ( i. e., giving
opinions, advice and direction), and all interaction that
lasts longer than 30 seconds.

The :main criteria for estab

lishing an inter-unit interaction as social will be the te:mp
oral ele:ment.

The other ite:ms will aid in the description

of the inte raction.
2.

"Social contact" type interaction will be defined as inter
action which de:monstrates various co:mbinations of these
kinds of qualities: little or no eye contact, brief encounters,
"forced" encounters, not actively seeking interaction, curt
greetings, atte:mpting to avoid interaction, and all encoun
ters lasting less than 30 seconds.

These contacts could

range fro:m hostile encounters or repri:mands to rather
friendly exchanges.

Here, as in the social category, the te:m

poral ele:ment is the :main indicator of social contacts while
the other items are incorporated to help describe the be
ha vior taking place ~
3.

"No" inter-unit interaction will be defined as behavior where
in the unit being obse rved :make s no atte:mpt to inte ract in
either a social interaction or social contact :manner.

The reason for using the te:mporal di:mension of 30 seconds as

the criterion for determining whether an interaction was social or a
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social contact was based on a pre-test where it was observed that
m.ost interactions that lasted 30 seconds generally tended to last m.uch
longer than 30 seconds and in many cases longer than the observation
period.

Those interactions lasting less than 30 seconds tended gen

erally to fall well below 30 seconds in length.
Previous 1ampgrOUnd research suggests that campers tend to
exhibit illore social interactions than either social contacts or "no
interactions,

II

that is, the interactions tend to be social in nature,

rather than segm.entalized, etc..

That interactions in the cam.pground

should take on these characteristics is theoretically puzzling for
two reasons:
10

Most cam.pers live in cities or have been influenced by
cities to a great extent and have consequently developed
"urban" m.odes of dealing with strangers.

Why are these

adaptive patterns apparentlydiscarded when interacting with
strangers in the cam.pground setting, as suggested by
current camping research?
2.

The num.ber of people, per unit of space, in some cam.p
grounds is greater than in many residential neighborhoods ..
If density is seen as an im.portant contributor to "urban"

type interaction patterns in urban neighborhoods, why
should we find different patterns of interaction under simi
lar small space density regimes?
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This project has attempted to observe inter-unit interactions
and activities in the campground, paying close attention to the actual
behavior of interacting units so as to document the behavior of the
interactants, the composition of interactants, the temporal relation
ships to the interactions ( i. e., the duration), the spatial relation
ships of interactions ( i. e., to include natural and man-made barr
iers)p and the familiarity of the interactants ( i. e., family, friends,
or strangers). !y making these observations under varying con
ditions of densit

:

and technology, we were able to investigate the

I

relationship between these attributes of the campground and the
patterns of interaction which emerged.

IX

SUMMARY

In summary, research into the extent and degree of inter-unit
interaction is almost nil.

What has been done has been unsystematic,

with other issues having primary importance, and inter-unit inter
action being treated as a side interest.
In an attempt to demonstrate what is "really" going on in the
campground settingp with regard to inter-unit interaction, this report
intends to document ( having used observational techniques) the temp
oral, spatial, familiarity, nume rical and ' beha vioral dimensions of
the interactions among camping units.
The report is written within a specific temporal frame

of
I.
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refe rence.

It is felt that in order for the reader to get an idea of

camping within this fram.e of

refer~nce,

it is necessary to provide a

central theme, which will aid in the understanding of the cam.pground
experience as we observed it, and as those we observed lived it. This
report will take the reader through a camping day, which for us
started at 0600 hours and ended at 2300 hours.
The report will provide a synthesis reporting of 28 days in
camp at four different campgrounds.
will include sam.pling

9

After discussing methods which

dimensions of interaction, and various forms

used, we will begin the analysis of camping.
The first step in discussing campground interactions entails a
fairly concise description of the campgrounds that were observed.
Maps of the campgrounds are included in this description to help
orient the reader to the ecological field of the campground.
The description of the campgrounds is followed by a temporal
description of
time periods

l

S,

day in the campground that will proceed by two hour

arting at 0600 hours in the morning, travelling through

the day to 2300 hours.

This description will provide insights on what

was going on within the observer's entire field of observation, plus
actions which were observed outside the systematic observational
periods.
The analysis of the interaction patterns follows the temporal
description and will consist of a discus sion of the various interaction
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diInensions as they were related to interaction patterns in the camp
ground.
The analysis is followed by an evaluation of the theoretical
implications of the findings and an epilogue commenting on future
campground research and participant observation.

I

CHAPTER II

DATA GATHERING

While it is understandably justified to press for high standards
of sampling, it is a general feeling throughout sociology that re search
which utilizes less stringent rules for sampling can be of value in
leading the way to further research and hopefully higher standards of
reliability and validity.

This type of reporting has been given the

dubious title of exploratory research and it is under this shield that
this project was de signed.

(7. Chapter I)

I HIGHLY DEVELOPED AND LESS DEVELOPED CAMPGROUND

In looking at the patterns of interactions and activities within
the campground ( with special concern for the ecological field and the
size, density, and heterogeneity of the campground) we essentially
want to contrast two different kinds of campgrounds.

The first is the

highly developed campground, whereas, the second is the less devel
oped campground.

(30, p. 314)

The sample utilized consists of two highly developed camp
grounds and two less developed campgrounds in Oregon.

The reason

for selecting at least two campgrounds in each category ·is to interject
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some potential variability with regard to such criteria as the charac
teristics of the campers and the potential differences in interaction
patterns among camping units e

It should be made clear that any

generalizations which are made in this report are restricted to the
campgrounds that were observed ( at that particular time, etc. ).
In the actual selecting of the campground, the only restricting
criteria were:

1) that the campgrounds allow trailers, camper

trucks, and tents into the camping setting; and, 2) that the camp
ground have more than 2S sites available to insure the chances of
locating enough people in the campground for observation.
Having eliminated a small fraction of the campground universe,
we then selected the campground on two additional criteria which
were designed to get at two contrasting campgrounds.
popularity of the campground.

First was the

With re gard to popularity, we had

three main sources: The first source was the people we came in
contact with before and during the fieldwork ( people in the Depart
ment of Sociology at Portland State University were asked their
opinions about campgrounds and people in the field influenced our
decisions of where to go).

At Wallowa Lake .. while conversing with

several campers on campgrounds ( with a small population) it was
suggested that Magone Lake might be the spot to goo

This suggestion

was further reenforced when we stopped at a National Forest Service
Information Station in Joseph, Oregon and were told that the camp
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ground we had originally picked, Coyte-Vigne, "is a good place to go
if you want to get away froIll people, because all you'll find up there
is wind, a few trees, and probably a dried-up streaIll." A slightly
different situation occurred in the selection of the second low urban
ness call1pground.

After having arrived at Abbott Creek it was dis

covered that there we re no people there to observe.

We traveled

froIll Abbott Creek to Huckleberry Creek, about three Illiles and
again no peoplee

It was then decided that what was needed to attract

people was a lake.

Looking at the Illap, Huckleberry Lake was

closest and, even better, it was on top of the mountains where it
would be cooler.

After traveling 12 Illiles up a gravel and dirt road,

it was discovered that besides no people at Huckleberry Lake there
was no lakeo

The lake was dry for the season.

Again, looking at the

Illap, but instead of using logic, we used "instinct" and picked Union
Cre,e k which was slightly larger than we intended but was "fitted" to
Illeet iIllIllediate needs

0

A second indication of popularity caIlle froIll television reports.
On Thursday nights on the 11 :00 pe rna News, a call1ping report was
given to inform campers where sites were available.

The program

also showed slides and pictures of various call1pgrounds ( all State or
National Parks).

A third source indicating popularity was the liter

ature that was available describing the various call1ps.

This liter

ature was acquired at the Portland State University library and also
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at the Chamber of Commerce office in downtown Portland.
The second criterion for selecting the four campgrounds was
the actual ecological field of the campground.

The highly developed

campgrounds would include such things as electrical hook-ups, hot
showers, flush toilets, laundry facilities, theaters, drinking water,
concessions, police protection, daily garbage pick-up and mainten
ance, utility buildings, and nature trails.

They would be located

near town or city populations and in general would offer a wide
variety of activities and services for people who camp there.

The

campgrounds, which were selected to represent the highly developed
settings, were Wallowa Lake State Park and Fort Stevens State Park.
The less developed campground would have these kinds of things
in its ecological field:
nature trailso

drinking water, wood stoves, pit toilets, and

The less developed campgrounds that were investi

gated were Magone Lake and Union Creek.

II DATES OF OBSERVATION

Related to the picking of campgrounds was the order in which
the campgrounds were to be observed and the 'length of time to be
spent in each campground.

It was believed that in cas'e something

should cut the field work short, an alternation pattern should be used
to ensure some data on both types of campgrounds.

Therefore, the

order in which the campgrounds were observed was: Wallowa Lake,
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Magone Lake, Fort Stevens, and Union Creek.

It was also deter

mined that because of our lack of time and our desire to observe
behavior over an extended period of time, one week in each camp
ground would be sufficient.

This meant that one day would be called

an arrival and departure day and six days would be spent in observing
behavioro
To ensure a campsite, reservations were made at both Wallowa
Lake and Fort Stjvens, thus structuring not only the orde r of field
work but also thd, actual date s of field work.
I

I

This, then, was the schedule of field work: July 2 - 8 at
Wallowa Lake; July 9 - 15 at Magone Lake; July 16 - 18 rest and
relaxation at horne; July 19 - 25 at Ft. Stevens; and July 26 - August
2 at Union C reeko

III SELECTION OF SITES

Having picked the campgrounds to be used as the camping
setting, the next task was to select a sample of units to observe with
in the universe of the campground.

A unit is defined in this report as

all members of a camping party maintaining a single campsite.

By

using this definition in observing inter-unit interaction, several
matters of importance should be delineated.

We were basically in

te re sted in the inte raction between units, not the inte raction within a
single unit.

This criterion was set down as an integral part of the
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research design to investigate inter-unit interaction.

But in order to

describe patterns of campground behavior and activities which might
preclude or make possible inter-unit interactions, it was deemed
necessary to observe and record the behavior and activities of all the
units selected in the sample.
An inter-unit interaction was said to take place when any mem
ber of one unit made contact with anyone from outside that particular
unit.

This meant that it was not necessary to have the entire unit

engaging in interaction at the sam.e

tirrle~

In selecting units to be observed, it was decided that the first
step would be the dividing of the campground into sections. (See
Appendix C) At both Wallowa Lake and Ft. Stevens, this procedure
had already been done for us in the sense that both of these carnp
g rounds are sectioned off into loops: whe reas at both Magone Lake
and Union Creek we, ourselves, sectioned the campground into four
areas of observation.

Having previously decideoto observe in four

different areas of each campground, the process of selecting sections
went like this:

1) At Wallowa Lake, we drove throughout the entire

cam.pground and frund that there were five loops labeled A through E.
All of the loops ekcept C (which has 62) have approximately 35 camp
sites in them.

Loop C was then divided into two loops, both having

31 campsites.

We then chose at random four sections to observe.

The sections chosen were A, B, C ( sites 1 - 31 ) and section E.
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2) At Ft. Stevens, we discovered that there were fourteen sections
all with approximately the same number of campsites, labeled A
through O.

The four sections randomly chosen to be observed w e re

A, E, H, &: M.
or sections.

3) At Magone Lake, there were no labeled loops

T h e ecological field, (a hill separating the campground)

was used in dividing the campground into two sections (labeled the
East and West sections).

From here the East and West sections

were divided int o two sections (one close to the lake and one farther
from the lake).

This gave a total of four sections to be observed.

4) As with Magone Lake, Union Creek had no labeled sections, so
we again had to use the geography of the campground to improvise
sections.

It so happened that a creek ran through the campground di

viding the camp into two sections.

It also had, about halfway into the

campground, a bridge which provided a man-made construction that
divided the campground again, thus yielding four rather equal sections
to be observed.

We labeled the secions 1, 2, 3, and 4.

With this accomplished

f

the next step in picking units to observe

was the random selection of one site in each observation section. This
site provided each section with a focal site (or point) from which the
units to be observed were chosen.

At Wallowa Lake, this procedure

of unit selection was modified slightly.
A27, B2, C28T, and E30.

The focal sites selected were

It was quickly discovered that our location

and field of observation within our own site provided for greater
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understanding of the campground than the short periods of obser
vation at the selected points of observation.

It was on this criteria

that it was decided that our own campsite would be considered the
focal site of that particular section.

Thus it turned out that B21, not

B2, was the focal site at Wallowa Lake.

One indication of the value

of using our own site as a focal site was the legitimacy it gave us for
sitting at the picnic table and just observing camping as campers
might.

It should be added that the value of using the researcher's

own site has a tendency to be different in different campgrounds.

But

, I

the idea of systematically observing, recording, and understanding
I}

behavior was far greater when those being observed were close and
could be seen and heard at times other than formal observation
periods.
At Ft. Stevens the focal sites were AlB (our reserved site),
E I 7, H5T, and M23T.

The liT" at the end of the site number means

that particular site had electrical and water hook-ups for camper
trucks, trailers, and motor hOInes.

(Of course this did not mean

that camper trucks, trailers, or motor homes had to stay in such
sites ).
At Magone Lake the focal sites were lE ( our site), 4E, 7W,
and 12W.

It should be noted that although there were some numbered

campsites, it was difficult to determine exactly how many sites were
there.

This being the case, we numbered the sites starting with our

, I

1\
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own site.
At Union Creek the sites were numbered 1 - 99.

The focal sites

randomly chosen for observation were 12, 15, 41 (our own site), and
55 ..
The purpose of the focal site, it should be remembered, was to
aid in the selection of the units of observation.

The idea behind the

use of the focal site was to pick 3 or 4 units which were close to the
focal site, the focal site itself being observed if occupied.

Another

criteria in selecting the units close to the focal site was to pick 3 or

4 units which could be observed from one observation point.
this latter criteria prevailed over original intentions.

At times

For example,

at Union Creek, because of the spacing of the campsites and people
within the campground, focal sites 41 and 55 were rarely used be
cause of the lack of units in the immediate area.

At these instances,

sites 99 and 90 became the actual focal sites because it was in these
areas that people camped.

IV NUMBER OF UNITS SELECTED

This technique for selecting units, then, "ideally" provided 12
to 16 units for observation per day., Theoretically, the number of
observations for the highly developed and less developed campgrounds
ranged from 24, as a minimum, and 182, as a maximum ( if it can

be assumed that each unit stayed at least one day.) The data that
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will be presented were based on 107 observed units in the highly de
veloped campgrounds and 54 observed units in the less developed
campgrounds.

Quickly looking at these numbers one could immed

iately say that units at highly developed campgrounds exhibited a
higher turn-over rate than those at less developed campgroundso
While this is substantiated in the results, a qualifier must be brought
out here.
At the highly developed campgrounds, campsites were close to
gether and the population density was high; whereas at the less de
veloped campgrounds the campsites were far apart and the population
density was low.

While it was generally possible to observe 12 - 16

units per · day at Wallowa Lake and Fort Stevens because of the ecol
ogical field of the campgrounds and the population density exhibited
there, it was generally possible to observe only 8 - 14 units at Magone
Lake or Union C reek for the same factors - - ecological field and pop
ulation dens ity.
Another factor which related to the total number of observation
al units used was that once selected to be observed, the same unit
was observed until it was vacated, at which time one of three alter
natives was chosen:

1) A new unit moved into the site thus allowing

us to continue observing that site;

2) the site that was vacated re

mained empty, forcing us to select a different site which was in close
proximity to the other units being observed; or,

3) the site that was
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vacated remained empty forcing us to observe less than 'our quota of
units because of the unobservability of an alternative site.

This kind of sampling technique can be summarized as being
both flexible and structured.
or replacement of units.

It is flexible in that it allows for change

It is structured in that it lends itself to

comparability if systematically follo'w ed.

Thi's technique of sampling,

once in the campground, also allows for variability within the camp
ground by placing the researcher in three randomly chosen areas of
the campground with the fourth area being around that of the resear
cher's campsite.

V THE TIME OBSERVATION SCHEDULE

With the sampling completed, the' next major issue was the
method of observation.

Such questions 'as, whe'rl to bbserve; howl

long to obse rve; what and hbw to rec ord obse tvati6ns l; an'd w'liat and
how to record demographic and descriptive data concerning the unit
and section in setting up and implementing the re search de,sign needed
to be answered.
From a pilot

study~

it was learned that using the technique of

participant observation based on systematic observation all the time,
while in the field, would lead to our being completely overwhelmed
by data..

In order to give time to such things as eating, relaxing,

going over notesl' writing field notes, taking head counts, map
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drawing, and preparing to observe, it was decided there would be six
hours of systeITlatic observation per day divided into three, two-hour
blocks of time.

Because people may inte ract at various tiITle s of the

day, a tiITle-rotation observational technique was used which allowed
for systeITlatic observation within the liITlited tiITle span of two hours.
Ideally, then, by using the saITlpling technique just described, 12-16
units would be observed in each of the two-hour observation periods.
Breaking this down further, groups of 3-4 units would be observed
for periods of 1/2 hour each on a rotation basis.

This procedure con

tinued until the two-hour observational period was over.

At the start

of the next two-hour observational period, instead of beginning with
the saITle set of units as in first observational period, we rotated the
units so that the second group of units were first to be observed and
the previous group of units becaITle the last group of units to be ob
served.

(See Appendix A )

In reviewing the tiITle-unit rotation observational schedule at
least four iteITls should be ITlentioned.

First, in scanning the schedule,

it becomes apparent that the observational periods are 35 minutes

long instead of 30 ITlinute s.

The purpose of tacking on the extra fi ve

ITlinutes is to allow for travel to the next observational post. Second,
because of the way in which the schedule is made up, there were two
times a day that were. never syst'ematic~liy observed; from 11 :20 

12:00 a. m.

p

and from 5:20 - 6:00 p. m.

Although no systematic time
I

,

I I

'

\
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was devoted to these two times, because of the structure of the
schedule and lack of time in the field, less systematic observation of
the campground was a continuous process.

Third, there are certain

time periods which received more attention than others during the
week (for example

9

the hour 6:00 - 7:00 a. m. was only observed

twice during the week, the hour 7:00 - 8:00 a. m. was observed four
times, as well as, the 8:00 - 9:00 a. m. hour, but the hour 9:00 - 10:00
a. m. was only observed three times)..

Fourth

the week had been

p

divided into four week days (Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday) and three week-end days (Friday, Saturday, and Sunday).
It was felt that Fridayg as a day when people travel to the campground
to secure a campsite, should be included as a week-end day.

This

decision was based upon the as sumption that higher densitie s would
prevail on Friday and Saturday nights thus possibly eliciting different
kinds of interactional patterns than during the week when lower dens-'
ities would prevaiL

Sunday was also included as part of the week

end although as Friday is the, day people arrive
people leave the carnpgroundQ

At

least~

p

Sunday is the day

this is what was thoughto

Such things as the gas shortage had an effect of keeping people in the
campgrounds until Monday.

At Wallowa Lakes> several campers

verbally indicated to us that they would leave on Monday or Tuesday
because of the gas shortage.
stated:

Also, at Wallowa LakeI' a Park Manager

"Oh, there are as many people here as last year, but what
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J

I've noticed is t e lack of out-of-state campers - must be the gas
shortage." At Magone Lake, campers again verbalized their hesi
tancy to travel on Sunday. Members of the Whiskey Gulch Gang were
gathered together on Saturday when one of them mentioned leaving on
Sunday, "Oh, you don't wanna do that; most likely you won't get far
with this gas shortage on. "

VI

DIMENSIONS OF INTERACTION

As observing inter-unit interactions was the main research
objective, it seemed reasonable to delineate some of the different
dimensions of interaction that were looked at in this report. Those
dimensions which were of particular interest were:
1.

The behavioral and spatial dimensions, which include such
items as; how the units behaved in and around the campsite;
what kind of action was taking place; were the interactants
walking, sitting, running, standing, or playing; who in
itiated the interaction; were the interactions friendly or
were they distant (mere recognitions ); did the units appear
to be seeking interaction or were they trying to avoid inter
action; what was the spatial relationship of the interactants;
where was the action taking place?

z.

The numerical dimension, which included such items as:
what was the age and sex breakdown of the obse rved units?

I'

, I

"

,
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3.

The temporal dimension, which included such items as:
did the interaction take place during the week or during

the week-end; how long did the interaction iast?
4.

The familiarity dimension which included such items as:
were the units that were interacting strangers or did they
know each other from outside the campground?

VII THE SCHEDULES

In recording these dimensions. an observational schedule was
used.

Over the period .of four weeks two different schedules were

used.

During the first two weeks, a rather structured schedule was

used ( See Appendix Bl).

This schedule was quite compact, leaving

little room for elaboration, particularly for the behavioral dimension
which became the main source from which all of the other dimensions
were derivedo

At the top of the schedule going from left to right, we

have indicated what type of camping unit was being observed; i. e. ,
Tt = tent, Tr ::: trailer, and Ct = camper truck$

Next was the week

day - week-end breakdown, followed by the hour of the day in two-hour
time periodso

On the right side of the schedule the unit numbers
I,

"

were the adjacent units in that section being observed in reference to
I

the focal unit being observed.

t

\,

I

\ \ ,

I

Next was the total number of days of

observation which was followed by the weather, name of the camp
ground, and the date and

time~

'

The rest of the schedule should be
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self -explanatory.
During the second two weeks, some major changes were made
in regard to the form of the schedule ( See Appendix BZ)Q

At the top

of the schedule the type of unit, the week-day - week-end breakdown,
the hour of observation, the unit indicator, date and time were only
slightly changed in position and/or form.

The addition made was the

indication of how many times that particular unit was observed with
21 being the rnaJimum.
allowed

flexibili~y

The rest of the schedule was left blank. This

and space to record behavior without the frustra

tion of having to skip all over the schedule as previously required.
Observing and recording behavior of camping units was only
half the job if any attempt to relate this be havior to the ecological
field of the campground was to be attempted.

Demographic and des

criptive data on at least three levels was required.
was the individual unit.

The first level

A unit inventory schedule was developed to

get at different kinds of demographic and descriptive data (See Appen
dix B3).

Such things as type of car, shelter, kinds of camping equip

ment, kinds of city equipment, and any man-made additions to the site
were noted.
Other things noted on the unit inventory were the unit compos
ition, site characte ristic s ( location in refe rence to re strooms, ac
tivity areas, water, garbage, etc. ) physical barriers both natural
and man-made, and unobtrusive measures ( i. e., bumper sticke rs,
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appearance, voice tone).
As with the observational schedule, the format of the unit in
ventory schedule changed during the second two weeks.

It was felt the

spacing and/or location of particular items made it difficult to fill out.
It was also felt that the items p dates of observation (number of days
observed) and length of stay were data that were available on the
observational schedule so were dropped during the second two weeks
( See Appendix B4).
The second level in collecting demographic and descriptive data
included the section inventory ( See Appendix B5).

As indicated by

the title. the section inventory deals with the observed section as a
whole.

I

The kinds of information needed on the section included the

general characteristics of the section (i. e., location in relation to
other features of the campground), the number of sites available, the
number of sites filled and breakdown of camper type, and the density
of the section gi ven in three different ways:

1) the ratio of the num

ber of sites occupied to the number of sites available; 2) the approxi
mate number of people in the section; and 3 ) the concentration of
people per square mileo
( It may be noticed that on the inventory the concentration of
people was worded as a concentration of people per acre.

Since the

calculation of concentration of people was not done until our return
from the field, it was decided that in order to compare the campground
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concentration of people to city concentrations of people, a single unit
of measurement was necessary.

Thus the square mile is used as the

unit of measurement to comply with census data for purposes of com
parison.
The third level of demographic and descriptive data was obtained
by using the campground characteristics schedule ( See Appendix B6).
This schedule asks for essentially three kinds of information: l) What
does the campgrrund offer, to include natural scenery, trails, lakes,
rivers, activitie , stores, restaurants, and other services in and
around the campground?
maintained?

2) How is the campground controlled and

Included here is how often does the garbage get picked

up, how often do the police cruise through the campground, how often
and what kinds of maintenance acti vitie s take place?
population density (given in three different ways):

3) What is the

ratio of sites occu

pied to number of sites available, the approximate number of people
in the campground, and the concentration of people per square mile in
the campground ( not per acre as printed in the schedule) ?
The main difference between the section inventory and the camp
ground schedule was the section only dealt with the observed sections
whereas the campground schedule dealt with the entire campground.
"

j

I

"

, .. I

VIII CONCLUSION

One further statement concerning the scope of this project should
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be cited in order to forewarn the reader as to the range of general
izations which will be made about campground behavior.

Because of

the criteria which have been set down in the design, this report is
not a reporting of campground behavior per se, but more specifically
it is an account of campsite behavior with applicability to inter-unit
interactions.
Before continuing with the comparison of campgrounds, it
should be noted that before we engaged in any field work, a lette r of
legitimacy was obtained from Dr. Don Gibbons, Sociology Department
Chairman at Portland State University.

The purpose of the letter

was to legitimize our presence in the campground.

Fortunately, the

letter never had to be used, but we are grateful to Dr. Gibbons for
extending his written protection to us.

I

CHAPTER III

DESCRIPTION OF THE CAMPGROUNDS

Before starting the teIllporal journey through the four call1p
grounds that were observed, a description of the ecological field of
each cam.pground is in order to get an understanding of the physical
siIllilarities and differences that these call1pgrounds exhibit.
In focusing on the characteristics that lead us to consider
Wallowa Lake and Fort Stevens as highly developed settings and
Magone Lake and Union Creek as less developed settings, several
kinds of differences between the call1pgrounds were explored.

I ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES AVAILABLE

The first area of difference between the call1pgrounds was what
activities and services were available inside the call1pground and/or
in the iIllIllediate vicinity.

It should be noted that unless specified,

all call1psites have a picnic table and fire box.

Wallowa Lake
Wallowa Lake State Park is located in the Northeast corner of
Oregon, 131 Illiles east of Pendleton by way of LaGrande, Enterprise,
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and Joseph.

The town of Joseph, with a population of 839, is five

ITlile s froITl the campground.
people.

Enterprise is next in size with 1, 680

Joseph is located at the North end of the Wallowa Lake while

the caITlpground is at the foot of the Wallowa Mountains at the South
end of the lake.

Before actually reaching the caITlpground, the

Wallowa Lake Lodge and cabins are pas sed..
South shore of Wallowa Lake..

They are located on the

Across the street from the lodge is a

gas station, trading post (grocery store), and ice machine (block),
and a go-cart track ( $1.25 for adults and $.75 for children).
Continuing North on the road froITl Joseph instead of going into
the campground area, there are several different kinds of services
and activities available within two miles of the campground.

These

include horse corrals for renting horses, two gift shops, two restau
rants, a laundromat, a recreation hall for dances and roller skating,
a gondola tramway which takes people to the height of 8, 200 feet on
top of Mount Howard, two sets of
go-cart

track~

cabins~

a miniature golf course, a

the Eagle Cap wilderness pack station, a power house,

and an outdoor chapel.
yacht club can be found.

Also, near the campground

p

the marina and

Besides renting life -preservers

9

boats,

motors, canoes, and water bikes the ITlarina also has a fishing
tackle and gift shop.

Included at the marina is free boat launching,

a gas pump, and a restroom.
roped-off swimming area.

Just to the East of the marina is the

South of the swimming area is the picnic

, I
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area which has approxiInately 50 picnic tables, several open kitchens
with coin operated electric stoves, several water hydrants for drink
ing and washing, and the Wallowa river flowing down to the lake pro
viding streaIn fishing.

Across the street from the picnic area is the

caInpground itselL
Seve ral diffe rent kinds of se rvice s are provided in the caInp
ground"

First, there is police protection"

The Oregon State Police

cruise through the caInp at least twice a day.

Second, every other

day trucks COIne into the caInpground and stock the woodbins with
woodo

Third, the caInpe r' s garbage is picked up on a daily basis.

Fourth, Inaintenance Inen or park Inanage r s clean the re strOOInS on
a daily basis besides Inowing grass or unplugging waste disposals.
As one enters the caInpground to caInp, the first thing to notice
is the registration booth.
in front of it.

This is a sInall building with a 'Stop' sign

The purpose of the registration booth is to register all

in-coIning caInpers, assign theIn to a site, and charge theIn the
appropriate fee.

The fees for caInping at Wallowa Lake are $3. 00

for sites with electrical and water hook-ups and $2.00 for all other
sites.

At Wallowa Lake State Park one can reserve a caInpsite ahead

of arrival; but this carries an additional $1.00 charge which is paid
upon arrival at the caInpground.
By looking at the Inap, (See Appendix C -1) it will be noticed
that the campground has 210 campsites of which 117 ( 56%) are
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equipped with electrical and water hook-ups.

This leaves 93 camp

sites ( 44%) without electrical and water hook-ups.
divided into five sections labeled A-E.

The 210 sites are

The letter T on the numbered

campsites post identifies the site as having electrical and water hook
ups.

There are 32 water hydrants in the areas where water hook-ups

are not located and a total of 66 trash cans throughout the campground.
The campground has two utility building s and three re st stations. The
utility building s are e s sentially luxurious re st stations in that be side s
having flush toilets and hot running water, the utility buildings also
have hot showers and a laundry facility ( no machine though). Outside
each of these restrooms, there is a newspaper stand.

Near the en

trance of the campground is a dumping station for trailers and motor
homes to dump their wasteso

Firewood is supplied and is located in

six woodbins which are located thr oughouf 'the campground.

There

are two public pay telephones inside the campground: one is located
near the entrance to the campground and the other is located near the
utility building in Section C.
In Section

A~

the only horseshoe pit is located; while near Sec

tion B is located the theater where slide programs are held at 9 :00 p.
m. each evening.

Winding around the outside of the campground are

several short nature trails which lead to and from the theater and/or
lake.
The seven-day camping limit at Wallowa Lake may seem to be
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a short period of time p but our data indicate that campers seem to be
quite transient in a highly developed campground, with many leaving
long before the seven-day limit.
In setting up certain criteria for selecting a highly developed
campground

9

Wallowa Lake meets all of the standards.

The camp

ground is located near populated areas, and has a large number of
campsites with over half designed with electrical and water hook-upso
The immediate area surrounding the campground offers a variety of
services ranging from grocery stores to gondola lifts.

The camp

ground is set up on a reservation system, it supplies fire wood to the
campers, picks up the campers I garbage, has hot water, and police
protection.

If we had not made it clear that a campground was being

described, one might think that this was a description of a city.

Fort Stevens
Fort Stevens State Park is located in the Northwest corner or
Oregon, five miles Northwest of highway 1010

Seaside is 14 miles to

the South with a population of 4, 402, and Astoria is nine mile s to the
North and East with a population of 10, 244.

The town of

HaITImond~

with a population of 500, is one mile North of Ft. Stevens and the city
of Warrenton with 1, 825 people is three miles North and East of Ft.
Stevens.
The main kinds of se rvice sand acti vitie s in the vic i ni ty of the
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park are not located as near as those at Wallowa Lake.

Whereas a

car is a convenience at Wallowa Lake, it is almost a necessity at Ft.
Stevens~

the park.

Fort Clatsop National Memorial is eight miles Southwest of
A replica of the Lewis and Clark winter encampment is

there, plus a museum with a short film and graphic description of
their journey.

In the city of Astoria f tourists and campers are en

couraged to see the Astoria Column, Coxcomb Hill, and the Bumble
Bee Seafood cOJpanye

Closer to Ft. Stevens are the charter boats

and fishing equi jment available at Warrenton and Hammond, as well
as Astoria.
Within the park, but not inside the camping area, are attractions
such as Battery Russel, a deactivated concrete emplacement which at
one time was armed with two 10-inch rifles on disappearing mounts.
This is located 3/4 of a mile North of Ft. Stevens.
is another attraction.

The Peter Iredale

It is located one mile West of the campground

half buried in sand, right on the ocean beach.

It was a cargo ship at

one time, was wrecked and is now only a hunk of rusting steel.

CoffI

enbury Lake, located only a few hundred yards west from the south
end of the campground, offers swimming, fishing, and boating.
Two other services that should be mentioned are police pro
tection and maintenance.

Ft. Stevens is protected daily by three

different law enforcement agencies: the Warrenton and Hammond Po
lice Departments, and county Sheriff's Department, a.nd the Oregon
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State Police.

Police cars cruise the caITlpground all day long.

There

is daily garbage pick-up as well as daily ITlaintenance of the restrooms and woodbins.

It is interesting to note that it was observed

that after a unit left their site and before a new unit ITloved in, a
ITlaintenance crew would go into the site, rake the sand, pick up
litte r, and pile up the scattered wood, ITlaking the site appear neat
and unspoiled.
Besides these services and activities, such things as churches,
cabins, restaurants, and grocery stores are available in any of the
towns or citie s ITlentioned above.
Fto Stevens has a registration booth which perforITls the saITle
functions as did the registration booth at Wallowa Lake.

The charge

for a night's stay is the saITle as at Wallowa Lake, and reservations

can also be madel at Ft. Stevens under the same guidelines.

The

caITlpground provides 223 or 370/0 of the caITlpsites with electrical and
water hook-ups and 380 or 630/0 of the caITlpsites without electrical or
water hook-ups for a total of 601 caITlpsites, divided up into 13
sections labeled A - O.

(See Appendix C2)

The letter T on the caITlpsite post identifies the site as one with
an electrical and water hook-up.

There are 116 water hydrants near

those sites which do not have water hook-ups and a total of 210 trash
cans throughout the caITlpground, as well as dUITlping station at the
entrance to the park.

There are eight utility buildings and six rest
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stations with the same description as those at Wallowa Lake.

Twenty-

five woodbins are scattered throughout the campground supplying fire
wood to the campers.

There are two main play areas equipped with

swings, slides, and sand; both located in the North end of the camp
ground; plus nature trails which lead to such places as Battery
Russel, the dumping station, Coffenbury Lake, and the Pacific Ocean.
Near the registration booth there is a four-way intersection
( with a flashing red street light)p which at tim.es gets quite congested ..
To the North of this intersection are four telephone booths p several
newspaper stands, and an information board with a map and history
of the campground.

Ft. Stevens has a theater, as did Wallowa Lake,

located at the North end of the campground, which seats approxi
mately 500 people.
evening.

It begins its slide program at 9:00 p. m. each

The limit for staying at a particular campsite is seven days

as is the case at Wallowa Lake and all State Parks in Oregon.

As

was noted at Wallowa Lake, the transitory character of the camper's
stay fits very well within a week limitation.

This proved to be the

case at Ft. Stevens with as many as five different units being o bserved
in one campsite luring one week's observation.
Fort Steve s, then, is another example of a highly developed
campground.

Such structural characteristics as being close to out

side populations like Seaside and Astoria, exhibiting a large number
of campsites with 37% of them equipped with electrical and water
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hook-ups, having the campground on the reservation system, pro
viding services such as hot running water, firewood, garbage pick-up,
police protection, and having a variety of services and activities
available in the near vicinity of the campground all combine to give
Ft. Stevens the image of being a highly developed campground.

Magone Lake
Magone Lake, a National Forest campground, is located in
Northeastern Oregon 22 miles North of John Day which has a population
of 1,566; and 26 miles Northeast of Mt. Vernon which has a population
of 423.

There are three roads that lead to the campground, all of

which are dirt and gravel and differ only in length.

The lake itself

has an interesting history, as it was formed by an earth slide that
re-directed a creek into the area that the lake now occupies.

The

lake is approximately 200 yards at its widest point and close to a
half rrrile long, running East and West.

The lake got its name from

Major Magone, who in the late 1800's discovered the lake and noted
that it must have been recently forlTIed by an earth slide because of
the angle of the trees in and around the lake.

An historical marker

at the entrance of the campground describes the earth slide and how
the lake got its name.

The marker also directs the reader to a 1/4

mile nature trail which ends at the scene of the earth slide.
The closest services outside the campground are located in
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John Day and Mt. Vernon thus putting the camper 20 miles from
"civilization." The campground itself offers rather sparse services
and activities in comparison to either Wallowa Lake or Ft. Stevens.
The re are a total of 34 campsite s, 12 of which ha ve no individual
dri veway in the campsite. (See Appendix C 3)

This means that

people have to carry their equipment and supplies from the vehicle to
the site which ranged in distance from 25 to 100 feet from the road.
The other 22 campsites all have private driveways which allow the
vehicle to be within the campsite itself.

There are a total of 6 pit

toilets, 3 designated for males and 3 designated for females; 7 water
.hydrants; and 16 trash cans throughout the caITlpground.

On the West

side of the caITlpground, there is a boat launch ( cement) and a wooden
dock.

Since the lake is small and has logs sticking out of the water,

no motor boats are allowed on the lake.

While camping is restricted

to the North shore, there is a nature trail all around the lake.
An interesting and different point to make about Magone Lake in
comparison to Wallowa Lake and Ft. Stevens is that, whereas at
Wallowa Lake and Ft. Stevens people were generally assigned a caITlp
site (the exception being those who reserved a particular site), at
Magone Lake the people choose their own site.

Another point of

difference is that at Magone Lake, caITlping was liITlited to 14 days in
anyone site and there was no charge to the caITlper.

The most popu

lar area to camp in was near the lake and in the Eastern s e ction of
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the canlpground.

During the week of observation, the Oregon State

Police visited the campground twice, once to check fishing licenses
and the other time just to cruise by.

The managers of the campground

were also in the campground twice during our stay.

They were doing

several various tasks: picking up garbage, delivering toilet paper,
and refinishing the tops of the picnic tables.
In recalling the criteria for labeling a campground a less de
veloped caxnpground, Magone Lake fits quite welL

With such salient

characteristics as being 22 miles from a population area on a gravel
road, exhibiting a rather small number of sites, none of the sites
with electrical or water hook-ups, displaying some campsites as
lacking driveways, having only pit toilets and infrequent cold water
hydrants as services, not being supplied with wood, and having the
freedom to choose one's site, ' there begins to be clear structural
differences between the types of campgrounds being developed ,here.

Union Creek
Union Creek campground, a National Forest campground, is
located on highway 62, 10 miles North of Prospect (which as a county
subdivision, has a population of 1,063) and 23 miles Southwest of
Crate r Lake.
Highway 62.

The campground, itself, is located half a mile We st of
As the name of the campground suggests, there is a

creek that runs through the campground going from East to West and
at the West end of the campground is met by the Rogue Rive r r unning
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South.

Three quarters of a mile fron1 the can1pground is a resort and

cafe.

The resort offers cabins, lodge rOOn1S, a country store (gro

ceries, tackle, CrmPing supplies, fishing and hunting licenses), and
a gift shop.

Acr.o s s the highway there is a cafe and a gas station.

All

of these services are open seven days a week, iron1 about 7:00 a. n1.
to 9:00 p. n1.

Within ten n1iles of the call1pground, there are approxi

n1ately seven other can1pgrounds; Abbott Creek, Huckleberry, Boun
dary, Woodruff Bridge, Natural Bridge, Farewell Be:r:J.d, and Foster
Creek.

Outside Union Creek are n1any points of interest up and down

Highway 62.

To nan1e a few, there is: the natural bridge where the

Rogue River drops out of sight into a lava tube and reappears 300 feet
downstrean1; the R?gue River Gorge, North of the can1pground, where
the Rogue River plunges through a narrow, deep canyon of lava rock;
and, of course, there is Crater Lake.
There is a $1. 00 charge per day at Union Creek, and like Magone
Lake the lin1it is 14 days.

There is a self-registration box where the

can1pe r fills out a card and deposits it with a dollar in the box.

There

are 99 nUn1be red and posted site s, although about one -third of the se
have no picnic table or fire boxes.

(See Appendix C4)

There is a

total of 13 water hudrants, 9 sets ( 1 n1ale and 1 fen1ale) of pit-toilets,
and 39 trash cans throughout the can1pground.

Like Magone Lake, the

people at Union Creek choose their own can1psite, which turned out to
be mostly along the creek.

As in the previous weeks of observation,
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campground managers were seen in the campground.

The two times

they were observed ( all females, whereas at Magone Lake they were
all male, and at Wallowa Lake and Ft. Stevens, they were mixed 
xnale and fexnale) they were engaged in garbage pick-up and cleaning
of the pit-toilets.

We observed no law enforcement people in the

campground 9 but did observe National Forest trucks driving through
the caxnpground on a daily basis.
Located near the Northeast section of the caxnpground there is

an open kitchen

~here people COIne to picnic.

The picnic area is

sxnall with only six tables located inside the open kitchen.

This is

also the location of the weekly caxnpfire program which begins at 9 :00
p. xn. on Saturday and consists of slides and discussion.
Besides fishing in the creek, there are nature trails along both
Union Creek and the Rogue River.

The trail on the Rogue River goes

for several xniles North of the campground and offers soxne good
scenery and fishing holes.

II COMPARING THE CAMPGROUNDS

In comparing these differences among campgrounds to the urban
ecological field, two lines of coxnparison have been proposed.

First,

although services and activities of various kinds are available in
cities of different degrees of development there appear to be soxne
cities which offer a wider range and variety of services a nd activitie s
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than others.

For example, in the large city there is potentially more

housing, more jobs, more parks, etc., than potentially exist in the
smaller city or town.

Likewise, in the highly developed campground

there are more campsites, ITIore organized activities (i. e., slide pro
gram, go carts, etc. ), and ITIore fairly close out-of-caITIpground ser
vices ( whether tourist attractions or restaurants) than the less de
veloped campgroundo

Second, by delineating these caITIpgrounds into

"ideal" types in no way covers the range of developITIent to be found in
campgrounds.

Just as New York City and Portland both may be con-

side red metropolitan areas, it must be stressed that there are very
distinct differences in the ecological fields of the two cities in the
areas of services and activities.
to campgrounds.

This kind of distinction also applies

For example, Magone Lake and Union Creek have

been inspected as generally fitting the less developed category when,
in fact, if looked at separately Magone Lake is less developed than
Union Creek in the sense that Magone Lake is 20 miles from the close
est highway, has

~o store,

has no cafe, has no lodge, has fewer sites,

and is located near no "mapped" point of interest which would attract
campers.
In looking further into the kinds of distinctions between the highly
developed and less developed campgrounds and relating theITI to notions
of the urban scene, several other kinds of differences' can be noted.
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Differences in Shelter Typ.£...
Interesting differences in types of shelter were observed across
campground types~

At the less developed campgrounds, there were

( 25 ) 460/0 in tents, (11) 200/0 in camper trucks, and ( 18) 33% in
trailers.

In the highly developed campground ( 39) 360/0 were using

tents, (22) 210/0 were using camper trucks, and (46) 430/0 were using
trailers.

This indicates that those at the highly developed campground

were not only camping in a high urban-ness area but also were bringing
m.ore technical and probably more expensive shelters into the camp
ground than those at the less developed campgroundsG

These figures

and percentages are not representative of the total number of shelters
observed.

In several cases more than one type of shelter was used.

For example, a unit may have a trailer and a tent within the site.
these cases a category system of priority was used.

In

The shelter that

was the most sophisticated was used in categorizing the entire unit 
i. e., Trailer, Camper Truck, and Tent.

It was also the case that

units used motor homes, fold-up tents and trailers, and vans as
shelters.

Because of the low number of these cases, motor homes

and fold-up trailrrs ( those with plastic or metal siding) were class
ified as trailers, fold-up tents (those with canvas sides) were class
ified as tents p and vans (7 and 9 passenger, utility, and campers)
were classified as camper trucks.
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_Where Unit Was From
Another interesting difference between the campgrounds that
should be noted and related to the urban scene was where the unit was
from.

In the large and highly urban city, people would be expected to

be migrating to and from the city from many different parts of the
world.

This migratory pattern would be expected to be less extensive

in a less urban city.
campgrounds.

This also proves to be the case in regard to

In the highly developed campground, 50% of the vehicles

observed had Oregon license plates, while 70% of the license plates in
less developed campgrounds were Oregon.

In the highly developed

campgrounds, a total of 80% of the vehicles had either Washington,
Oregon, or California plates, while in the less developed campground

96% of the plate s indicated a Washington, Oregon, or California origin.
This indicated a greater tendency for both out-of-state and other than
West coast people to caITlp in highly developed campgrounds than in
less developed can1,pgrounds.

Distance From Activities and Services
Part of the urban scene is the notion of how far certain activity
areas and services are from one's residence.

For example, if resi

dence is used as a base from which specific activities and services
are looked for, the chances are that the more urban the c i ty, the fur
ther away the residences will be fro:m those specific acti v iti es and

I
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serviceso

For instance p take the activity area "work" or job location.

It seems reasonable to as sume that as a general trend, as the city
develops and grows more complexj/ the distance from one's job and
residence increase s.

Of specific relevance in the campground setting

are the distances of the cam.psites to the lakes, rivers, and ocean
which the campground has been built around.

In comparing the two

types of campgrounds, it was observed that in the highly developed
campgrounds all the campsites were from 1/4 mile to one mile from
the lake, with 77% of the observed units being 1/3 to 1/2 mile from the
lake.

This compared with 85% of the campsites in the less developed

campground ( only Magone Lake had a lake) being within 100 yards

6t

I

the ' lake 'and the remaining 15% of the call1psite s being within a 1/4
I

mile of the lake.

I

I! '

This distance relationship also held true when comparing the
distances from the rivers.

At the highly developed campground (Ft • .

Stevens did not have a river to r~port) 100% of the campsit'e s observed
at the less developed campground (Magone Lake did not have a river
to report) were within 100 yards of the river (78% of the camp~ites
I

were within 100 feet of the river).

I

I

I

'

Ft. Ste vens was the only camp
,

I I

I

,

I

I

I

I

,

I

ground near the ocean, but still all of the campsites were at le'a st one
mile f~om 'tlie ~urf.
As the city grows more complex it also has a tendency t 'o offer
repeated services and activity areas.

For example, in comparing a

I .
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large city with a small city, it appears that the larger city has more
dwelling units to offe r, has a more and greate r variety of re staurants,
theaters, and parks; and in general is the place to go for specialized
items which are generally not available in smaller cities (e. g, ,special
automobile parts).

The point here is that the smaller city mayor may

not offe r a pa rticular se rvic e or activity area but if it doe s it will do
so on a smaller scale.

Again, the distinction being made here has

limitations.
The foremost limitation, which is not unique to the typology used
in this report, is that while the distinctions may prove to be correct
between these types of cities, there is the possibility that there may
be greater variation within anyone category than between categories.
In other words, there may be cities of equal complexity but with an
unequal distribution of services and activity areas.

For example,

some cities have more universities than others, some cities rely on
industry while others depend on retailing, and some cities are blessed
( or cursed) with natural resources and a natural habitat which allows
for certain services and activity areas to grow and mUltiply.
In translating what is perceived to be the case in the urban scene
to the campground's ecological field, several distinctions concerning
services can be mentioned for those units that were observed.

At the

highly developed campgrounds ( 94) or 880/0 were within 100 feet of a
toilet while on ( 13) or 120/0 were between 100 and 200 feet from a toilet.
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This compares to (42) or 77% of the observed less developed camp
ground units being within 100 feet of a toilet and ( 12 ) or 23% of them
being between 100 and 200 feet from a toilet.

This indicates that

those units at the highly developed campground are closer to a toilet
than those at the less developed cam.pground.

This is a reflection of

the total numbeJI of toilets in each type of campground and the camp
site density.

B'oth of those items increase in going from the less de

veloped campground to the highly developed campground.
The same relationship holds when looking at the distance from the
campsites to the water hydrants and trash cans.

One hundred and

five or 98% of the units observed in the highly developed campground
were within 20 feet of a water hydrant while only ( 13 ) or 24% of the
less developed units were within 20 feet of a water hydrant.

Most of

the less developed units were in the 20 to 50 feet range from a water
hydrant.

The highly developed campgrounds also had ( 86 ) or 81 % of

their observed units within 20 feet of a trash can while the less devel
oped units had (27) or 50% within 20 feet and (27) or 50% between 20
and 75 feet from a trash can.
This indicates that as the campground grows in complexity
(i. e., more campsites, more water hydrants, more toilets, and

more trash cans) that the units occupying a particular site will
be closer to these kinds of serviceso

This also relates to the

function of repeated services in the ecological field of the city
mentione d above

g
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Review of CaITlpground Differences

In reviewing what the caITlpgrounds have to offer in order to get
a clear picture of the two campground type s used in this report, we
can pick out at least five distinct areas of difference.

The first area

of difference is the sheer size and gross nUITlber of such things as
sites, trash cans, water hydrants, etc.

At both Wallowa Lake and

Ft. Stevens, there were ITlany more sites than at Magone Lake or
Union C reeku

The second area of difference COITles in the realITl of

facilities inside the caInpgroundg

At Wallowa Lake and FL StevensI'

there were such things as flush toilets, hot running water, and hot
showers available while at Magone Lake and Union Creek, there were
only pit toilets and cold running water.
UPSf

There were electrical hook-

water hook-ups, and waste disposals at Wallowa and Ft. Stevens

but not at Magone Lake or Union Creek.
ManageITlent and control ITlake up the third area of difference
between the two types of caITlpground.

Such things as garbage pick-up,

toilet clean-up, delivery of firewood, and police protection were a
daily affair at Wallowa Lake and Ft. Stevens; while these saITle ser

vices were on a tiice-a-week schedule at Magone Lake and Union
Creek~

In fact, it should be noted that there was no firewood provided

at all at either Magone Lake or Union Creek.

The ITlaxiITluITl suggested

length of stay was twice as long at Magone Lake and Union Creek ( 14
days)~

The chargee were either nothing or at most a dollar at Magone
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Lake and Union Creek in comparison to the $2.00 or $3.00 charge at
Wallowa Lake and Ft. Stevens, and at Magone Lake and Union Creek
people were given the freedom to choose their own site while at
Wallowa Lake and Ft. Stevens the camper was gi ven a place to camp.
The fourth area of difference concerned the services and acti v
ities in the immediate vicinity of the campground (say, 10 miles). At
both Wallowa Lake and Ft. Stevens, we noted local city and town pop
ulations which provided such diversified services as stores ( grocery
and variety), charter boats, dancing, roller skating, horseback riding
and packing, restaurants, cabins, lodges, gas stations, boat rentals,
miniature golf, go-carts, museums

f

and points of interest.

While

some of these services and activities were also available in the im
mediate vicinity of Union Creek (lodge, cabins, general store, gas
station, cafe, and points of interest) and even to ' a lesser degree at
Magone Lake ( points of interest only) it must be stressed that the
numbe r and variety of se rvice sand acti vitie s at Wallowa 'Lake and Ft.
Stevens far exceeds those at Magone Lake and Union Creek.
The fifth area of difference lies in the two distance relationships
discussed.

The first was, if the main attraction of the campground

was looked at (e. g., lakes, rivers, ocean, etC. ) and was available in
both types of campgrounds; there would be a greater distance between
that attraction and the available campsites in the highly developed
campground than in the less developed campground.

The second
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distance relationship proposed that as the campground grows in

com~

plexity there would be a tendency for repeated services and activity
areas ( e. g., toilets, garbage cans, etc .. ), making the average dis
tance to anyone service area shorter in the highly developed camp
ground than exhibited in the less developed campground.

III PHYSICAL SIZE AND CAMPSITE DENSITY

Having described what the campgrounds have to offer, the next
comparison deals with the physical size of the campgrounds in square
miles.

What was measured was not the entire campground 'per set

but that area within the campground where people were allowed to
camp, that is, the actual camping area.
kind of measurement was threefold:
imate physical

dens'ity~ ·

I

The purpose of doing this

1) To aid in figuring the approx

and, 2) to point out ,the tremendous difference

in size of camping area and campsite development; and, ' 3) to dem·o n
strate in reference to #2 the differences in campsite density, that is,
how close or how far one site is to another.
Point number one will be dealt with later; but numbers 2 and 3j1
being similar and directly related to the is sue at hand, will be dealt
with here to further explicate the differences in the two types of caITlp
grounds.
In looking at the highly developed campgrounds in respect to
approximate size y Ft.. Stevens was largest, covering

0

11 square miles
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of space and Wallowa Lake covers. 03 square rniles of space.

In

looking at the less developed campgrounds, Union Creek was largest
with.08 square miles of land coverage and Magone Lake covers. 01
square rniles of land.

Notice that in just square rniles, Union Creek

covered over twice as rnuch area as Wallowa Lake.

To put these

rneasurernents into perspective, the nurnber of carnpsites was looked
aL

In the highly developed carnpgrounds 9 with respect to carnpsite

developrnent

p

Fto Stevens had 601 carnpsites on

land and Wallowa Lake had 210 carnps ite B on

0

Q

11 square tniles of

03 square rnile s of landQ

The less developed carnpgrounds on the other hand, displayed 99 carnp
sites on . 08 square rniles at Union Creek and 34 carnpsites on . 01
square miles at Magone Lakeg

There seerned to be a sharp difference

between these two campgrounds when the nurnber of carnpsites and
square rniles of the carnpground were looked at.

One way of clearly

dernonstrating this phenornenon was by looking at the nurnber of carnp
sites as though each carnpground had an area of one square mile.

This

was the result: For Ft. Stevens, there would be 5,463 carnpsites per
square rnile; for Wallowa Lake, there would be 6, 999 carnpsites per
square rnile; for Union Creek, there would be 1,238 carnpsites per
square rnile; and for Magone Lake, there would be 3,400 carnpsites
per square rnile.

By representing carnpsite density, these figure s

give an indication of how close carnpsites were to each othero

Frorn

the above data, we can accurately suggest that campsites were closest
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to each other at Wallowa Lake and Ft. Stevens and that campsites
were furthest from each other at Union Creek and Magone Lake.

The imPlicrtion in demonstrating the differences in campground
size and the

diff~rence

in campsite density was to propose that these

kinds of differences were similar to city differences.

For example,

the highly urban city will most likely exhibit both greater physical size
in terms of square miles, and greater housing density per square
mile.

What was unique in this study was that while Wallowa Lake ex

hibited high campsite density as expected, the area measured as
"camping area" displayed the least square mileage.

IV PHYSICAL BARRIERS

The campsite density factor was only part of the phenomena of
campsite closenesso

In the cityp there are physical barriers which

allow people to have "pri vacy" even though the housing structure s are
quite close..

Such things as curtains, locks on doors and windows,

shrubs, trees g and fences are all physical barriers which can be used
to give the resident the option for privacy.

Similarly, in the camp

groundl' physical barriers exist or are created to give options for pri
vacy.

In comparing the two types of campgrounds, several interesting

points should be made that further explicate the notions of campsite
closeness and the option for privacyo

At the highly developed camp

grounds, (16) or 150/0 of the observed campsites had very little except
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their shelter that could be called a physical barrier.

In most cases,

these units were open to the public because there were only a few
bushes or maybe a tree within the site .

There were no campsites at

the less developed ca:mpgrounds that fit this description.

There was

( 41 ) 380/0 of the observed campsites at the highly developed cam.p
ground which could be described as fairly open, that is, both trees
and bushes were scattered around the site.

This compares to (10) or

190/0 of the less developed campsites which fit the fairly open descrip

tion.

Of the campsites observed at the highly developed campgrounds

( 32) or 30% could be described as fairly closed, meaning that trees
and bushes or a vehicle blocked the view of one or two sides of the
campsite~

This kind of a description fits ( 24) or 44% of the camp

sites at the less developed campground.

For a campsite to be con

sidered closed, frees and bushes were tall and thick enough to close '
off most of the site with the exception of the driveway.

This descrip

tion fit ( 16) or 150/0 of the campsites at the highly developed cam.p
ground and (7) 13% of the campsites at the less developed campground.
Finallyp at the highly developed campground ( 2) 2% of ,the campsites
observed were completely closed, that is, they exhibited all of the
characteristics of a closed site and in addition, a vehicle, a shelter 1
or a tarp was used to block the entrance of the siteo

A completely

closed campsite was exhibited by ( 13) 24% of the units at the less
developed campground.

This indicates that while the less developed
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campgrounds not only exhibited lower campsite density than the highly
developed campgrounds, the less developed campgrounds exhibited
greater degrees of physical barriers than did the highly developed
campgrounds; enhancing even further, the factor of campsite density,
and suggesting that the physical structure of the campsite allowed for
a greater potential to have privacy in the less developed campgroundsQ

V POPULATION DENSITY

The last issue to be mentioned in regard to the development of
campgrounds deals with the number of people per square mile.

The

purpose of handling population density this way was to allow for com
parability and use in other population based research, and to be able
to compare the population densitie s in citie s to the population densitie s
found in the campgrounds.

The questions to be looked at then, are:

Did the campgrounds differ in respect to population density as ex
pected; were the differences in population density associated with
campsite density; and» did the difference in population

den~ity

influ

ence diffe rent patte rns of inte raction ?
The answer to the latter question is the general topic of the
following chapters.

The answer to the first question is easy: yes,

the campgrounds did differ in population density.

The campgrounds

differed in population as per definition of level of campground develop
ment.

But as a check, the densities were as follows:
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1) At Ft. Stevens the average week's population density was 14,184
per square ITlile,

2) at Wallowa Lake, the average week's population

density was 25,429 per square mile,

3) at Union Creek, the average

population density for a week was 1, 667 per square ITlile, and 4) at
Magone Lake, the average weeki s population density was 6,043 per
square ITlile.

COITlparing the population density with the caITlpsite

density in answering the second question, indicates a perfect relation
ship.

The caITlpground with the highe st caITlpsite density also had the

highest population density and the caITlpground with the lowest caITlp
,site density also had the lowest population density.

(For a look at

population density broken down by caITlpground, week-day and week
end, and by section observed, see Appendix

D.

Notice that in every

caITlpground, the total caITlpground population density goes up on the
week-end confirITling the use of a week-day - week-end dichotoITlY.

COITlposition of Units
Another aspect of the population density was the cOITlposition of
the units under observation.

While units were our priITlary

i~terest9

the individual eleITlents that ITlade up the unit were also felt to be fac
tors that influence interaction aITlong units.

For this reason the com

position of the units was categorized two ways.

The first was the age

breakdown of observed units in both types of campgrounds.

To aCCOITl

plish this task, six subjective age categories were used: elderly,
middle-aged, young adult, teen-aged, child, and young child. (See
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Appendix E)

As Appendix E indicates, there were very few differ

ences in the age and sex of the person engaging in camping at the two
campground types; the largest difference being among the young adult
males, where it appeared that they were found in the less developed
campground more often than the highly developed campground pop
ulation.

The second way was to label the unit as to its sex make-up.

To accoInplish this task, seven categories were used:

single adult$!

couple (male and female adults), adults with adults, adults with chil
dren, adults with adults with children, all female, and all male.
Again, as with the age and sex breakdown, the differences in the com
position of the units were only slight, indicating that in reference to
the composition of the campsites the less developed campground was
a scaled down highly developed campground.

Length of Stay
Another is sue which related both to the composition of the camp
sites and the urban scene was the length of stay aspect.

In comparing

the large complex city to the smaller less complex city, it appeared
that the large complex city exhibited greater degrees of transmigration
than the less complex city.

That is, people were on the move more

often, residing in one place for short periods of time, while people
in less complex cities moved less often.

This was also found to 'be

the case in comparing the two types of campgrounds.

In the highly
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developed campgrounds, (90) 84% of the units observed stayed three
days or less; while only ( 17) 160/0 stayed between 4 to 6 days; (2) 20/0
stayed 6 days.

In the less developed campgrounds, (32) 59% of the

units observed stayed 3 days or less, while ( 22 ) 41 % stayed between
4 to 6 days, (8) 15% stayed 6 dayso

These figures can be summar

ized more precisely by stating that in the highly developed campground
the average stay was 2. 6 daysp while the average stay in the less
developed campground was 3.4 days.

VI CONCLUSION

This description of the campgrounds has been intended to orient
the reader to the distinction being made between the highly developed
and less developed campground settings and how these differences re
late to the urban scene.

i

It is hoped that with this orientation to the differences between
the two types of campgrounds, the following discussions of the temp
oral day in the campground and of the interactional patterns will not
only describe differences of inter-unit interaction between the two
kinds of campgrounds, but also aid in suggesting how further and
future inquiry into the campground setting may be accomplished.

I

CHAPTER IV

A DA Y IN THE CAMPGROUND

I

ETHNOGRAPHY

It was stated in the introduction that the analysis of the caITlp
ground would pr1Vide not only a critique of the data and tables con
cerned specifically with inter-unit interactions, but also a teITlporal
description ( ethnography) which should aid in further clarifying and
distinguishing the two types of caITlpgrounds being exanrined.

It is

particularly worth noting that in orienting the reader as to the general
behavior observed in the two types of caITlpgrounds, ipsights that would
have norITlally not been ITlentioned if the report strictly discussed only
interaction behavior, are brought out in the hope of adding additional
ITleaning to the analysis of interaction patterns.
To accoITlplish this, the ethnography is divided into

nin~

blocks

of tiITle, of generally two hours each9 with the first block of tiITle
starting at 0600 hours and the last block of tirrle starting at 2200 hours.
It is felt that this kind of -description will provide a sensitivity and
awareness of the caITlpgrounds which is generally lacking not only in
leisure research but in ITluch sociological research as well.

It is al so
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felt that by describing the campgrounds in this fashion, the reader
will be given the closest possible experience of actually being out in
the campground - - feeling the heat of the sun in the morning or feeling
one's eyes burn froITl all the smoking fires in the evening.

This section will also describe what it was like to listen to the
various sounds in the campground at different times of the day, the
odors that permeated the air while in a campground, or the sight of
police cars with their sirens turned on attempting to apprehend some
one who was rushing through the bushes.

All these things are very

much a part of camping; but very rarely do they even get mentioned.
Two possible reasons they are seldom mentioned might be that they

either are not ea1ilY measured items, or they really are not part of
the research design.

0600-0759 Highly Developed Campground
As the sun burns off the morning mist, the campground begins to
come alive.

In the highly developed campground, there were onlyafew

fires from 0600 - 0659 as people began to wake up, sc.urry to the toi
lets and back, began to chop wood and build fi res g sit by their fires
drinking from steaming cups and occasionally smoke a cigarette. From
0700 - 0759 the potential for" sleeping in" was slim as more wood
gathering and chopping and fire building continued in greater numbers
of campsites.

Most of the fires being built were in sites occupied by

tenters who displayed some unique and dangerous methods of lighting
camp wood.

One method used was the blow torch and another method

.• 1

I

I

II

I

.
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was the pouring of gasoline onto a small flame, but the traditional
match to paper and/or wood was the method used most often. Along
with fire building the sounds of pots and pans, people coughing, child
ren crying, an occasional car rolling down the street with a bad
muffler and general increases in noise, we suggest might have had an
effect on people when they began to emerge from their shelters. Break
fast began to be observed frequently at this time, although it was an
activity that was observed right up to 1100 hours, when "lunch" began.
Still another notable acti vity at this time was people breaking carnpQ
This cut across all types of shelters and usually accom.panied an early
breakfasL

It should be mentioned that not all of the observed units

were up and moving around, but inactivity was generally li:mited to the
trailer and motor horne units which were usually self-contained
( meaning that unit members need not leave their shelter) and had
thicker walls ( meaning that their shelter probably would protect them
m.ore adequately from the increased noise levels).

0600-0759 Less Developed Campground
At the less developed campgrounds, we observed thc;tt some people
were up and around before our earliest observation period started
( 0600)..

These people were going fishing (only at Magone Lake).

This

occurrence was rare and the noise made, as they went fishing, was
minimal as the rest of the campground slept.

There was only one

incident of wood/chopping between 0600 and 0659 that carne to our

I
attention and which broke the silence of the campground.

T he re were
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several cases of people taking trips to the toilet at this hour, but the
general rule was, the units were not moving outside of their shelters.
From 0700 - 0759 the campground was essentially awake with only
a few cases of units ITlaking no movement.

Wood gathering and fire

building seemed to be the most common acti vity at this time, with
preparation of a meal and eating being a close second.

There were

more frequent trips made to the toilet because there were more people
up.

Since there were no restroom facilities ( i. e., sinks and mirrors)

in the less developed campground, it was not uncommon to see such
activiti~s

as shaving, combing hair, reITloving curlers, and putting on

make-up taking place near the site's picnic table.

It was also not un

common to see campe rs brushing their teeth and washing their faces
near the water hydrant.

These activities were particularly observ

able among tenters.

0800 - 0959 Highly Developed Campground
Between 0800 and 0859, most of the campers in the highly de
veloped campground had either emerged from the shelters or had at
least opened the curtains of their shelter indicating they were awake.
Between half and two-thirds of these units had fires going, or were in
the process of building a fire.
this time.

This seemed to be the major activity at

Only a few of the fires were used for cooking or heating

things and in some cases the fires were going all day, although the
temperature got into the 90'sG

It appears that fire making and ITlain

taining were viewed as essential and of great. interest in the camping
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experience.

It was not uncommon to see close to a half-a-cord of

wood stashed and split into various sizes inside a campsite.

Along

with fire building, wood chopping, at this time, was almost a univer
sal task and was used either for building a fire or xnaintaining a per
sonal cache of fire wood.
With people up and moving around in the highly developed
ground, several other kinds of activities were engaged in.

camp~,

More and

more people migrated to the restrooms and utility buildings ca:rrying
purses, shaving kits, towels, and in some cases changes of clotheso .. ,
While at the utility buildings, besides taking care of biological needs,
such things as hot showers, shaving, putting on make-up, brushing
teeth, and changing clothe s we re sometime s engaged in. ,
Another major activity at this time" which was an extension from
0700 - 0759, was that of preparing and eating breakfast.

Besides

observing fires, eating was the most prevailing activity.

It took place

both inside the shelter (in the cases of camper trucks, trailers, and
:

motor homes) or outside on the picnic table and near the fire.

, I

People

used Coleman stoves most often and a few units were using electric
grills and even fewer units used the open fire.
Other activities that took place at this time included preparing to
leave, chasing chipmunks, sitting in lawn chairs, preparing for a
baseball tournament or rodeo, preparing fishing tackle to go fishing,
going to the utility building to iron, walking throughout the campground,
reading the newspaper, playing with a dog, riding bicycles, and main
taining equipmente

Each of these activities was engaged in by at least
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a few units; but they all, ITlore or less, revolved around the break
fast acti vityo
FroITl 0900 - 0959, in the highly developed caITlpground, eating
was still one of the ITlain acti vitie s - although cleaning up the break
fast dishes increasingly appeared.

There were a few units just be

ginning to prepare breakfast by starting their C oleITlan stove s and the re
were a few units eating; but the ITlajority were finishing breakfast and
cleaning up and/or preparing for sOITlething else. In one case, a ITlan
in a "business" suit was observed breaking caITlp (a pup tent) while in
other units kids were riding bikes and playing with beach balls and
lawn dartso

Washing dishes, checking over and repairingequipITlent,

and preparing to leave the site and/or caITlpground were the ITlajor ac
tivities at this tiITleo In one case a ITlan p after checking over his equip
ITlent, reported to ITle that his i'water hose had been cut with a knife, "
indicating that vandals had done it.

Other kinds of activities taking

place at this tiITle included hanging up wet clothes on a clothesline ( put
there by a unit), taking pictures of chipITlunks atop woodbins, lying in
a haITlITlock, sitting in lawn chairs, walking throughout the caITlpground,
and riding bikes e

0800-0959 Less Developed Cam.pground
FroITl 0800 - 0859, in the less developed cam.pground, fire
building and eating were m.ajor activities as they were in the highly
developed caITlpground; but there were differences.

In the less devel

oped caITlpground there were no woodbins, therefore, wood had to be
gathered by walking through the caITlpground picking up fallen sticks,

eo
breaking or chopping branches, or chopping down trees.

There were

proportionately fewer fires in the less developed campground because
of this.

In COOkirg, Colem.an stoves were used and the open fire was

also used proportionately m.ore often than in the highly developed
caITlpground.

Other kinds of activity observed were people going to

the pit toilets, people washing their faces and getting water at a water
hydrant, taking bikes froITl under a canopy, getting food out of the car,
checking oil and tires, etc., in their vehicle, preparing to go fishing,
playing with dogs, cleaning rifles, sitting at tables or in lawn chairs,
talking, going to work, reading, and preparing to leave.
FroITl 0900 - 0959, eating reITlained the nUITlber one acti vity but,
as in the highly developed caITlpground, cleaning up froITl breakfast
was beginning to be a ITlajor activity.

Part of the clean-up process in-

eluded carrying garbage to trash cans and getting water.
major activity observed, at this tiITle, was fishing.

Another

Several units

were fishing ( still and spin casting) froITl aluITlinuITl boats, rubber
rafts, or froITl the bank.

Besides fishing, sitting in lawn chairs

(drinking!, sITloking, and/or talking), walking around within the caITlp
ground p feeding and playing with a baby, and a rare instance of typing
were activities engaged in at this tiITle.

The 0800 - 0959 tiITle period,

in both types of caITlpground, was generally a tiITle in which ITlost ac
tivities were centered around preparing breakfast, eating breakfast,
and/or cleaning up after breakfast.
tiITle.

It was an organizing and planning

And it was a tiITle for ITlaintenance - both self -maintenanc'e and

maintenance of equipITlent.
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1000-1159 Highly Developed Campground
Between 1000 - 1159, in the highly developed campground, there
was no observable main activity although this was a time for units,
who have broken ca.mp, to begin leaving in notie,eable numbers.

It was

also a time when units piled into a vehicle and left the site for the
morning and possibly the entire day.

For those still in camp, playing

lawn darts, frisbee, riding bicycles, chopping wood, sitting in lawn
chairs, reading, talking, or sleeping were activities to be observed.
Washing dishes and general campsite clean-up occurred at this time
particularly among females who had been left alone in the campsite or
who had been relieved of the re sponsibility of watching children.
For those adults who had not been relieved temporarily of the
responsibility of watching children, campground socialization became
an interesting phenomenon to watch. _ Among the children, it was ob
served, if the u1t knew no other units within the campground

an~

if

the number of children within a unit was small ( 3 or under) there was
a slight tendency for the children to follow the adult of the same sex
as themselves around the campsite.

For example, in a unit which was

preparing to leave, the adult female was inside the camper truck
washing dishes, while the female child (6 or 7 years of age) was
sitting on the camper steps watching the adult female.

The adult male

was kicking tires, checking oil, etc., and was being followed by two
male children ( 8 and 5 years of age).

The adult female asked for

help inside the camper and the female child re sponded.

A s the unit

was about to leave, the adult male asked the 5-year-old male if he
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wanted to take home a pine cone.

The young male child responded,

"No, " paused, and about ten seconds later asked, "what's a pine cone?"
Another incident of socialization that occurred, during this time
period, was a case of a m.ale child ( 10 years of age) running through
the campsite of another unit.

The adult female from his unit chastized

him for "going through someone else's property", indicating that the
$2. 00 or $3. 00 paid for a campsite makes that piece of earth pri vate
prope rty with all the social value s gi ven a "normal II piece of pri vate
property outside the campground.

Such phrases as limy site" and

limy wood" indicated a possessive quality that campers attached to
their campsites.

The factor of territorality would be an interesting

subject for future inquiryo
Another interesting phenomenon observed in the highly developed
campground, which was not observed in the less developed campground,
was the presence of units which were other than white.

In the two

highly developed campgrounds, four ethnic units were observed
camping.

There were two Black units, one Indian unit, . and one Ori

ental unit in the campgrounds.

The lack of visible presence in the

campground by ethnic groups seems to indicate that cainping~' as ex
pressed by car camping in the Pacific Northwest, is a white ac'tivtty,
although this could be reflecting regional sampling biases.

If it is not

reflecting a sampling bias it would seem reasonable that future re
search might try to answer the question of why ethnic groups do not
participate in camping.
Another interesting occurrence happened to us while in the highly
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developed campground at this time and tends to demonstrate the
quality of bigness and vastness that is part of the highly developed
campground.

A male child (8-10 years of age) was riding on a bi

cycle and passed our site several times.
or fifth time, he began to cry.
discovered he was lost.

As he passed it the fourth

After inquiring as to the problem, we

The way in which the caITlpground is laid out

with sites close together and most of the campground looking the
saITle p it seems reasonable that young children, such as this one,
would tend to get lost - - particularly at Ft. Stevens, with its 601
campsites covering

0

1 of a square ITlile.

1000-1159 Less Developed Campground
In the less developed campground, there were still a few units

eating breakfast.

Those units that had finished breakfast were

cleaning up from breakfast.
observed at this time.

Several different kinds of activities were

Several new units were arriving and were
,

'

setting up caITlp; while one specific unit ITloved to its favorite site from
the one they were occupying.

In inforITlal conversations at both types

of campgrounds, we discovered there was a strong tendency for units
at the less developed caITlpgrounds to be repeaters at a particular
caITlpground, ITlore so than those at the highly developed campground,
who tended to be first-tiITlers.

Besides ITloving and setting up caITlp,

adult males were tinkering with the vehicles and shelters.

Fishing

was also a continuing acti vity, as was sitting in lawn chairs.

A few

not-so-common activities observed included washing windows of
shelters g typing at the picnic tablej> using power saws to fell trees p
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State Police cars cruising by, catching chipITlunks, and shooting of a
sling shot.

1200-1359 Highly Developed CaITlpground
FroITl 1200 to 1359 hours, several different kinds of activities
and phenoITlena were seen that occurred with SOITle regularity in the
highly developed caITlpground.

First, at about this tiITle the caITlp

ground had ITlore vacant caITlpsites than at any other tiITle.

In SOITle

sections of a caITlpground the depletion and/or turn-over rate was
quite high. There were days ( ITlostly week-days) when the depletion
rate was in the 70% range in several sections of the highly developed
caITlpground.

This was not including caITlpsites that were vacant the

night before.

Another phenoITlenon occurring with regularity at this

tiITle was the occurrence of occupied caITlpsites without the unit ITleITl
bers present, that is, there were units which were not present in or
around their caITlpsite to be observed.

Related to this was the fact

that between 1200 hours and 1559 hours, there were higher rates of
units not present than during the rest of the dayo
Besides units leaving the caITlpground or just leaving their caITlp
site between 1200 and 1359, there began to be a trickling in of new
units.

One reason for this heavy outflow of units froITl the caITlpsites

ITlay be explained by the 1400 hours check-out tiITle in the highly de
veloped caITlpground when units ITlust be gone or be charged another
day's rent.
In discus sing the going and cOITling of units in the highly developed
caITlpground another aspect of caITlping should be ITlentioned.

There
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were a few occasions when we were approached by caITlpers who ITlis
took us for caITlpground officials, particularly when we were sketching
the ITlap of a particular caITlpground, with pencil and clip board in
hand.

In these brief encounters, the topic of reserving a campsite

was harshly criticized.

The ITlain argument against the systeITl was

that the entire caITlpground could theoretically be put on reserve
leaving no sites for the I'coITlITlon man." After becorrring aware of this
situation, attention was focused on the reservation systeITl with two
further CritiCiSiS which could be seen in our observations.

First, it wa:s observed that because of the reservation systeITl,
freedoITl to choose a site which was vacant while in the caITlpground
did not exist.

In several cases, caITlpers would spot a vacant caITlp

site and set up caITlp - only to find out that the site was reserved. An
other related occurrence observed was ITloving within the caITlpground.
For exaITlple, if a unit pulled into Ft. Stevens on a Thursday with in
tentions of staying the full seven days without a reservation, the
chances of getting and staying the full seven days in one site were
very sliITl.

It was ITlore likely that the unit would be ITloved once,

twice and even three tiITles within a one-week period, because of the
reservation systeITl<>
A slightly different probleITl, but nonetheless very ITluch related
to the probleITl of "getting" a site, occured when the caITlpground dis
played its "full caITlpground" sign at the entrance of the caITlpground,
when, in fact, as much as 25% of the campsites may have been vacant.
CaITlpsites were vacant, in that there were no physical traces of units
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occupying them, but they were not vacant in that they were reserved.
The irony of this reservation game, by our observations and know
ledge of how the game works, is that having a site reserved does not
ensure that the site will be occupied.

In fact, from our obse rvations

in the early morning hours, there were still considerable number of
sites vacant which had been reserved.

Another irony was that, while

these campgrounds turned away hundreds of campers because the
campground was technically full, they also lost thousands of dollars
because of the way the reserve system operates.

The fee and reser

vation charge is not collected until the site is clcl.imed by the unit who
reserved it.

One consequence of this, besides turning campers away,

is that population densities ( particularly at Ft. Stevens) would have
been much higher if the campground would have been allowed to fill up
as it most as suredly would have.
While new units we re coming into the campground, acti vity being
engaged in by those units already in or around their campsite s was
the preparing for, eating, and cleaning up of lunch.

While lunch was

being prepared activities such as, chopping wood, building fires,
sitting in lawn chairs, or just walking around were observedo

The

consumption of lunch was generally handled outside the shelter; , but

there were cases/ observed where consuITlption of ITleals took place
largely inside the shelter (camper truck, trailer, or motor home). In
referring to density at a mini-level, it was observed that tempers ran
short several times when a meal took place inside crowded shelters.
For example, an adult fem.ale yelling at her son ( 8 years old), "Eddy,
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will you eat your sandwich and get out of here, you are fast driving
me crazy. "
While lunch was being cleaned up, largely by females, several
kinds of activities were observed; for example, playing cards, sitting
and talking in lawn chairs, playing frisbee, bike riding, playing bad
minton, baseball throwing, football throwing, fire stoking, reading,
sleeping, or planning the afternoon's events.
There were several other activities that occurred in highly de
veloped campgrounds at this time that did not occur at the less devel
oped campground at all.

First, several trucks delivered wood each

day, which allowed the campers to build fires more easily than the
units at the leBs developed campground.

The availability of wood

partly explained why there were units who had fire going continuously
even in 90 0 and 1000 weather.

If the woodbins were not convenient

enough!, campers would take wood from a vacant site, or even steal
wood from a campsite whose occupants were absent.

Second, another

condition observed in the highly developed campground was the occurr
ence of completely barricading a campsite to allow maximum privacy.
In several instances this meant a tarp approximately eight feet high,
fencing in the site except for the driveway in which a truck was parked.
Third, police seemed to be readily available in the highly developed
campground, cruising throughout the campground making their pres
ence known, while maintenance crews were mowing grass, painting
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site numbers on the paveInent, and unclogging sewers.

1200-1359 Less Developed Campground
In the less developed campground, the major activity was eating
lunch.

Along with and after lunch, sitting in lawn chairs, on stUInPS,

or at the picnic table and talking, laughing or reading seemed to con
sume Inost of the time, particularly for the adults.

The children and

teenagers, who also ate at this time, were less likely to be sitting in
lawn chairs but Inore likely to be p~eparing to go fishing or swiInIning.
There was a strong likelihood that if a river was nearby, inner-tubing
would be engaged in.

Trail bike riding and bicycle riding also occurred

at this time.
Having stated that the caInper in the less developed campground
stays longer1 it might be of interest to describe how long SOIne of
them do caInp in a particular campgound.

The offical liInit is 14 days

in anyone site; but at least two units remarked that they had stayed
longer, or expressed the intent of staying longer in the campground.
The first case was that of Bill "Whitebeard." He and his unit were
locals (living fairly close to the campground) and he worked four days
a week, even while caInpingo

They had been in the campground over

two weeks and planned to stay "until the weather cools!"

They avoided

being evicted by leaving the caInpground for a few hours every 14 days
and when they returned they camped in a different site.
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The case of George is somewhat different.
age and camped alone.

He was 78 years of

He camped three m.onths of the year, spending

a month in each of the campgrounds he selected.

It just
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happened

that George had been cam.ping at the sam.e three cam.pgrounds since

1955.

George used the sam.e method for not getting evicted as did

Bill "Whitebeard" in that every 14 days George would pack up his
equipmentp including his wood p and move to another campsiteo

The

point of this illustration is to em.phasize not only were there even
greater "real" differences as far as the length of stay goes, than al
ready examined, but also to begin to suggest for future research that
there may be some social-psychological differences between the
campers of highly developed campgrounds and campers of less devel
oped campgrounds which may also explain, in part, the differences
found in interaction patterns.

1400-1559 Highly Developed Campground
As was mentioned in the 1200 to 1359 time period, the highly
developed campground was being vacated by campers going home or
moving to another campgrounde

This pattern continued from 1400 to

15591' but at a decreasing rate.

Incoming campers who began to

trickle in from 1200 to 1359 were now beginning to pour in; claiming
their reserved site or hoping there was a site open.

From 1400 to

1559 the entrance to the campground, that is, the registration booth
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became quite crowded because each unit must register before setting
up camp, which was different from the less developed campground
where the unit could freely pick a site which was not occupied and
register at its leisure, if registering was necessary.

In stating that

the registration booth got crowded at this time meant that a line -up of
vehicles and shelters began to accumulate in front of the booth which
looked not too dissimilar to comm.uters trying desperately to get
horne from work in a ' large city, but first must pay a toll ( camp fee ).
The line was observed to extend at time s at least 75 to 100 vehicle s in
length.

Therefore, one activity of this time period was sitting in a

vehicle and waiting to pay the "toll", if luckily the campground hadn't
filled up.

Another activity corresponding to and corning after paying

the toll, was the setting up of camp.

For those units having already

been in the campground, a somewhat different
observed.

For a few

units~

site was still going on.

arr~y

of activities were

packing the vehicle and leaving the 'camp

Getting into the vehicle and leaving the camp

site was a frequently observed activity, as well as just walking out of
the campsite.

For those who remained in or near the campsite, , sitt

ing was the main activity observed.

Sitting in lawn chairs was most

frequently observed, but sitting at the picnic table, on the ground, in
side a camper truck, trailer, or motor horne also occurred.

While

sitting in these various places, several different but conunon kinds of
activities were observed..

--.l

Most common a n d frequent was talking .
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Talking occurred in most sitting arrangements of two or more persons
but generally another activity was taking place along with, or
panying talking.

accom~

Playing cards or another type of game was the most

frequent activity accompanying talking.

Watching and/or stoking a

fire was another activity that took place while sitting and

\talking~

aITlples of other activities that took place while sitting in,c luded
sleeping, cooking, and observing children.

Ex

r~adi~g,

Other activities were

cleaning up activities such as vacuuITling, washing dishes, and taking
garbage to the garbage can; equipment ITlaintenance activities such as
checking the oil, changing flat tires, and washing windows; and play
activities such as lawn darts, frisbee, chopping wood, bike riding,
playing with a

dog~

and watching TVo

Still another activity observed

at this tiITle was that of asking questions regarding directions.

It

appears that in the highly developed caITlpgrounds, with the great num
ber of caITlpsites and caITlpsite sections, people ITlay get lost just
trying to find their caITlpsite. " This occurred several tiITles at the
highly developed caITlpgrounds when either by passing in a car or just
walking, campers would ask other campers

wh~re

a particular" site

was located and, in ITlost cases, the response w,a s t,hat neitheli parey
knew, i. e., "I just got i?-ere myself,"
this site,

Ii

or

"I

do~'~ ~~w"

I baryly,

~9,und

"It ITlust be thata way. "

Another aspect worth noting in this tiITle period was, the highly
developed campground was used as a place not only where camping

I
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takes place but serves a variety of functions.

One of these functions

was to provide cheap accommodations while visiting the immediate
vicinityo

Two examples of this occurred at the time when we were in

the campground, with a rodeo and a baseball tournament taking place
not far from the campground.

During the time the rodeo and tourna

ment were taking place, a noticeable number of units appeared dressed
in either baseball hats and sometimes baseball uniforms, or in cowboy
boots and hats.

By this time of the daY9 the unit members and unit

vehicles would be gone, leaving no one to observe in their campsitesc

1400-1559 Less Developed Campground

The above functions did not seem to be pre sent at the le s s
developed campground; probably because of the distance away from
any sizable population

center~

Although the two types of caITlpgrounds

differ considerably in many respects p including activities observed,
there were some distinct similarities in

activiti~s

from 1400 to 1559.

Sitting, which was observed as one of the major activities in the
highly developed campground, was also a major activity in the less
developed campground at this time.

Sitting in lawn chairs was seen to

be . a frequent occurrence; although sitting at the picnic table, in a
shelter, on a stump, on the ground, or on the bank of a creek with
feet in the water was not uncommon.
activities took place;

While sitting, various kinds of

eating, roasting hot dogs over a fire, peeling

I,

I

I .

I )
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potatoes, washing dishes, playing cards, reading, talking, sleeping,
and watching activity only to ITlention those ITlost cOITlITlonly observed.
A few units were preparing and eating lunch, while others were
snacking on beer and potato chips.

This was taking place both inside

the shelter and near the picnic table.
SwiITlITling or wading was a very frequent activity for both adults
and children, in contrast to the highly developed caITlpground where
adults rarely indulged in any water activity, except fishing.

Air ITlatt

resses, rubber rafts, or inner tubes were used during swiITlITling and
wading tiITleo

In the case of a river or creek, inner tubes would be

used to travel the rapids.
Another activity of SOITle frequency was walking through the
caITlpground and picking up beer bottles and pop cans.
to conSUITle a great deal of tiITle for the children.

This seeITled

Riding bike s was

also observed at this tiITle.
Because there was no supplied wood at the less developed caITlp
ground, if a unit desired a fire then wood gathering was a ITlUSt. Sticks
and branches, or sOITletiITles whole trees would be collected and
chopped up during this tiITle for the cOITling evening's fire.
It has been ITlentioned that in the highly

dev~loped

caITlpground,

units would still be leaving and new, units would , be pouring. in.

On, a

ITluch sITlaller scale this was also true at ,the less developed cftmp
ground with a few units leaving and ,a few units a rri vingei ,The, only,
I
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significant chanje in the inflow and outflow of units was on Friday,
when the inflow would be greater than the outflow and on Sunday when
the outflow would be greater than the inflow.

Another phenomena in

which this report was interested as a side issue and as a hopeful par
tial explanation for Hendee's theme that campgrounds are place s to be
social, was that of stranger encounters among children, particularly
young children.

The only observed occurrences of this phenomena

took place in the less developed campground between several children.
It was thought that as the children got together, the parents might get
together as was reported in some studie s dealing with life in suburbia
and the campgrounde

But among young children, in one case, it was

the parents who got the children together after which no further con
tact between the parents was observed.

This is not to say that child

ren encounters did not take place but that between strangers, social
interaction was at a minimum, which refutes the Hendee and Campbell
argumento
Still another activity observed at the less developed campground
was an almost daily visit to the air conditioned "Mama and Papa"
general store at Union Creek.

This may very well have been the pat

tern at the highly developed campgrounds also, but at the less devel
oped campground, it was easier to observe.

With only a small creek

and little breeze, the air conditioned store provided not only an es
tablished place to buy food, but also a sanctuary from the continual heat.
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It should be ITlentioned here that at the less developed caITlp
ground, frisbee, football, baseball, lawn darts, horseshoes, car
cruising, and mass bicycling were not observed.

With the exception

of occasional bicycle ridingp none of the above activities occurred at
the less developed caITlpground while these kinds of activities were
frequently observed in the highly developed caITlpgroundo

Therefore p

it can be stated that the differences in the two caITlpgrounds were no.t
only in regard to the physical layout of the caITlpgrounds and the inter
action patterns but also the kinds of activity patterns engaged in.

1600-1 759 Highly Developed C aITlpground
In the highly developed caITlpground, the arrival and setting up
of caITlp was the ITlost fr:equently observable activity in the caITlpground.

For those units 1hO were already set up. and in their campsites. sit
ting in lawn chai .! rs or at the picnic table talking, playing gaITles,
reading, or watching the activity of other units seeITled to be the ITlajor
acti vitie s at this tiITle.
Units were also beginning to return froITl a day' 8 journeyp in
their vehicleso

SOITle of these units had been sightse~ing (in Astoria),

hiking ( in Wallowa Mountains), beach cOITlbing ( at the Pacific Ocean),
swiITlITling ( in Wallowa Lake), fishing ( by ocean charter), going to
and participating in baseball tournaITlents ( in Enterprise and Seaside ),
and going to and participating in a rodeo ( in Enterprise).

In response
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to some of the acti vitie s engaged in, e. g., base ball, hiking, and
rodeo, an activity commonly observed in the campground at this time
period was people going to the utility buildings for showers.
Along with the arrival of new units and the arri val of units who
had been away from their site and in most cases away from the camp
ground, units were also beginning to prepare for the evening by chop
ping . wood and beginning to prepare for dinner by

Ii

setting" the picnic

table or the table inside their shelters.

1600-1759 Less Developed Campground
In the less developed campground, the single noticeable differ
ence from the highly developed campground was the lack of rushing
around by the campers.

In the highly developed campground with so

rrlany people around g it appeared that most people were doing things
"by the numbers." For example, in the highly developed campground
it was easy to look around and see campers doing somewhat similar
things and therefore develop activity patterns which could be used in
descriptions like the present one.

However, in the less developed

campground, the patterns of activities described almost became indi
vidual activity patterns instead of aggregate patterns because there
were fewer people doing them.

Part of this rushing atmosphere may

be in part due to the trelTIendous turn-over rate of camping units each
day in the highly developed campground and the frequency with which

,I
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vehicles were used, causing, at times, minor traffic congestion at
intersections.

A related explanation may be that because of distance

between campsites and the natural barriers between campsites at the
less developed campground, campers felt less inclined to follow any
strict pattern of how to camp, which may be exhibited if "neighbors"
were more avilable for observation as was the case in the highly de
veloped campground.

It should be emphasized that this "rushing" diff

erence being suggested was not restricted to the 1600 to 1759 hours
time period but it was at this time period and after several weeks in
the field that we began to observe this difference repeatedly.
As in the highly developed campground, sitting continued to be a
major activity in the less developed campground.

Sitting was being

done mostly in lawn chairs, with sitting also being observed at picnic
tables and inside shelters.

Sitting was generally accompanied with

drinking, smoking. talking, or reading.

Fishing, which was rare

from 1200 to 1559, was now being revitalized with campers fishing
from rubber rafts and froUl the bank.
The campfire played an important part in camping.

In the highly

developed campground with wood available, every unit observed had a
fire at least once, with some units having one long continuous fire.
With the woodbins not a vailable and the task of preparing and starting
a fire slightly more difficult f as in the case of the less developed camp
grounds, fires were still a vital part of camping.

Every unit observed
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in the less developed cam.pground also had a fire at least once.

The

difference between the two cam.pgrounds was that the fires at the less
developed cam.pground we re on the whole shorter in length of time and
were generally observed at two distinct tim.es; once in the early m.or
ning (for breakfast and gene ral heating) and again in, the evening ( for
dinner and evening conversation).

There seem.ed to be either a sense

of conservation or an appreciation for having to collect and chop

one~s

own wood in the less developed cam.pground, so as not to' use the wood
needlessly.

Of course, there were a few cases observed at the less

developed cam.pground, where the lack of woodbins and supplied wood
was seen as no problem. at all.

In these cases, power saws were used

to either saw fallen trees, or to fell a living tree, thus collecting a
substantial wood supply.

But even in these cases, the fires did not

burn as long as SOUle at the highly developed cam.pground.
Another activity engaged in at this tim.e was walking.

Walking

can be associated with collecting wood, collecting beer bottles and pop
cans, walking throughout the cam.pground with no apparent purpose,
and walking within the campground with a purpose, i. e., going fishing,
going to the pit toilet, going swiUlm.ing, or going to the store

0

1800-1959 Highly Developed Campground
At this tiUle period, in the highly developed campground, there
i

were only a few sites which had camping equipment present but no
I

,I

I
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people present.

This was a tiIne of Inore activity in and around the

caInpsite than the previous tiIne period.

Most of the activities en

gaged in during this tiIne period can be described as revolving around
InealtiIne.

It was during this tiIne period that Inost of the unit IneIn

bers consuIned dinner.

Most of the preparation of the Ineals was done

either inside the shelter (in cases of caInper trucks, trailers, and
Inotor hOInes) or outside on C oleInan stove s.

If it was done inside the

shelter, feInales were Inost likely preparing the Ineal, but if it was
outside, on ColeInan stoves, Inales could be observed doing the cooking.
In eating the mealj) several different arrangeInents were ob
served.

For those units with faInily and/or friends within the caInp

ground and who were caInped next to each other, eating outside on two
picnic tables which had been pulled together was quite COInInon.
did this type of unit eat inside their shelter.

Rarely

On the other hand, units

without faInily and/or friends within the caInpground were Inore in
clined to eat inside their shelters (trailer and Inotor hOInes particu
larly) than eat outside at the picnic table.
After finishing the Ineal, washing dishes and cleaning up the table
was generally a task for feInales.

It was interesting to note that in the

units using tents as the Inain shelter, the tasks of Ineal preparation
and cleaning up was Inore of a shared experience between lTlales and
feInales than in those units using caInper trucks, trailers, or Inotor
hOIneso

The obvious answer to this situation was that the preparing of
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nleals and the cleaning up of nleals is traditionally a fenlale task. But
this answer doesn't get at the difference between the two phenonlena.
A nlore likely answer which extends and clarifies the sex role differ
entiation notion was that in the nlore technological, sophisticated
shelter there were kitchens with stoves, refrigerators, and cupboards.
These kinds of technological aids sinlulated an envir,o nnlent not too
dissinlilar to that "at home" wherein the traditional role of fenlales as
ITleal preparer and dish washer are established.

In cOnling to the canlp

ground for whatever reason, in a "honle like" shelter which reenforces
past activity patterns, it can be expected that the nlale and fenlale will
act in SOnle respects as they act "at hOnle".

In this case, when the

cooking and dish washing was done inside the shelter, fenlales were
alnlost always involved.
If units lacked the sophisticated equipnlent as in the case of
tenters, the past environnlent which reenforces activity patterns was
nlissing and alternative activity patterns were observed, that is, nlore
involvenlent by nlales in the preparation and cleaning up of nleals.
A phenonlenon which was constant throughout the day and which
involved several kinds of activities was that of the fire..

The activity

involving the fire can be broken down into three areas.

The first area

was the gathering of wood.

Most of the units had plenty of wood, but

in order to get a fresh supply or keep a fast dinlinishing wood stack
in "good" shape, frequent trips to the woodbin were necessary.

In a
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few cases, units would gather an entire pick-up truck load, haul it to
their site, and chop wood to their heart's content.
was the chopping of wood.

The second area,

After gathering the wood, many units would

chop and stack the wood in a very orderly mannero

Most of the units

observed had stacks of wood, with some close to a half a cord.

The

stack of wood itself was, in some cases, divided up into large pieces
of wood, medium sized pieces of wood, and small pieces of wood.

An

important note here was that as cooking and washing dishes were ITlain
ly female tasks, the gathering and chopping of wood was mainly a male
tasko

Females were only seen chopping wood under one or both of two

conditions:

1) When a tent was the main shelter; and 2) among young

females in the units.

The third area of the campfire activity was the

building and maintaining of the fire.

If a fire was not going just before

this time period, the chances of observing a fire being built were very
good.

More than likely the fire had already been built and mainten

ance of this fire was the activity to be readily observable.

Mainten

ance of the fire entailed the continual stoking and feeding of wood into
the fire e

This activity was engaged in by more and more people as

dinner was concluded and people gathered around the fire for the
evening.
After dinner, there were several activities which were frequen
tly engaged ine

The most common was sitting in lawn chairss> at the

picnic table g or in the shelter.

While sitting, the peopl e might be
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reading a book, newspaper, or magazine; roasting marshmallows
over the fire; talking; smoking; or watching the activity in their site
or another siteo

Play was also engaged in after dinner within the site.

Such things as lawn darts, cards, hide and seek, tag, or 'simply play
ing with a bucket and shovel in the dirt were commonly observed.
Other kinds of activities observed at this time included hanging
clothes on a clothes line (a rope strung between

trees)~

cleaning and

washing bikes, blowing up a rubber raft, listening to a cassette or
radio, or the setting up of campo

In mentioning that units we re still

setting up camp, it should be mentioned that most of these cases were
those units who had reservations and didn't have to compete for a site"
There were also several different activities engaged in outside
of the site at this time.
ground.

Most common was walking through the camp

It was at this time also, that activities such as go-carting,

roller skating, phone calling, frisbee, baseball (fly-up), horseshoes,
and lawn darts were engaged in with increasing frequency.

Two ac

tivities which were fairly restricted to the highly developed camp
ground in comparison to the less developed campground and which
could be observed with the increasing frequency of walking were the
numerous bikes on the street, coupled with the growing numbers of
vehicles cruising the streets.

It would be reasonable to think that the

nature trails would be used by pedestrians for getting from. one place
to another, leaving the streets to the vehicles and bicycles but by our

I, "

,

,I

I
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observations the streets and nature trails served two different func
tions.

The nature trails were generally located behind cam.psites or

around the perimeter of the campground, where observing campsites
would be difficult.

Their purpose, as one park manager put it, was

to "give the cam.per the illusion of being in a fairly secluded forest
or cam.pground.

Ii

The nature trails, if used at all, were generally not used as
viable transportation routes but, as implied above, they were used as
a m.echanism. of illusion, to give to the camper the im.pression of being
out in the wilds.
minim.um. of use.

At this tim.e period, the nature trails recei ved a
Mo st of the enti re campg round we re eithe r in

their cam.psites (near the streets) or on the streets walking, riding,
or driving.

To get an idea of the confusion and com.petition for street

space, it should first be noted that, in general, the main streets of
the cam.pground we re just wide enough for two vehicles corning in
opposite directions to navigate past each other and possibly have a
foot or so to spareo

Added to this was the passing of vehicles in

fairly large num.bers ( most were cruising the streets as is done by
young people on Friday and Saturday nights in certain areas of m.ost
cities), and groups of bicyclers (in some instances we referred to
them. as bicycle gangs because of the speed and carelessness in which
they rode) weaving their way around the vehicles and people headed
in no particular direction but rather just "out to see what's happening.

II
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To top this off, sprinkle a few hundred people walking in several
different directions dodging both bicycles and vehicles.

If this scene

can be imagined, what we have is a highly developed campground from
about 1900 to 2100 hours.

This illustration is not true of the entire

campground at this time, but rather is liITlited to the main arterials
( what we referred to in our notes as the Autobahns of the campground).
In wrapping up this time period for the highly developed camp
ground, one furtrer comment should be made about walking on the
street.
streets.

This was not the only time period noted for walking on the
Walking on the streets was a continuous activity engaged in

all day long.

What was significant about this time period was that

most of those who were staying the night had their camps set up and
from listening to street conversation, the main purpose for walking
the campground for both new units and "old timers" (those who had
been in camp more than one day) was both to feel out the campground
and to see what other caITlpers have in the way of equipment.

This

seems more than reasonable when translating this into city life.

Many

times a person who has moved from one city to another, or even with
in a particular city, doesn't have time to "feel out" the neighborhood.
This is done after the move if it is done at all.

1800-1959 Less Developed Campground
As in the highly developed campground, the main activities in
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the le s s developed campground at this time can be categorized as
re vol ving around mealtime.

The same cooking and cleaning up re

lationship held for units in the les s developed campground who cook
and clean up within the shelter (that is, the female does it).

The

difference between the two campgrounds though was that proportion
ately more units were in tents at the less developed campground than
at the highly developed campground and besides this, more meals
were prepared and cleaned up outside of the shelter.

This m.eans g

and was confirmed by observation, that males engaged in some aspect
of preparing and cleaning up from meals more, in the less developed
campground, than in the highly developed campground.

This indicated

that there was more of a sharing of mealtime experience and respon
sibility in the less developed campground.

It was commonly observed

that males would get water for heating, engage in cooking (particularly
breakfast and dinner), and even at times wash dishes.
Sitting was again another major activity. Campers would con
tinue to sit in lawn chairs most often, followed by sitting at the picnic
table or inside the shelter.

While sitting, any of a number of activi

tie s znight be engaged in - for example, feeding the fire; reading;
talking; writing; comforting a baby; listening to the radio ( very sub
jective interpretation); and (a main difference from the highly devel
oped carnpgrounr) playing the guitar, banjo, or fiddle and singing.
This latter sitting activity was ( also a standing activity) observed
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several times in the less developed campground and was never
observed in the highly developed campground.
Fire starting and maintaining were also activities engaged in
frequently at this time.

Females, in the less developed campground

while receiving help in the mealtime tasks from males, also shared
some of the wood gathering p fire building, and fire maintaining tasks
with males g more so than observed in the highly developed camp
ground.

It was not uncommon to see females gathering sticks,

fallen branches, or even chopping branches and trees with an axe and
then hauling thern back t,o their sites.
Thus, in at least two activities, rnealtirne and wood gathering
and chopping, there appeared to be noticeable sex role differences be
tween tenters and rnore sophisticated shelters.

And, also, there

appeared to be sorne sex role differences between carnpground types.
A few other activities engaged in at this tirne included shooting
sling shots, flying a wooden airplane, trapping and chasing chiprnunks,
and washing cars.

These activities are rnentioned here not only be

cause they occurred at this tirne, but rnore specifically these activi
ties were not observed at the highly developed campground.

With the

exception of washing cars, a fairly reasonable case can be rnade to
suggest that the kinds of activities engaged in at the less developed
carnpground required rnore irnagination and le s s technology than those
at the highly developed carnpground.

Put very briefly, at the highly
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developed campground, potential activities and activity areas were,
to a great extent, premade, scheduled, and categorized.

One can go

cart at a go-cart track, baseball is played in a fairly open area, as
well as frisbee.

Lawn darts has rules and the roller skating rink, as

well as the marina, only open during certain hours.

These kinds of

activities and activity areas p when made available, offered options
but also in many ways restricted imagination and for all intents and
purposes they could be engaged in at horne as well, and in some cases
~ore

often than in the campground.

In the Ie s s developed campg round

in camparison to the highly developed campground, there was a gen
eral lack of specified activity areas and a general lack of structured
activities to be engaged in.

While some may argue this cuts down on

possible alternatives, we would argue that this kind of atmosphere
allowed for and, in some respects, demanded that campers use their
imagination and skills in developing techniques and strategies for
passing timeo

Thus we had beer can and pop bottle pick-ups, guitar

playing, singing, chasing chipmunks, flying wooden planes, shooting
sling shots, and helgramite catching along with tree frog catching,
in contrast to the kinds of activity patterns displayed in the highly
developed campgroundo

2000-2159 Highly Developed Campground
During this time period the sun set and a previously busy camp
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ground began to slow down.

With the sun setting, lanterns and flour

escent lights began to light up the canlpsites.

In the highly developed

carnpground_ at this time, the campfire was the major focus around
which nlost activity revolved.

During this period, chopping wood and

feeding the fire were the mainstays of camping.

Following canlpfire

nlaintenance and ve ry nluch related to it was sitting.

Lawn chairs

again won as the place nlost frequented by sitters, followed by the
picnic table.

While sitting around the fire, such activities as reading,

talking, roasting nlarshnlallows or hot dogs, playing cards or yatzee,
and staring into the fire were the most COnlmon events to occur.
An activity which was basically concluded by now, but, in a few
cases, still was being engaged in was cooking, eating, and washing
dishes.

This was particularly true of those units who had recently

set up canlp.
Radios and cassette recorders now were heard on occasion as
the canlpground quieted down.

In a rare instance, the volunle was such

that the sounds of Buck Owens and His Buckaroos were heard 1 /3 of a
mile away (this happened on the 4th of JUly).
If the unit was inside their shelter, nlore than likely they were
at the table (in cases of canlper trucks, trailers, and nlotor hOnles )
reading, talking, playing cards or staring out the windows.
Before it got too dark, ganles, such as lawn darts, fly-Up, bad
minton ll frisbee, and horseshoes, were comrnonly playedo

On the 4th

I
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of July fireworks, which had been going off sporadically all day, were
at this tiIne going off at much higher frequencies.

This continued

until approximately 0230 in the morning.
At 2045, in the highly developed campground, country and West
ern music came over loud speakers announcing that it was time to go
to the theater to watch slides, mainly about Oregon State Parks.

We

observed between 250 and 550 people, each evening, drift to the
theater to be entertained for 30 to 45 minutes.
Another activity whic h was similar in frequency as that noted in
the morning was the trips to the rest stations and utility buildings
during this time period.

Campers went there to shave, shower,

brush teeth, and set hair - not to mention the biological reasons for
the trip.

Still anothe r activity which, by the end of this time pe riod,

was beginning to be observed more frequently was the increasing num
ber of units who had gone to bed.
Before discussing the less developed campground, it should be
noted here, there were four experiences of camping that occurred
approximately at this time period and which represented some dis
tinct differences between the less developed campground and the highly
developed campground.
First, earlier an instance of a boy on a bike getting lost was dis
cussed.

During the 2000 to 2159 time period, still another lost camper

came to our attention.

This was a young male (probably 6) who was
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crying, at the side of the street, when we happened by.

After taking

him to the registration booth, we asked him how he got lost and why
he could not find his campsite?

His reply was "Everything is so big

and looks so different." This was a recurrent them.e in the highly
developed campground.

The campground was laid out so that each

section is not too dissimilar and yet campers cram themselves into
the campsites side by side, each with slightly different equipment,
making the recognition of a particular campsite quite difficult.

This

difficulty was comparable to a young child being lost in the city or
suburbs and yet being only a few blocks away - riding around on his

bicycle; or an adilt trying to find a particular house ( having been
there only once) i but not having the addresso

The buildings might be

similar, but yet each was slightly different,

making recognition of the

right block or section sometime s difficult.
Although we have no proof of the number of people getting lost in
the large city in comparison to the smaller city, we did have proof
that people did get lost in the highly developed campground, while we
came into contact with no lost persons in the less developed camp
ground.

This suggested that differences in size of campground and

differences in population size, density, and heterogeneity might very
well effect people in different ways.
Second, one kind of person the highly developed campground
attracted was represented by "Grandpa", an elderly man who claimed
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not to be a calTIper.
1 7 foot trailer.

He and his wife ( elderly felTIale ) calTIped in a

While at Wallowa Lake, Grandpa told us that they

had had twelve trailers in twenty years but didn't consider themselves
calTIpers, or trailer people, because they had their friends and falTIily
in the city ( Portland).

Interestingly enough, two weeks later we saw

Grandpa and his wife in Fort Stevens, calTIping.

Since we were not

observing thelTI in FL Stevens, we asked thelTI about what they thought
of the crowding and SlTIog in SOlTIe calTIpgrounds like Wallowa Lake and
Fort Stevens.

Grandpa's response was, "I'd rather die of carbon

lTIonoxide than be alone in one of those National Forest calTIpgrounds. "
Grandpa,

as was noted in personal field notes, was the type

of person Hendee lTIust have been referring to as being social, be
cause he was definitely "social".

Being a car saleslTIan for 45 years,

he had learned how to talk to strangers under lTIost circulTIstances and
took any available opportunity to do so.

But Hendee and others ilTIply

that it is the calTIpground, or calTIpground life, that lends itself to
being social.

This we cannot accept.

Grandpa confessed to being

social everywhere, not only in the calTIpground.
Grandpa's attitude toward the highly developed calTIpground was
countered by cam.pers in the less developed calTIpground who res
ponded in different ways to the question, "Why do you calTIp here?"
SOlTIe of their responses were:
the city",

"Too city-like",

I

"Those other calTIpgrounds are like

I'I come here to get away from that kind
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of atmosphere",
"Less crowded",

"It's free",

"Ya don't need reservations here",

"I've corne here for 18 years", and "Not so many

rule so "
On the one hand, we have the "Grandpa IS" who enjoyed crowds,
structure and compactness; on the other hand were people who liked
fewer people around, freedom of choice, less structure, and more
elbow room.

These differences being discussed did not claim to be

the prime differences for campground selection or priIne lYlovers in
caITlper attitude; but, nonetheless in the units observed, these kinds
of differences did seem to fit for some of them.
Third, another incident that occurred in the highly developed
campground that did not occur in the less developed campground was
the phenomena of being asked to buy beer for minors.

The campers

who asked for the beer were 14 to 16 years of age (males and females)
and when asked why they would possibly want to drink in a camp
ground with so many things to do, two different responses followed:
1) "My parents have gone to town to drink," and 2)

"Are you

kidding, there ain't a damn thing to do around here.

A somewhat

Ii

related phenomena occurring at the highly developed campground and
not at the less developed calYlpground was the constant presence of
police.
pass

uSo

At this tilYle period, we observed five different police cars
As they passed f their intercoITl could be heard from. as much

as 20 - 30 feet away ( approximately the distance from a campsite
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picnic table to the street).

It was felt that study on the need for, and

presence of, the police in campgrounds would be highly illuminating.
Fourth, this last incident conce rns the campfire and points to
still another difference between the two types of campgrounds.

Ob

serving the consequences of campfires did not emerge as an inter
esting phenomena until, while observing in a highly developed camp
ground, we noticed what the thick flowing smoke of between 200 to
600 campfires was doing.

The smoke was clinging around tree-top

level and being funneled off in the direction the wind blew.

In the case

of Wallowa Lake, the smoke (which, if seen from a vantage point
looked as thick as some of the smoggier days in Portland) was
carried out onto the lake, where it eventually dissipatedo
developed campground with fewer sites

g

In the less

the smoke from the campfires

was not nearly as thick as that of the highly developed campground.
The difference between the two types of campgrounds was not only
that in one there was thicker smoke; but also in the potential problems
that might arise from the thick hanging smoke.

Burning eyes and

occasional coughing were observed as a result of smoke, in a few
instances, so the fact remained that campers were disturbed by the
thick smoke.

2000-2159 Less Developed Campground
In the less developed campground, the campfire was the main
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event around which most activity revolved, similar to the highly de
veloped campground.

Sitting around or near the campfire in lawn

chairs, at the PiCriC table, or on stumps, was the major acti vity.
While sitting, reading, talking watching people or the fire, roasting
marshmallows, feeding the baby, looking at maps, or playing the
guitar, banjo, or fiddle and singing was observed.

If, at this time,

the unit was not outside by the campfire, then most likely it was in
side the shelter sitting at the table talking among

the~selves,

reading,

or playing cards.
There were a few people at this time, particularly from 2000 to
2059, who were outside of the campsite but still within the campground.
Some of the activities they may be engaged in included picking berries,
walking, fishing, bike riding, washing dishes by the water hydrant,
playing tag, or sitting along the bank of the creek or lake.
From 2100 to 2159 hours, lanterns and flashlights replaced the
sun light.

There were frequent trips to the pit toilet and an increasing

number of units retired to their shelters letting the campfire die out
slowly as they prepared for bed and eventually extinguished their
light.

2200 - Highly Developed Campground
At this time p in the highly developed campground, there were
only a few units in the entire campground who were still up (most had
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gone to bed).

Of those remaining up, most were inside their shelters,

sitting at the table reading, talking, or playing cards.
only a few campers

outside~

There were

Those outside were sitting near their

campfires talking and maybe listening to a radio.

There were trips

still being made to the oft visited rest station or utility buildings; but
even this activity

~as

tapering off rapidly.

As 2300 hours rolled arotuld Jl the campfires, lanterns, and
shelter lights that had replaced the sunshine were mostly all out.
The campground was fairly quiet, at rest, waiting for tomorrow.

2200 - Less Developed Campgrotuld
In the less developed campground, after 2200 hours, a similar
pattern to that exhibited in the highly developed campground existed.
Only a few campers remained up, either inside their shelter or near
the campfire.
reading.

Those that remained up were talking, drinking, and/or

Soon the entire campground was quiet.

There was a difference in the two campgrounds that has not been
mentioned as yet, and that was interesting in itself.

In the highly de

veloped campgrotuld, when all the campers put out their lights, there
were still lights on.
night long..

The campground itself had lights burning all

In many cases these were only the lights in the rest

stations and utility buildings; but in some cases this meant street
lights as we have in the city and suburbs.

When the campers in the

less developed campground put out their lights, the only lig h t available

L..__
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carne from the moon and the stars.

II CONCLUSION

It has been shown that in both campground types there were at
least three major activities around which the camping day revolved.
These activies included eating (preparing, eating, and cleaning up),
sitting, and, the various activities that were involved in the campfire.
Differences have been shown to exist in regards to all three of
the main activitieso

For example, in the highly developed campground

firewood was provided in woodbins; whe reas this was not done in the
less developed campground.

In the less developed campground, fe

males were more apt to be involved in the campfire activites, than
they were in the highly developed campground, i. e., gathering and

chopping wood.

I

It has been demonstrated that such things as ethnic groups,
getting lost, the constant presence of police, and "autobahns" were
unique to the highly developed campground and if at all present in the
less developed campground, they were not as noticeableo

Other kinds

of differences found included the tremendous turn-over rate of
campers in the highly developed campground as compared to the less
developed campgroundI' the use of the reservation system and the
registration lines at the highly developed caITlpground as cOITlpared to
the less developed campground, and lastly, the activities engaged in
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at the highly developed campground, i. e., go-carting, cruising in
cars, roller skating, phone calling, frisbee, baseball, football,
horseshoes g and lawn darts ll were found to be different from the ac
tivities engaged in at the less developed campground, i. e., mini bike
riding, ITlodel plane flying, shooting sling shots, hiking, fishing,
inner-tubing, tag, collecting beer bottles, and playing guitars and
singing.
These similarities and differences just discussed are not a com
plete summary of the preceding dialogue concerning a day in the camp
ground but are indicators of "what is going on in the campground. "
It is hoped that by reading the description of the campground followed
by this brief ethnography that the reader has by now picked up, not
only a visual image of the physical layout of the campgrounds as
described in the preceding chapter, but also developed a feeling of
what is going on in the two campground types, as described in this
temporal patterning of activities and behavior.

With this accomplished

we are prepared to discuss patterns of inter-unit interaction.

I

I

CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS

In the two preceding chapters an attem.pt has been m.ade to allow
the reade r to "get acquainted" with the two caITlpground type s.

Thi s

chapter seeks ITlore specifically to exaITline inter-unit interaction by
answering four general questions:
acting?

1) In general, who was inter

What was the age and sex of those inte racting?

urban-nes s related to inte raction gene rally?
or refute the literature?

3)

2)

How was

Do the findings support

When acquaintanceship to other campers

is taken into account, what is the relationship between urban-ness and
interaction?

4)

Were the conclusions reached, coveying the relation

between urban-ness, acquaintanceship, and interaction born out when
even finer distinction or finer diITlensions of interaction are exam.ined?
In aiding the discus sion table s are pre sented.

Because of the

nature of the questions being asked, the tables will vary as to the
kind of measureITlent procedure used, although the two procedure s
ITlost frequently used will involve the proportion of units engaged in
interaction and the rates by which units engaged in interaction.

Any

deviation froITl these two procedures will be preceded by a brief ex
plantion.
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I

MEASUREMENT OF THE PARTICIPATION IN INTERACTION

Participation was de signed to ITleasure the extent to which caITl
ping units did or did not engage in interaction, where interaction could
be either social contact or social interaction.

Each selected unit focal

site and its adjacent occupied units were observed for N 1/2 hour tiITle
intervals.

SOITle sites were observed for, say, 4 different 1/2 hour

intervals while other sites were observed for, say, 5 different 1/2
hour intervals.

(See Appendix A )

Of concern here was the question,

which of the three possible levels of interaction occurred during the

1/2 hour periods in which a site was observed? Each given 1/2 hour
time interval of observation of a given site was scored as exhibiting
one of three m.utually exclusive possibilities: no interaction, social
contact, or social interaction.

Since a unit could theoretically engage

in ITlore than one social interaction during any 1/2 hour of observation
since the unit could engage in SOITle social interaction and SOITle social
contact, a priority systeITl was established which gave social inter
action the highest priority, followed by social contact and then by no
interaction.

Thus, a unit which engaged in two social contacts and

one social interaction during the 1/2 hour of observation was scored
as exhibiting social interaction; a unit which engaged in only one so
cial interaction was scored as exhibiting social interaction; a unit
which engaged in any number of social contacts during the 1/2 hour

1Z0

was scored as exhibiting social contact; and a unit which engaged in
neither social contact nor social interaction was scored as exhibiting
no interaction.
Thus, if a Wlit was observed for N different

1/z hour tiITle in

tervals and engaged in social interaction in p of those tiITle periods,
its participation proportion in social interaction would be piN.

If the

saITle unit engaged in social contact, but no social interaction during
q of those tiITle pe riods, its participation proportion would be q IN

Q

If no interaction was observed during r of the tiITle periods, the unit's
participation proportion in no interaction would be r/N.

Note, social

interaction, social contact, and no interaction were scored so as to be
ITlutuallyexclusive, (piN

+ q/~ + rlN

= NIN = 1.0). The residual in

teractions andlor contacts which ITlay have occurred during any 1/Z
hour of observation were considered when scoring the rates of inter
action.
The participation proportions for classes of caITlping units was
derived by siITlply adding the participation proportion for all units
cOITlprising that class and dividing that nUITlber by the nUITlber of 1/2
hour observation periods.

For exaITlple, the participation proportion

for social interaction of all observed units in highly developed caITlp
grounds was. ZZ, which indicated that ZZ% of all the 1 IZ hour -unit
observations in highly developed caITlpgrounds exhibited at least one
social interaction.

The participation proportion in social contact for
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the saITle clas s of caITlping units was. 05, which indicated that 5% of
all the 1/2 hour-unit observations in highly developed caITlpgrounds
exhibited at least one social contact and no social interaction.

The

participation proportion for no interaction in the saITle clas s of units
was.73, which indicated that 73% of all the 1/2 hour-unit observations
in highly developed caITlpgrounds exhibited no interactione

Note that

the SUITl of the three proportions totals one.

II MEASUREMENT OF THE RATE OF INTERACTION

In contrast to the participation ITleasure, the rate ITleasure take s
into account the total nUITlber of events ( social interactions and social
contacts) in a given tiITle period.

The total nUITlber of tiITle periods in

which a given site could possibly be observed interacting was N, where
N was the nUITlber of 1/2 hour tiITle intervals that the site was observed.
Of concern here is the question, how ITlany of the two possible levels
of interaction occurred during the 1/2 hour period in which a site was
observed?

During each given 1/2 hour observation peri?d a site was

scored as exhibiting the actual nUITlber of social interactions and so
cial contacts observed.
Note that in this procedure each unit being observed for l/2 hour
tiITle periods constitutes the base for interaction.

The events being

counted are not the nUITlber of unit-to-unit interactions in the total
campground but rather the number of inter-unit interactions engaged

III

in by the units under observation.
This distinction is necessary to understand for two reasons:

1) Since units under observation were adjacent to one another, inter
action occurred frequently between units under observation as well as
between a unit being observed and a unit outside the field of obser
vation.

Since interaction could occur with units located outside the

observational field, and since there was no way to monitor the total
campground,

(that is, no way to include outside units in the exposure

to risk denominator of the ratio) the events must be considered as
occurring only to units within the observational field.

So, if an

observed unit interacted with a unit located outside the field of obser
vation, this counted as one event, since it occurred to a unit being
observed.

l)

When an interaction occurred between two units which

were being observed, this counted as two events, not one.

This em

phasizes the fact that each unit was being considered as a unit of
analysis. 1

i This problem is ve ry similar to the calculation of nuptuality

rates. The total marriage rate is calculated by dividing the number
of marriages which o ccur (c omparable to the number of interactions)
by the single population aged 15 and over (comparable to the total unit
hours spent in the campground). The total marriage rate is less de
sirable in reflecting nuptuality proce s se s than are the sex specific
marriage rates, however, since the sex composition of the unmarried
15 year olds and over population influence s the occurrence of marri
ages but is not reflected in the total marriage rate. Similarly, in the
campground. interaction process, the ratio of observed to un-observed
units would influence the number of interactions observed, so we turn
to an .o bserved unit specific interaction rate just as demographers turn
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If inter-unit interactions were to be considered the basis of
events, rather than 112 hours of exposure to risk, the exposure to

risk would have to include the nu:mber of co:mbinations of all units in
the campground taken two at a time, times the length of observation
time.

Since the number of units in the campground changes through

out the day and since there was no way to monitor the entire camp
ground, this type of approach would have required constant alter
nations in the ri1k of exposure and supernatural observational powers.
Lacking the resources for both requirements, we have turned to ob
served unit specific interaction rates as the next best procedure.
Thus, if a unit was observed for N different 112 hour time inter
vals and engaged in p social interactions in those N time periods, its
rate of social interaction would be piN.

If the same unit also engaged

in q social contacts during those N time periods, its rate of social
contact would be q/N.

Note, while social interaction and social con

tacts can be scored as mutually exclusi ve, they can occur within the
same time period and thus theoretically can exceed 1.0, as was not

t o sex spe cific nuptuality rates. The additional problem in measuring
interaction, however, is that "males can marry males," that is, units
being observed can interact with other units being observed. If homo
sexual marriages were to occur, these would be counted as two events
in the sex specific nuptuality rates because each was exposed to risk
and each was married. This comparison illustrate s that it is the
events of interaction which are of interest, not the objects that are
interacting. and furthermore, these events occur to individual units
(even though other units are involved) and not to unit dyads.
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possible in the lTIeasurelTIent of participation proportions.
The rate of social interaction or social contact for classes of
units was derived by adding the total nUlTIbe r of social inte ractions or
social contacts of all units cOlTIprising that class and dividing by the
nUlTIber of 1/2 hour observation periods.

For exalTIple, the rate of

social interaction for highly developed calTIpgrounds was. 26, which
indicated that 26 social interacti6ns occur red for every 100 1/2 hourunit observation periods.

The rate of social contact for the salTIe

class of calTIping units was. 06, which indicated that 6 social contacts
occurred for every 100 1/2 hour-unit observation periods.
Before beginning the analysis, it should be lTIade clear that no
tests of significance were lTIade on the data and thus in SOlTIe cases
(especially when the N was slTIall) salTIpling errors could account for
the percentage diffe rence s.

The strength of the pe rcentage s discus sed

here is that the resultant directions are fairly consistent and 's how
several distinct patterns of interaction behavior.

III CHARACTERISTICS OF INTERACTANTS

Having desrribed the ecological properties of the campgrounds
and having oriented the reader to the general kinds of behavior ob
served in the two calTIpground types, it would be advantageous to be
gin the analysis of interaction patterns by asking:
acting?

Who is inter
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Who is Involved in Interaction
It is important that while the major part of this analysis is con
cerned with inter-unit interaction, the tables in this section of the
analysis also depict the elements (people) within the unit and their
contributions to interaction.

This investigation of the age and sex

characteristics of the units observed will provide further support for
the rest of the analysis which will stress in finer detail, the influence
of ecological prope rtie s and acquaintance ships upon inte raction.
Table I documents the age and sex of all individuals observed
in social interaction with units being observed both within and around
the campsite area.

Three trends emerge:

1) Males were more in

volved in interaction (males 550/0 and females 45%).

2) Middle-aged

people were more involved in interaction (total of 32%)
children were least involved in interaction (total of 9%).

3) Young
Further

breakdown of the data is necessary because the distribution of inter
action ( Table I) is very similar to the age and sex distribution of the
campers (Appendix E

L.

suggesting that there may be only minimal

age and sex differences in interaction.
If the data are broken down, controlling for campground type p
Table II is the result.

Notice, here, that the same overall relation ...

ships as existed in Table I are also exhibited in Table II, with a few
interesting campground distinctions.

First, notice that the difference

between males and females is greatest in the less developed camp

number of people observed.
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ground ( 14% as compared to 80/0 in the highly developed campground).
Second, in further support of the differences between males and fe
males, notice the fairly large difference in the "middle-aged" category
of the highly developed campground (males 19%, females 13%) and the
"young child" category of the Ie s s developed campground ( male s 10%
and females 20/0).

Third, contrasting the two types of campgrounds

by age, notice the different percentage patterns.

In the less developed

campground the middle-aged category ( 32%) is followed by the young
adult category ( 20%) with the other categories all exhibiting the same
level of involvement ( 12% each).

In the highly developed campground,

the middle-aged category again has the highest involvement ( 32%) but
is followed by the elderly and child categories ( 1 7% ) which is followed
by the teen-age ( 15%), the young-adult ( 11 %), and the young-child
(6%) categories.

With this type of distribution of interaction involvement, it
appears that not only were the campgrounds, different in respect to
demographic and non-demographic factors, but the campgrounds were
also different as far as age and sex involvement in interaction was
concerned ..

Initiator of Interaction
In order to demonstrate this difference even more distinctly in
answering the question of who was interacting, we turn to Table III and
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exall1ine the initiations of interactions and contacts.

Hendee and

Call1pbell report that new arrivals exchange nall1es and children form
play groups; but there is no mention of who, in terms of age and sex,
initiate s the inte raction.

(1 7, p. 21) A lill1itation of the re suIts in

the present report is that only a total of 86 initiations were observed.
In ll10st cases, the interaction was already in progress, ll1aking it
difficult to deterllline who initiated the inte raction.

Table III supports

the general age and sex results found in Table I by illustrating even
more drall1atically the dOll1inance of ll1ales (66%) over fell1ales ( 33%)
in initiating interaction, the dominance of middle -aged initiators ( 45%)
over any other age category, and the relatively few initiations made
by young children ( 4%).

The important difference between this Table

and Table I is the sharp increase in the percentage of young-adults
initiating interaction followed by a decrease in the elderly, teen-age,
child, and young-child categories.

It was frequently observed that

once the initiation had taken place and the interaction continued over
time, more people would become included.
A partial explanation for the difference in male-female initia
tions could be that in both types of campgrounds females, more than
males, were preparing and cleaning up meals and were cleaning up
campsites.

While the females were busy at lTIaintenance tasks, the

males could be doing one of a hundred different things, many of which
provided opportunities for interaction.

For example, checking under
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the hood of a veJicle was a perfect opportunity for one ITlale to initiate
an interaction with any other male who might be near by.
example was going to the woodbin or gathering woodG

Another

While the female

in general, was restricted to the campsite and in many cases to the
inside of the shelter (particularly at meal time) the male was free to
engage in a variety of different activities.
One reason initiation by children was not higher is that many of
the campsites had more than a nuclear family in them.

In one instance,

there were 18 people in one campsite, most of them children.

Thus,

in many cases, units occupying campsites were self-sufficient in that
the children were supplied with playmates in their own units, not
needing to initiate interaction with other units.

Initiation by Campground Type
Looking at initiations and separating for campground differences,
Table IV points to some interesting patterns of behavior.

First,

among the elderly, only the males were observed initiating interaction
(highly developed 7%i and less developed 10%), although females
were involved (Table II) after initiation.

Second, the middle-aged

group in the highly developed campground has a much higher percent- :
age of initiations ( 520/0) than the same age group in the les s developed
campground ( 37. 5%).

Third, teen-agers in the highly developed

campground were observed initiating interaction more often ( 17%)
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than the sall1e age group in the less developed call1pground ( 5%).
Fourth, the children and young children in the less developed call1p
ground were observed initiating interaction much more (200/0) than
the sall1e age groups in the highly developed call1pground ( 2% ).
Initiating interaction seell1ed to be part of a selective process
that included consideration of the setting or ecological field as having
an ill1pact on interactional behavior.

For

exall1ple~

teen-agers in the

highly developed call1pground were observed to verbalize ll10re and
ll1ake thell1selves known by talking loudly, playing cassettes loudly,
cruising in cars, and running through the call1pground ( sOll1etill1es
froll1 the police)Q

In contrast, teen-agers in less developed call1p

grounds were with their own unit ll10st of the till1e, and if not, were
involved in activities such as walking around the call1pground, fishing,
swill1ll1ing, gathering wood, reading, boating, collecting beer bottles,
or doing nothing in particular.

The ll1ajor difference observed was

that the teen-agers in the less developed call1pground seeITIed to want
to COll1ll1une with nature ll10re so than teen-agers in the highly devel
oped campground, who expressed the desire to be back hOll1e "where
there were things to do. "
Children in the les s developed call1pground were allowed ll10re
freedoll1 to roaITI than those in the highly developed call1pground and
would. in a few tases. wander into another site and form play groups
with other childrenw

In the highly developed campground (where some
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children even were lost) some parents seemed lax in watching their
children but on the whole they kept them unde r guard far more than at
the less developed campground ..

Initiator By Familiarity
Controlling previously existing acquaintanceships, Table V
illustrates the patterns of interaction initiation that were observed
(not concerned with whether the initiator knew the person with whom
interaction occurred).
havior patterns.

This Table reveals several illuminating be

First, there was a greater difference between male

and female initiations when observing units who did not know any
other campers ( 74% males, 26% females) than between male and fe
male initiators when observing units with previously existing acquain
tances within the campground (males 59%, females 41 %).

Second" all

of the initiations in the elderly group were initiated in units with no
prior social relationship with other campers ( 17.5%).
also elderly males.

Third, for units

w~o

They were

knew other camper,s, 84% of

the interactions were initiated by the middle-aged and young-adults.
For units who did not know other ,campers, only 54.5% of the initiations
involved middle-aged and young-adults.

Fourth, in units without pre

vious acquaintances in the campground, 28% of the initiations were by
teen-agers, children, and young children; while only 16% were initi
ated by the same age groups when observing units who knew other
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campers within the campground.
Thus, while behavior patterns expressed here seem to follow a
particular trend in each of the tables, the control factor is shown to
have a definite impact as to the strength or shift of the trend.

For

example, Table IV displayed male dominance in initiating interaction
controlling for campground type.

Table V,I while also demonstrating

this phenomena, illustrates an interesting relationship between initi
ating interaction and previously existing acquaintances.

If previously

existing acquaintances were within the campground, male dominance
in initiating interaction waned and females were observed initiating
inte ractiol1. '
Another example of the influence of having family and/or friends
within the campground was the initiation pattern displayed by the
elderly.

While the elderly were shown to be involved in interaction,

only the males were observed as initiating interaction.

And of the

elderly males initiating interaction, only those who did not know other
campers initiated interaction.

A partial explanation for this is that

most of the interaction observed involving elderly campers was initi
ated by other members of their unit.

The elderly camper could be

come involved in the interaction but rarely initiated interaction, par
ticularly if'family and/or friends were within the campground.

Those

elderly who knew no other campers were mostly in small units made
up of only two to four people (in one case an elderly male was the
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entire unit).
When exploring interaction initiations for all those not con
sidered adults, the units who had no other acquaintances within the
cam.pground demonstrated higher percentages of initiation.

A partial

reason is that if the unit itself did not supply similar age peers and if
no other campers were known, in order to gain peer group contact
the teen-ager or child was forced to make contact outside his or her
unit..

This contact could be made by engaging in a common activity

( eo g., fishing, inner-tubing, or swimming), by accidentally meeting,
or by being brought togethe r by adults.
Even though these results indicate that involvemelft
action was fairly consistent with age and sex

~n , \nt~ , r-

i

~r, op<;>rtion~ obse~yed

in

the campgrounds, differences in involvement patterns begin to emerge,
suggesting that interaction patterns may be different under different
settings or ecological fields.

Correspondingly, differences in 'involve

ment patterns also have been shown to vary when a specific aspect of
interaction is examined, for example, initiation.

The resulting inter

action pattern s not only vary generally by age and sex, but age and
sex differences also show up when investigating initiation controlling
for campground type and acquaintanceship with other campers.

The

tendency for any particular age or sex to initiate an interaction has
been shown to be, to some degree, influenced by at least two factors:

1) The ecological properties of campground; and 2 ) previously
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existing acquaintance with other caITlpers.

The forthcoITling sections

will atteITlpt to investigate the phenoITlenon of inter-unit interaction as
related to both the ecological properties of the campground and to
faITliliarity with other campers.

Interaction Variability
Before going further, one other aspect of who was interacting
ITlust be investigatedo

This concerns the variability of the units in

volved in interaction.

In other words, of all of the interaction ob

served, how were they distributed aITlong the units?

The reason for

illustrating unit variability is to deITlonstrate whether or not any par
ticular unit was overly active in interaction.

For exaITlple, in the

case of the less developed caITlpground where only 54 units were ob
served, if one or two units were overly active, accu:m.ulating ITlost of
the interaction scores, discussion of interaction patterns as a caITlp
ground phenoITlena would be seriously hindered because of saITlpling
"error" (i. e., having selected overly active units).

For this , reason

Table VI was constructed to illustrate the unit variability.
In checking for variability, notice that for both caITlpgrounds the
highest percentage of units involved in at least one interaction occurred
in the "1-2" interaction category (highly developed caITlpground 18%,
less developed ca:m.pground 15%).

The other units were spread thinly

over the other interaction categories with only 3% of the units in the
highly developed campground engaging in "9-10" interact.ions o ThusI'
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TABLE VI
UNIT INTERACTION VARIABILITY

Percentage of units by interactions observed, examining the
variability (extent) of units involved in interaction by camp
ground type, and by number of interactions units were involved in.
Number of
Interactions

Highly Developed

Less Developed

0

71%

70%

1-2

18%

15%

3-4
5-6
7-8

4%

7%

2%

6%

2%

2%

9-10

3%

0

.100%
(N= 107)

100%
(N= 54)
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the interactions observed and the inter-unit interaction patterns to be
discussed in the reITlainder of the analysis can be said to have been
distributed fairly evenly aITlong the observed units.

IV ECOLOGICAL PROPERTIES - AS AN INFLUENCE IN
INTERACTION BEHAVIOR

Increases in population size, and densitySl the ITlain variables
posited in the introduction of this report, have been shown in nUITler

ous studies to hare various effects upon social relationships.

SOITle

reports indicate that as population size, density. and heterogeneity
increase social relationships ITlay be face to face but tend to be iITl
personal, superficial, and segITlental.

This iITlplies that as

popula~ '

tions increase in size and density, what this report has identified as
social interactions would decrease.

Along with this notion, as pop

ulation size and density increase what this report has identified as
social contacts and no interactions would decrease.
Contrary to this, recent caITlpground literature has iITlplied
that caITlping is being perceived as a social event wherein interacting
with other caITlpers is an iITlportant part of caITlping.

While ITlost of

these reports do not discuss the population issue, several of the pre
vious caITlpgrounds which, under this report's definition, should have
displayed high population size and density and the refore should have
displayed interaction patterns siITlilar to those in the highly developed
campgrounds in this report.
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If the two campground types are examined as exhibiting two

contrasting population sizes and densities, where the highly developed

campground represents h i gh population size and density and the less
developed campground represents low population size and density, we
should then expect to find higher proportions and rates of social inter
action in the le s s developed campground.
Table VII, which displays the tot al participation and rates in the
different levels of interaction illustrates (contrary to our expectation)
that in the highly developed campground, with higher degrees of pop
ulation size, and density, there was more frequeht engagement in
both participation ( .22 ) and rate ( • 26 ) of social interaction than in
the less developed campground ( .17 and. 18 respectively).

It is in

teresting to note the increase (particularly in the highly developed
caITlpground)

Wh~n cOITlparing

social interaction in participation forITl

and rate form (from. 22 to .26).

Not only was there a higher pro

portion of units participating in social inte raction, in the highly de
veloped campground compared to the les s developed campground, but
some of the units in the highly developed campground were engaged in
more than one social inte raction pe r pe riod of obse rvation.

Thi sis

quite contrary to our hypothesis which posits that as populations in
crease there is a corresponding decrease in social interaction.
While these results tend to suggest that sheer population size
and density will not necessarily decrease the proportion or rate of
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social interaction, there are other ecological properties that may
help explain the results illustrated in Table 1.

In the highly developed

campground g the campsite density was much higher than in the less
developed campground.

This means that carnpsites, in the highly de

veloped carnpground, were closer together than in the less developed
carnpground.

If the population densities of the highly developed carnp

ground are then added, two things result:

1) Alrnost every carnpsite

was occupied; and, 2) carnping units were carnping quite close to
gether.

In contrast, carnpsites in the less developed carnpground

were sornetimes 100 feet apart.

When the population density is added,

two things result which are dissirnilar to the highly developed carnp
ground:

1) There are proportionally rnore campsites unoccupied in

the less developed carnpground than in the highly developed carnp
ground; and, 2) the carnping units are at tirnes even further away
than 100 feet from other units.

Thus the units in the highly developed

carnpground, by sheer spatial distance from other units, had greater
opportunities and at tirne "obligations" to becorne involved in social
interaction.

The units in the less developed campground, by demon

strating and rnaintaining greater spatial distance frorn other unitsg
than could be the case in the highly developed campground, had less
opportunity to becorne involved in social interaction than units in the
highly developed campground.
For example, in Table VII, the proportion and rate of social
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contacts is at least twice as great in the highly developed campground
(participation.05, rate. 06 ) as in the less developed campground
( participation. 02, rate. 02).

This tends to support our hypothesis

in that as populations increased so did social contacts, that were
impersonal and transitory.

Because of the physical distance between

units in the less developed campground, we can suggest that if either
social interaction or social contact were to occur at all, it would have
almost assuredly been a deliberate social interaction.
Another set of ecological properties which can partially explain
the results in Table VII, are the actual physical barriers within the
campground and between the units.

Aside from the spatial distri

bution of the units, physical barriers will be treated here with speci
fic reference to natural and man-made barriers.

Physic'al barriers

would then include such features as trees, bushes, tarps, shelters,
and vehicles that blocked visual entrance into a unit's site.

Also in

cluded are such things as nearness to campground 'and local vicinity '
facilities, such as the distance from the campground's public toad to
the unit is site or the distance from the unit's campsite to the lake,
river, trails, or activity areas.
As previously mentioned in Chapter Three, the highly developed
campground exhibited fewer natural barriers than the less developed
campground.

Not only did a bountiful supply of trees and bushes

hinder observation of units in less developed campgrounds, but the
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"lay of the land" and placeITlent of caITlpsites also hindered viewing
ITlany of the units in the less developed caITlpground.

While the land

was fairly flat in the highly developed campground, the land was hilly
in the less developed caITlpground.

Another iITlportant difference be

tween the two caITlpgrounds was the distance froITl the ITlain road
running through particular sections of the caITlpground and the caITlp
sitesc

Whereas the caITlpsites in the highly de"veloped caITlpground

were quite close to the road, ITlany caITlpsites in the less developed
caITlpground we re 20 to 50 feet froITl the road.

FurtherITlore, while

the land in the highly developed caITlpground was flat ( ITlaking all of
the caITlpsites easily visible froITl the road), there were ITlany caITlp
sites in the less developed caITlpground which were either above the
road or below the road, ITlaking the caITlpsites difficult for passers-by
to look into.
Thus, the physical barriers of the two type s of caITlpgrounds
were different.

At the highly developed caITlpground, the units '

caITlped close together, had few trees or bushes to block neighbors
froITl viewing their caITlpsite, and we re caITlped near the road allowing
passers-by not only an opportunity to view the caITlpsite, but ITlaking
it alITlost iITlpossible not to view the caITlpsite.

At the less developed

caITlpground, the units were caITlped anywhere froITl 50 to 150 feet
away froITl the next unit, the caITlpground had an abundance of trees
and bushes blocking clear visual entrance into a

site~

even by neigh
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bors, and the campsites were between 20 to 50 feet from the road
making it difficult for pas sers - by to view the campsite without
actually going into the campsite's "territory".
The physical barriers of the two campground types have impli
cations for interaction patters: 1)

The higher the level of physical

barriers, or the more physical barriers that exist in a setting, the
greater the chances are that interaction will be low; and the fewer
numbers of physical barriers in a setting, the greater the chances
are that interaction will be high.

2) The more physical barriers

that are present in a setting, the easier "escape" or "privacy" will
be to attain, allowing units the option to inte ract.

A s the numbe r of

physical barriers decrease, ltescape" or "privacy" will be harder
to attain and maintain, making interaction not just an option but, at
times, an obligation.
While Table VII illustrates the highly developed campground as
featuring higher proportions of social interaction and social contact,
the less developed campground is shown as opting for no interaction
at higher proportions than the highly developed campground ( less de
veloped • 81, highly developed. 73).

In translating this to the physical

barriers exhibited in the two campground types, it was the less de
veloped campground which had more physical barriers within the
campground and thus higher potential for privacy.

It is this potenti al

for privacy that allowed the units in the less developed campground
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the option to inte ract or not to inte ract.

In the highly de veloped camp

ground this option was also present, but not to the degree of that found
in the less developed campground.
In referring these results to the literature dealing with popu
lation, size, and density and the literature dealing with the interaction
behavior of campers, it is suggested that population size and density
alone cannot account for the interaction pattern observed in Table VII.
Other aspects, such as campsite density and the physical barriers of
the campground, also playa part in influencing interaction patterns.
The highly developed campground has higher rates of interaction than
the less developed campground; but if the proportion of no interaction
in either campground is compared to the other levels of interaction,
notions that the campground is being defined as a "social event" where
sociability is becoming mandatory are hardly called for.

V FAMILIARITY OF UNITS - AS AN INFLUENCE IN
INTERACTION BEHAVIOR

Another variable which may influence interaction patterns p and
which has frequently been ignor ed in previous studies is the fam.iliar
ity of camping units.

If on the one hand, the campground is b eing

defined as a social event, then we would expect units to be interacting
,

,

,

with each other regardless of the social relationship units, ,h ave
one another.

, I

~ith

If on the other hand, the caITlpground is n ,o t bei,ng, ,d~-

, I

I
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fined as a social event, wherein exchanges between units are frequent,
then we would postulate that ITlost of the social interaction would take

place between unrts who knew each other from outside the campground
and that it is previously existing relationships aITlong units and not the
caITlpground that ITlay influence researchers to define the caITlpground
as a social event.

While it was deITlonstrated in the preceding section

that the ec ological prope rtie s of the caITlpground did influence inte raction patte rns, thi s section will deITlonstrate that farp.iliarity aITlong
caITlpers had even a stronger influence on interaction than did the
ecological properties.
In order to investigate the faITliliarity phenoITlena, the caITlping
units were not only controlled for caITlpground type but were also con
trolled for previously existing acquaintances with other caITlping units.
Because no systeITlatic effort was ITlade to contact the units, the de
cision as to whether a unit did or did not have faITlily and/or friends
in the caITlpground was basically subjective, although through eaves
dropping, inforITlal conversations, etc., it was felt that the judgITlents
were reasonably accu r ate.

This is a de f inite liITlitation to the validity

of the results and is thus brought to the reader's iITlITlediate attention.
Table VIII (a, b, c, & d) represents the total participation and
rate of the different interaction levels.

Notice in Table VIII that in

both caITlpgrounds the proportion of social interactions engaged in by
units who knew other units in the campground, far exceeded the pro-'

I

,

fu~
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.91
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.02
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.05
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portion of soc ial inte ractions engaged in by units with no acquaint
ances within the calTIpground ( e. g., less developed calTIpground with
friends. 53 and without friends. 07).

This salTIe relationship holds

when looking at the rates of interaction in Table VIII (e & d) (e. g. ,
highly developed calTIpground with friends. 76 and without friends. 04).
These results strongly indicate that those units which engaged in
social inte raction and engaged in repeated social inte raction we re
units with previously existing relationships within the calTIpground.
An ilTIportant distinction is that Table VIII does not necessarily
delTIonstrate that units with friends or falTIily within the calTIpground
are interacting with the friends or family; but simply that there is a
I

very strong relationship between units with previously existing acquain
tances in the campground and social interaction.
Another interesting inter -campground phenomena is illustrated

if parts of "b" and "d" of Table VIII are compared.

In both partici

pation (.07) and rate (.08) of social interaction, units in the less de
veloped campground who know no one in the campground exhibit almost
twice as many social interactions as the same type of units in the
highly developed campground ( participation. 04, rate. 04).

In re-

fleeting back on the preceding section, the influence of ecological
properties, particularly population size and density, was shown to
exhibit an increase in social interactions as population size and density
increased.

This finding was the inverse of what we had hypothesized.
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When examining the dimension of familiarity among campers, par
ticularly parts of "b" and "d" of Table VIII, we find the expected
result.

That is, for units without previously existing acquaintances

within the caITlpground, social interactions did, in fact, decrease as
population size and density increased.
Still another way to show the iITlportance of controlling for
familiarity in campground research is to ask:

Ills there ITlore social

interaction in the highly developed caITlpground because any given
unit is more likely to have a 'faITliliar' unit within the caITlpground to
interact with?"

The answer is negative.

In investigating the observed

units by familiarity, 780/0 ( 83 ) of the units in the highly developed
campground were perceived as units who knew no other units, com
pared to 830/0 (45 ) of the saITle type of units in the less developed
campground.

Correspondingly, 220/0 ( 24) of the units in the highly

developed campground did know other units in the caITlpground com
pared to 170/0 ( 9 ) of the saITle type units in the less developed camp
ground.

Not only were the units with previously existing acquaint

ances engaging in most of the social interaction in both campground
type s, but they also made up a rather small proportion of the total
units obse rved.
Realizing, then, that only a sITlall proportion of the units account
for the social interactions and exaITlining the high proportion of "no
interaction" in part "b" of Table VIn (highly developed 92%, less
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developed 910/0} this report's hypothesis that the caITlpground is not,
as yet, a place deITlanding sociability froITl all the ca:rnpers is sup
ported.

Most campers did not prefer, or at least did not overtly de

sire or seek soc ial interaction.
While the ecological properties of the caITlpground can and do
influence interaction patterns$ this section of the analysis has inves
tigated the diITlension of faITliliarity and has shown the iITlportance of
controlling for previously existing acquaintanceso

The faITliliarity

variable was shown to ha ve str ong influence on the proportion and
rate of social interaction.

For units who knew other units in the

caITlpground, the ecological properties of the caITlpground, had influ
ence s as exhibited in the pre vious section: as population size and
density increased, social interactions and social contacts increased.
For units who knew no other unit in the caITlpground, social inter
actions decreased and social contacts increased as population size and
density increased.
So, we find the interaction patterns reported here can be seen
as being influenced not only by ecological properties but also by
faITIiliarity.

The reITlainder of the analysis looks at both of these

variables on ITlore specific diITlensions of interaction.

VI FINER DIMENSIONS OF INTERACTION

This section is designed to investigate interaction patterns when
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I.

'
d·lmenslons
f our f lner

0

f'Int erac t'Ion are examIne
, d•

First, hetero

geneity will be explored, demonstrating that interaction patterns
among different types of units convey some unique patterns in refer
ence to both the ecological field of the campground and the familiarity
dimension.

Second, the temporal dimension will be investigated in

terms of periods of the week in which interactions occurredo

Third,

the dimension of familiarity will be inve stigated, considering units
interacting with strangers and non-strangers.

And fourth, the spatial

dimension will be examined, including a) the spatial relationship of
the interactants, b) where the action took place, and c) the activity
which was conduci ve to interaction.

Heterogeneity
Heterogeneity is that characteristic wherein people making up
a "population" are different from each other.

It is this difference,

(whether the characteristic being examined is the division of labor,
competing goals and values, or the type of shelter being used in a
campground) that increases in complexity as the population size and
density increase.

In describing the two campground types, it has

already been mentioned that the highly developed campground was
more heterogeneous than the less developed campground in that it ex
hibited license plates from a greater variety of different states.

The

form of heterogeneity of interest in this report is the degree to which
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diffe rent campe r type s engaged in the va rious le vels of interaction.
Just as the interaction level would be expected to decrease as pop
ulation size and density increased, so might the interaction level be
expected to decrease as the level of shelter technology increased.
That is, we would expect higher proportions and rates of interaction
to be engaged in by units using tents as the m.ain shelter followed by
cam.per truck and trailers.

As shown in Table IX, the less developed

campground fits the pattern perfectly for both proportions and rates
of social interaction.

Tent units socially interacted the m.ost ( • 23 )

followed by cam.per truck units (.16) and finally trailer units (.11 ).
When expanding the postulate to include both density and hete ro
geneity, we would then expect the shelters in the lower density re
gim.es (the less developed cam.pground) to exhibit higher proportions
and rates of social interaction than the sam.e type of shelter in the
higher density regimes ( highly developed campground).

A quick ex

am.ination of Table IX shows that in the less developed cam.pground,
social interaction occurred at higher proportions and rates only in the
case of tents (less developed - participation. 23, rate

.. 25; highly

developed -" 19, rate .22), while in the highly developed cam.pground
higher proportions and rates of social interaction occurred in the case
of trailers.
While this m.ay seem coniusing, a partial explanation can be
given which refers to the ecological properties of the campground.
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Besides higher campsite density and fewer physical barriers, the
highly developed campground had rules that helped place certain shel
ters in particular sections of the campgroundD

In the highly developed

campground units were not free to choose their campsites.

Unless

the unit had reserved a particular campsite, it was at the mercy of
the registration booth attendant.

In addition to this, the highly devel

oped campground was structured as to the type of shelter permitted in
certain sections of the campgroundo

There were sections constructed

to serve only complex shelters such as trailers, and there were sec
tions for general camping to include: tents, camper trucks, and
trailerso

This contrasts sharply with the less developed campgrounds

where campsite choice was given to the unit.

The result of these

different environme, ntal arrangements was that
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social interaction than the tent units who were located in a more heter
ogeneous area.

If the familtarity dimension is added as another control variable.
I

Table X is the result.
seen.

Four interesting patterns of interaction can be

First, in focusing on parts "a" and "c", a relationship siITlilar

to that in Table IX is also present for units with previous acquaintances
within the caITlpground with the following exceptions: tent units in the
highly developed caITlpground had higher proportions Cl:nd slightly higher
rates of social interaction over caITlper trucks; and there was a stron
ger diffe renee between tents and trailer units in the Ie s s developed
caITlpground.

Second, regardless of caITlpground and population den

sity, units with previously existing acquaintances continued to have
much higher proportions and rates of interaction (Part "a" & "c")
cOITlpared to units who did not know other units in the caITlpground
( Part "h" & lid").

Third, when exaITlining within caITlpgound differ

ence s, and units without other units known in the caITlpground ( Part
"b" & lid"), cOITlplexity of the shelter is shown to have had little influ
ence in selecting which units would interact, with the exception of the
camper trucks who were observed in no social interaction.

Within

both caITlpgrounds the extent of social interaction was nearly the saITleQ
And, fourth, it is by investigating the between caITlpground differe nc e s
of parts "b" & "d" of Table X that our postulate is supported. Looking
at units with no previous acquaintances within the campground, the

•
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shelters in the lower density regim.e (the less developed campground)
exhibited higher proportions and rates of social interaction than the
same type of shelters in the higher density regimes (the highly devel
oped campground).

This suggests that factors like an increase in

population size and density mayor may not decrease social interaction"
and that other variables such as knowing or not knowing other units in
a setting have a strong influence on the direction the population in
crease will effec1 social interactions.
So, the

pot~ntial for

randomization of campsite selection ( being

able to choose one I s own campsite) the various ecological properties
of the campground, i. e., population density, and either having or not
having friends or relatives in other units within the campground have
been shown to be influences in the level of interaction engaged in by
various types of units.

Tem.poral - the period of the week
In an attempt to shed further light on the direction and level of
interaction in the campground" the relationships between the ecolog
ical prope rtie s of the campground, familiarity p and participation and
rate of interaction by different periods of the week have been analyzed ..
This dimension of interaction is illustrated in Table XI which
shows interaction patterns broken down by campground type and by
week-day interactions and week-end interaction.

It should be remem
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bered that in all cases the week-end population size and density was
greater than during the week, allowing us to compare interaction
patterns within a particular campground when the population size and
density varied ( See Appendix D).

If the proposed population hypoth

esis is correct then higher proportions and rates of interaction should
be engaged in during the week-day and in the less developed camp
ground.

From inspection of Table XI, the between campground inter

action patterns were similar to previous examinations of campground
differences.

Thlt is, the highly developed campground exhibiting

higher population size and density also exhibited higher proportions
and rates of social interaction than the less developed campground.
It is when investigating within campground differences that some
support is gi ven to our hypothe sis that as population size and density
increase, social interaction will decrease.
in the less developed campground.

This is particularly true

During the week the density was

lowest and social interaction was highest (.19).

During the week-end

the population density was high and social interactions decreased
accordingly (.13).

The highly developed campground illustrates a

rather different pattern.

During the week, when density was lowest p

the proportion of social interaction was little different ( .21 ) than on
the week-end when population size and density was highest ( 023). To
support the notion of little difference in 'social interaction in the thighly
developed campground notice the difference ' betwee'n the' 'proportions '
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.02

.13
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......

Obs e rved rate of unit 1/2 hour interaction at different levels by c&upground type, by period of week
(number of interactions or contacts per unit 1/2 hour of observation).

.06

.23

---

100%

-

.71

--

.76

j

Participation in no interaction

-

.03

-

Participation in social contact

--

k-d

.21

-

Participation in social interaction

-

Highly Developed

Observed proportion of unit 1/2 hour participation at different interaction levels, by period of the
week, by campground type (each unit 1/2 hour scored by highest degree of interaction taking precedence).

WEEK~DAY,
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and rates of social interaction.

The proportions show higher partici

pation during the week-end (.23) while the rates show higher involve
ment during the week-day ( .. 27)..

It may be that in the highly developed

cam.pground with its high densitie s during the week and on the week-end,
the caITlpground exhibited saturation density.

Having a saturation den

sity during the entire week, the highly developed caITlpground would be
expected to deITlonstrate ITliniITlal change in either increasing or de
creasing social interactionG
Of further interest

is

tha't the proportion and irates of social con

tacts supported the population hypothesis between and within caITlp
grounds.

That is, as population size and density increased so did the

proportion and rate s of brief encounter s.

Between caITlpg rounds this

relationship was deITlonstrated ITlore strongly in the highly developed
caITlpground ( social contact

~

week-day. 03 9 week-end. 06 ) than in

the less developed caITlpground (social contact - week-day. 01, week
end. 02).

Thus, within each caITlpground the proporti<1>n of contacts

was highest on the week-end.
To further explicate the relationship between social interaction
and the population hypothesis, the campgrounds were controlled for
units who knew or did not know other units within the campground
( Table XII).
FaITliliarity is again shown to be an iITlportant influence, not only
between campground densities but also within campground densities ..

I
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Parts "a" and "c" of Table XII dem.onstrate a com.plete reverse of the
expected interaction patterns when population densities are increased.
While we hypothesized that as cam.pgrounds exhibit increases in pop
ulation density, social interaction would decrease, units with prev
iously existing acquaintances (Parts "a" and "c li

)

socially interacted

at inc reasing proportions and rate s as population density inc reased.
A partial explanation for the increase is that on the week-end as the
population size and density increased the proportion of units who knew
other units also increased.

At the highly developed cam.pground,

cam.psites would be more often reserved for the week-end than during
the week.

At the less developed campground the week-end provided

the locals an escape from. the heat.

All in all, there were higher pro

portions of units who knew othe r units cam.ping on the week-end than
during the week.
While social contacts increased when between cam.pground
density is investigated (e. g., participation week-day - less developed
.. 03, highly developed. 07 ); the inverse is dem.onstrated when within
cam.pground density is explored.

For exam.ple, in the highly developed

campground the rate of social contact was. 06 on the week-end and. 08
during the

week~

Thus, when previously existing relationships are

exam.ined, the direction of social interaction and social contact for the
m.ost part was the opposite of the predicted overall interaction pattern.
By inspecting Parts "b" and "d" of Table XII, the re sults begin
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Observed proportion of unit 1/2 hour participation at different interaction levels by campground
type, by period of week, by previously existing acquaintance with other campers (each unit 1/2
hour scored by highest degree of interaction taking precedence).
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to demonstrate the predicted direction.

When exploring the units with

out family and/or friends within the campground both the social inter
actions and the social contacts were engaged at proportions and rates
that correspond to the hypothesized direction with one minor exception.
The exception is that within the highly developed campground the week
day and week-end social interactions were quite similar, again demon
strating the possible effects of saturation density.

For the rest of

Parts "b" and lid", the less developed campground engaged in higher
I
;
i

,

proportions and rates of social interaction than the highly developed
campground.

The highly developed campground engaged in higher

proportions and rates of brief encounters than the less developed
campground.

With the exception of the social interactions in the

highly developed campground, the within campground social inter
actions and social contacts demonstrated that as population size and
density increased, social interaction was either similar to previous
levels of social interaction or decreased and social contacts increased.
The importance of this part of the analysis is that the within
campground interaction patterns could be explored.

When the famili

arity variable was controlled, it was discovered that having acquaint
ances in other units within the campground had the effect of increa s ing
social interactions as density increased; whereas not knowing other
units had the predicted effect of decreasing social interaction as den
sity increased.

The importance of prior acquaintances within the
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campground setting has been shown to have considerable influence in
dete rmining the outc ome of inte raction patte rns.

Familiarity - stranger and non- stranger
One of the major issues in this study, indirectly illustrated in
previous tables, ioncerns the participation and rates of interaction
when investigating stranger and non- stranger interactions.

The image

that as camping units arrive at the campground they exchange greetings
and pleasantries with their neighbors, the children quickly form play
groups, and, on the whole, camping is viewed by the units as a social
event, would seem to imply that both stranger and non- stranger social
interactions are occurring and possibly at the same proportions and
rates.

This supposition is highly suspect if our data concerning

stranger encounters is reviewed.

It is the stranger encounter that

lends itself to the shallow and indifferent response towards others, the
contact that is segmentalized.

When adding to this characterization

the fluctuations in population size and density that help distinguish the
two campground types, several propositions concerning stranger and
non-stranger type social interactions can be made;

1) The higher the

population size and density of the campground the less the proportion
and rate of social interaction between strangers; 2) the higher the
population size and density of the campground the higher the propor
tion and rate of social interaction between units who know each other;
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and, 3) within each calTIpg round, non - strange r social inte ractions
will exhibit higher proportions and rates than social interactions be
tween strange rs. 2
FrolTI the data accUlTIulated in this report and frolTI the high
proportions of 1/2 hour periods where no interaction was observed
in Table XIII at both calTIpground types, it does not appear to be the
case that all or even a lTIajority of the units observed expressed an
overt desire to engage in social interaction with other units ( e. g., no
interaction, highly developed calTIpground - stranger .
.81).

92~

non-stranger

This strongly indicates that previous statelTIents and postulates

suggesting that the calTIpground is a place to be social with other units
can, should, and is being questioned.

Along with this, the proportion

and rates of social interaction between strangers showed little change
when exalTIining between calTIpground densities (e. g., highly developed
participation.04, rate. 06; less developed participation. 05, rate. 05)
indicating that between strangers a decrease in proportion and rate of
interaction lTIay not necessarily accolTIpany an increase in population

2 When exploring Table XIII,. notice that the base of both strange r
and non- stranger is the salTIe ( e. g., highly developed calTIpground =
340). When observing a particular unit and scoring it in only one of
the three levels of interaction it was discovered that during a 1/2 hour
period the unit could engage in social interaction with both a stranger
and a non-stranger. Finding it perplex ing and difficult to assign a
higher priority to either category, both the stranger and non- stranger
interactions were scored separately; thus, the two categories are
unconnected and should be viewed as separate itenlsQ

~ NON-STRP~GER

100%
(265)

100%
(265)

100%
(340)

100%
(340)

Rate of social contact

Rate of social interaction

(340)

.04

a

.01

(265)

.01

(265)
(340}

a 6
.02

.20

Observed rate of unit 1/2 hour interaction at different levels by type of personal relationship, by
campground type ~ 

.89

.94

8 E

.81

.92

Participation in no interaction

.01

.01

.01

.04

Participation in social contact

Non-Stranger

.18

Stranger

.04

Non-Stranger

Less Developed

Participation in social interaction

Stranger

Highly Developed

Observed proportion of unit 1/2 hour participation at different interaction levels by type of
personal relationship, by campground type (each unit 1/2 hour scored by highest degree of inter
action taking precedence).

STRANGER

TABLE XIII
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density, especially when the overall involvement in social interaction
was extremely low in the first place.
When shifting the discussion to non- stranger social interaction,
.

I

differences between the two campgrounds begin to
,

~me;rge.
,

As the

population size and density increased (going fr,Om the less developed
campground to the highly developed campground) higher proportions
and rates of social interaction were observed between non-strangers
I
!

!

I

;

I

i

(e. g., participation less developed. 10; highly, developed. 18). Not
I

i

I

only did the social interactions increase as population size and density
increased, but within each campground social interaction was partici- . ,
pated and engaged in more by non-strangers (e. g., highly developed
participation.18, rate. 20) than by strangers (e. g., highly devel
oped - participation. 04, rate. 06).

While these results are similar

to the discussion of Table VIII (p. 149) there is an important differ
ence between the two tables.

Whereas Table VIII illustrates the total

participation and rate s of soc ial inte raction engage'd in by units who
did or did not have previously existing acquaintances; Table XIII ex
amines more specifically the type of social interaction that to'ok place,
that is, either a stranger social interaction or non- stranger social
inte raction.
To get the advantages of both Table VIII and Table XIII, to in
vestigate both the type of unit engaging in interaction, and the type of
interaction engaged in, Table XIV was constructed to relate both the
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ecological prope rtie s of the caITlpground and the falTIiliarity of units
to the observed interaction patterns.
'By separating stranger and non-stranger interaction types, we
im.ply that both categories are lTIutually exclusive of each other.

For

exalTIplel' when scoring stranger interactions, the level of no interaction
not only included the proportions of 1/2 hour periods where no inter
action occurred but it also included the proportion of 1 /2 hour periods
where non-stranger social interactions occurred.
Table XIV, illustrates several ilTIportant points.

First, under

stranger social interactions (Part "a" & "c" of Table XIV) units in the
highly developed calTIpground that had previously existing acquaintances
within the calTIpground engaged in social interaction, while the salTIe
type of unit in the less developed calTIpground did not.

In contrast to

this finding, it was the case that alTIong stranger type social inter
actions, and units who did not know other units within the calTIpground,
the less developed calTIpground participated lTIore and had higheT rates
of social interaction than did those in the highly developed calTIpground.
A distinction to be lTIade here (deserving further research) is, it ITIight
be possible that units with previously existing acquaintances in a calTIp
ground which displays high population densities and few physical
barriers, find it easier to engage in social interaction with strange r
type units because of the social support received frolTI knowing other
camping units.

As the nUlTIber of known calTIpers and calTIping units

l
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increased the cohesion and strength of knowing other campers allowed
units with family and/or friends in the campground to socially interact
even with strangers.
Second, in support of the discus sion of Table XIII, Parts "b" and
lid" of Table XIV illustrate that as the population size and density in
creased so did the proportions and rate s of social interactions among
non-strangers (e. g., participation - less developed. 44, highly de
veloped 056).

Not only did non-stranger social interaction increase

between campgrounds, but within each campground type interacting
with family and/or friends was engaged in at much higher proportions
and rates than interacting with strangers (e. g., highly developed 
stranger. 56, non-stranger. 07).

This means that the largest portion

of the social interactions engaged in were the densely populated camp
ground and between units who knew each other from outside the camp
ground.

This finding, in conjunction with the proportion and rates of

strange r social inte ractions,

fur~her

lends support to the notion that

campgrounds were not, overtly, places to be sociaL

Socialability be

tween units in the campgrounds seemed to come largely as a conse
quence of knowing another unit in the campground and not from
camping "per se".
Another explanation for the differences mentioned in this dis
cussion, particularly in stranger social interactions, involves the
various ecological propertie s of t he campground as partial explaining '
I
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variables.

In previous sections of this report, stateITlents regarding

interactions between strangers supported the hypothesis that as pop
ulation density increases, social interactions will decrease.

But in

the light of several glaring exceptions, like that displayed inParts "a"
and "c" of Table XIV, aITlong "stranger" social interactions (for ex
aITlple, participation - highly developed 007, less developed 000) a
further explication of certain ecological variables is required.

Al

though ITlore SOCitl interactions did take place in the highly developed
caITlpground in cbITlparison to the less developed caITlpground, we are
discus sing a rather sITlall portion in cOITlparison to the total exposure
to risk.
If the two types of caITlpground are inspected (See Appendix C)"

it becoITles apparent that in the less developed caITlpground the

~aITlp-

sites were not spaced in as concentrated a fashion as they were at the
highly developed caITlpground.

In the highly developed caITlpground

the caITlpsites were close together and were ITlostly filled, providing
high population densities.

Not only were the densities high but seeing

into other caITlpsites was alITlost iITlpossible to avoid.

The potential

for privacy froITl other units was fairly ITliniITlal except where barriers
were constructed, where withdrawal into the shelter took place, or
where frequent trips in a vehicle provided periods of escape, not only
froITl stranger type units but froITl faITlily and/or friends as well.
The point is that in having the pressure of constantly being "on
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stage ll for other known units, talking together, sightseeing together,
eating together, sOITletiITles sleeping together -- the stranger, because
of his availability, ITlay have been looked upon as a ITleans of escape.
For exaITlple, one incident observed at the highly developed caITlp
ground was a faITlily disagreeITlent in progress.

The two known units

were next to each other and separating theITl was a woodbin.

As an

elderly ITlale (a stranger) walked to the woodbin and picked up a piece
of

wood~

the elderly ITlale {roUl one of the faITlily units left his lawn

chair:> grabbed his axe, went to the woodbin and engaged the stranger
in conversation for fifteen ITlinutes.

The conversation ranged from

the size of the chunks of wood to the new Travelall the elderly ITlale
( froITl the faITlil y unit) had.

This is not to sugge st that all of the

"stranger" social interactions began in this way, but to point out that
in the less developed caITlpground, stranger type units were not gener
ally as available as they were in the highly developed caITlpground, thus
deITlanding that the units at the less developed caITlpground seek other
avenues of escape - such as going fishing, hiking back into the hills,
walking along the lake or river, or just walking.

Units at the highly

developed caITlpground also had the above ITlentioned routes of escape,
but, reITlernber, such things as lakes, rivers, oceans, and other such
attractions were, on the whole, further away at the highly developed
campground than/ at the less developed campground, while strangers
were abundant.
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Another explanation is that units who camped and knew other
units in the campground were high on "social interaction seeking".
As the population density increased, these types of units with friends
in the campground had more opportunities to exercise their sociability
than units who knew no other units within the campground and who
could be low on "social

i~teraction

seeking".

For the latter group of

units, as population density increased, retreating from the saturation
of social stimuli may have been the case.
If this was the case for units with other known units in the camp
ground, why did units who knew no other units in the less developed
campground exhibit higher proportions and rates of stranger social
interaction than the same type of units in the highly developed camp
ground?

In light of the previous explanations, we can suggest that in

the less developed campground with the campsites further apart and
the population density lower, the pressure for "escape" would be mini
lllal and the potential for privacy would be maximum.

Under these

conditions it seems reasonable to suggest that a unit ( or unit member)
lllay seek a social interaction or make themselves available for social
inte raction.

For example, walking was a major acti vity in both camp

grounds but in the Ie s s de veloped campground the re was not the traffic
and confusion on the roads and trails that there was in the highly devel
oped campground ( i. e., bike gangs, cars cruising, and mass humanity
walking).

The liatm.osphere II that surrounded walking was differe n t in
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the less developed campground.

There were fewer people on the road

or trail, making those on the road or trail unique and something worth
observing as they passed. The "subjective" potential for social inter
action am.ong strangers who knew no one in the less developed camp
ground was greater than the potential in the highly developed camp
ground, in light of the differences in campground "atmosphere".

The

subjective potential would include both the potential for privacy and
the potential for selecti ve interactions.

The unique mixture of the se

factors not only created empirical differences in social interactions
but also subjective differences ( atmospheres) which demand explan
ations this report can only suggest from experience and from informal
conversations with and among the campers.
If "stranger" social interactions for units who knew other cam

pers within the campground are looked at, an inverse relationship i's
exposed.

That is, as population size and density increased so did

social interactions (e. g., highly developed - participation. 07; less
developed - participation. 00).

If "stranger" social interactions for

units who knew no one within the campground are looked at, the ' 'p opu
lation hypothesis holds.

That is, as population size and density in

creased, social interaction decreased (e. g. ,participation - less
developed. 07; highly developed. 04).
So we found interaction patterns appear to fluctuate as the data
are looked at in different ways.

Whether a unit did or did not have
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family and/or friends within the campground has been demonstrated to
have dramatically influenced interaction patterns.

Other factors in

fluencing interaction were the physical barriers of the campground and
campsite density.

Yet another factor was the population density: the

physical availability of strangers to act as means of escape.

Spa tial Dimensions
-

The spa tial aspects of interaction may have interesting influ
ences upon patterns of interaction.

In this part of the analysis, three

aspects of the spatial dimension will be discussed in relation to the
various levels of interaction observed:

1) Interaction patterns will

be discussed as being influenced by the spatial relationship of the units;
2) interaction patterns will be discussed in relation to the location of
interaction,

and, 3) inte raction patterns will be discus sed in relation

to the kinds of activity which occasioned interaction.
The tables that follow are set up on a different base than has
been used in the previous discussions.

Tables in this segment of the

anal ysis are based on the actual numbe r of locations or acti vitie s
wherein interactions were observed, instead of the 1/2 hour periods
exposed to risk.

Thus, while still examining inter-unit interaction,

we are concerned with the proportion of interactions engaged in, out of
the total number of locations or activities wherein interactions were
observed, instead of the proportion of interactions engaged in out of
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I

the total number of 1/2 hour periods exposed to risk of inte raction.
a.

~atial

Relationship of Interacting Units

When examining this aspect of the spat ial dimension, the ques
tion being addre s sed is:

What was the distance between the campsite

unit under observation and the campsite which the "outsider" was
from?

In previous campground literature there has been little concern

for the spatial relationship of the interactant's campsites (as distin
guished from the actual place of the interaction).
phenomenon of neighborliness.

Of concern is the

Do campers interact with all units in

the cam pground without concern for the "outsider's" campsite location
or is there a selective process that limits who one interacts with (i. e,
with one I s neighbor)?
Table XV symbolically demonstrates the spatial relationships
of all units which engaged in social interactions or social contacts
(this is in proportional form combining all social interactions and
social contacts).

Displayed, is the relationship of the "outside" unit,

with which the interaction was made, to the observed units.

Table XV

shows that in all cases the highest proportion of interaction took place
with units who were next to each other.

This is the case, both for

units who knew no other units in the campground ( highly developed. 50,
less developed. 60), and for units with previously existing ac:quaint
ances in the campground (highly developed. 79, less developed. 79).
Proportions shown in the table are fairly uniform across rows and

u~ITS

*The low N makes discussing the results a dllhious matter.
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down colunms, but there were a few variations that deserve mentioning.
First, in examining the interaction patterns for units "a few sites
away" (within a three site area), there are differences between camp
ground types and between campground units with and without previously
existing acquaintances..

A possible explanation for the differences

might include the fact that in the highly developed campground, units
were assigned campsites

p

thus, the chances of being separated from

family and/or friends was actually greater in the highly developed
campground than in the less developed campground where the campers
had the freedom to choose their sites.

Another possibility, particu

larly for units who knew no other units in the campground, was that
with campsites further apart in the less developed campground, the
potential to watch other units and "get used to them" was less than in
the highly developed campground where three to ten campsites may
have been possible to observe..

Thus, whereas units in the less devel

oped campground engaged in interaction with their closest neighbor
( 50 - lOO feet aJay

l. they were less likely to interact with units a few

sites away than the same type of units in the highly developed camp
ground.
In both types of campground, a few units were visited by family
and/or friends from outside the campground.

In the highly developed

campground, all the cases involved units who knew other campers with
in the campground, while in the less developed campground the only
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case involved a unit who knew no one within the campground.

An

observed difference between the two campgrounds was that in the less
developed campground, the unit was made up of locals.

(A local being

defined as a person residing in a town or city close to the campground).
At Magone Lake, the locals were from John Day and were visited by
locals.

In the highly developed campground the units were not made up

of locals, but the visitors were (e. g., at Wallowa Lake the camping
unit was from Portland and the visitors from Enterprise).

Another

interesting difference was that some of the visitors remained overnight
in the less developed campground, while all the visitors left after a
few hours visit in the highly developed campground.
b.

Where Interaction is Taking Place

Another important spatial aspect in describing interaction patt
erns concerns location of the interaction and the differences in inter
action patterns demonstrated in diffe rent acti vity settings

0

Gump and

Sutton-Smith proposed that the properties of the activity setting have
effects upon a person's social behavior, particularly in the amount
and kinds of interaction.

(13, p. 759) If the campsite is examined as

an activity setting, the question is whether or not there are certain
places or areas within or near the campsite that yield higher propor
tions of social interaction than others; whether or not there are notice
able differences between campground types?
To aid in distinguishing between some of the locations, a brief

I
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definition of the categorie s is gi ven now.

The categorie s

"Inside

shelter", "By Campfire", and "At Picnic Table" mean that the inter
action took place at those areas o

Interaction took place "Iside the site"

indicates that the interaction was confined to the site, but changed its
location within the site itself.

"Around equipment" means that the

interaction took place near vehicles, boats, or shelters.

Interaction

that took place "Near site" took place on the road, near the woodbin,
by the water hydrant, or on a path.

Inte raction that took place "At

game area" indicates an area where games were played either in the
site or near the site. 3

In discussing these categories, Table XVI

displays the difference s in inte raction between location, campground
type, and familiarity of units.

As can be gathered from the base used

in determining proportions, it became necessary to break the inter
actions down into more than one location at time s.

For example, an

interaction that started near the site and then proceeded to the camp
fire was scored once for each location.
Table XVI, as Table XV, lends support to the notion that the
ecological properties of the campground may very well influence

3It must be acknowledged, before discussing the results, that
pin-pointing the location of an interaction can become a frustrating
chore, as interactants tend to move around. Taking this into con
sideration, notice that one of the categories is simply, "Inside the
site". The reason for this catch-all cat e g ory was to be able to man
age those interactions that moved quite often from one place to anothe r
within the campsite.
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interaction .patterns.

Notice that, in general, the highly developed

campground had higher proportions of interaction in specific locations
inside the campsite than the less developed campgrounds; and that the
units in the less developed campground exhibited their interactions
proportions near the campsite or inside the campsite generally.
This demonstrates the influence of having campsites fairly far
apart from each other combined with natural physical barriers that
have a tendency to isolate the campsite.

In the case of the less devel

oped campg round, the highe st proportions in social inte raction
occurred outside the campsite in such settings as the road, a path,
near the water
site..

hydrant ~

or in several combined locations in the camp

At the highly developed campground, with the campsites close

together and the natural physical barriers fewer, privacy was almost
impossible; while the availability of units observing other units and,
in some cases, the potential for social interaction was actually greater
than in the less developed campground.

It should be emphasized that

the distance a campsite was from the campground road was sometimes
as much as 50 to 75 feet in the less developed campground, while the
distance was only five to ten feet in most campsites in the highly de
veloped campground.

Thus, there existed not only a closeness between

campsites at the highly developed campground, but also a very close
distance to the road.

So we find the units in the l e s s de veloped camp

ground enjoyed privacy and a means of escape from fellow c a mpersy
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I

while units in the highly developed campground were constantly "on
stage" not only for their neighbors, but also for anyone who happened
to come by their site on the road.
In some cases those places where proportions were highest in
the highly developed campground ( like the picnic table, the campfire,
and around the equipment) were, at most, either 10 to 20 feet frorrl the
road or practically on the roadQ

In this kind of setting ( not too dis

sirrli1ar frorrl a rrlarketplace of several years ago, where rrlerchants
would COrrle to show their wares) carrlpers were left with little choice
but to survive social stirrluli the best they could.

SOrrle observations

were rrlade of units barricading their campsites.

This was not a

cOrrlrrlon practice; but, what was a comrrlon practice in the highly de
veloped carrlpground was the turning of lawn chairs and the seating
arrangerrlents at picnic tables that provided the rrlost privacy or the
least possible chance for interaction.

For example, instead of sitting

in a lawn chair by the carrlpfire facing the road and/or the neighbor's
carrlpsite, it was observed, repeatedly, that carrlpers would sit facing
the carrlpfire turning their lawn chairs away frorrl the road and toward
their own shelter; thus, blocking out, visually, the road and the neigh
borIs carrlpsite.

This was also observed in the less developed camp

ground but not nearly as often.
Of particular interest is the fact that this same relationship was
found to be the case for units with pr e viously existing acquaintanc es in
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the caITlpground; sugge sting that, with the caITlpsites far apart and
dense physical barriers, the units in the less developed caITlpground
interacted at higher proportions near the site and "inside the site"
even when faITlily and/or friends in other units were within the caITlp
ground.

When exaITlining units who knew no other units in the caITlp

ground, the relationship that only existed for units in the less devel
oped caITlpground was extended to the units in the highly developed
caITlpground as welL

That iS ll the highe st proportions of inte raction

took place "inside the site" and near the site in both caITlpground
types,; suggesting, if interaction is desired, units without other known
units even in the righlY developed catnpground will interact at high
proportions near the site.
This segITlent of spatial diITlension has deITlonstrated SOITle of the
differences in interaction that can be investigated when the physical
setting is changed; that is, when different caITlpgrounds are exaITlined
or when certain properties of a setting are looked at.

The results dis

played in Table XVI are indicative of ways that certain properties of
a setting can and do influence the aITlount and kind of inte raction.
c.

C onduci ve Activity

To get a clearer idea of what was going on in the caITlpground in
reference to interaction patterns, it is necessary to gain insight into
the activity which was conducive to interaction.

(See Table XVII)

Consideration of this aspect of interaction is very similar methodo
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logically to the previous spatial dimensions.

The determination of the

acti vity which was conducive to interaction is a combination of when
the observer begins observing, who initiates or continues the inter 
action, where the interaction was taking place and finally what observ
able "main" activity was conducive to beginning or continuing an inter
action.

Unlike the initiation aspect, the conducive aspect involves

both the activities that lead to interaction and the activities that allow
the interaction to continue.

Therefore, the word conducive is meant

to imply the activity which contributed and advanced the interaction
and is not limited to only that activity that begins an interaction.
a quick survey of the

table~

From

it should be noticed that the categories

are quite broad, allowing us to score an interaction within the general
framework of what was going on in or near the campsite.
Many of the activit ies obviously overlapped when we observed
behavior but they allowed at least for an insightful exploratory dis
cussion of interaction patterns.

It would be advisable in future camp

ground studies to either stay longer in the field or to employ many
more observers in order to break down the categories even further
and get more "in depth" data on a fewer number of units, rather than
shallow data on many units.
Some of the interesting results in Table XVII, which shed further
light on both pretious discussion of the various dimensions of inter-

I

'

action and of what was generally going on in the campgrounds include:

TABLE XVII
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1) For the campground in general, the only activities which the less
developed campground exhibited considerably higher proportions of
social interaction were activities outside the campsite (e . g., walking
or standing near the campsite - less developed. 29, highly developed
.18); whereas units in the highly developed campground exhibited
either similar or higher proportions of social interaction in activities
engaged in inside the site ( e. g.

11

maintaining equipment - highly de

veloped .12, less developed. 05 ).

These results, again, point to the
I

probable influence of ecological propertie s providing diffe rent amounts
of available privacy and demanding that the units be "on stage" at
different levels.

2) Notice, if all three mealtime activities

(pre~

paring, eating and cleaning-up of meals) were combined in the highly
developed campground, mealtime would exhibit the highe st proportion
in social interaction (e. g., preparing. 08, eating. 12, and cleaningup .08 = .28).

If this had been done in the less developed campground,

standing or walking near the site would still have the highest proportion
of social interaction.

This demonstrates that while there was little

difference in proportions of social interactions between c ampground
for mealtime activities, the units in the highly developed campground
had their highest proportion of interaction during these activities while
units in the less developed campground had their highest interaction
proportion outside the site.

3)

The relationship discussed above also

was illustrated by units in both campgrounds who had previously
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existing acquaintances in the caITlpground.

Thus, for these types of

units, caITlpsite density and physical barriers also played a role.
Now in most cases of interaction, a unit's neighbor was a familiar
unit.

This ITleant that the two units were no ITlore than 30 feet froITl

each other in the highly developed caITlpground and between 50 to 100
feet froITl each other in the less developed caITlpground.

4) When in

specting units without previously existing acquaintances in the caITlp
ground, the highest proportion of interaction for both caITlpgrounds
occurred in standing or walking near the site ( highly developed. 47,
less developed. 27).

In the less developed caITlpground this phenoITl

enon has been explained as alITlost a necessary condition for interaction
to occur.

In the highly developed caITlpground, this event ITlay partially

be explained as a result of ITlaking oneself available for interaction.
For exaITlple, in one case the unit being observed had locked theITl
selves out of their Air-streaITl trailer.

A ITleITlber of the neighboring

unit walked by and noticed this and went over to offer assistance.

It is

interesting to note that after getting the door opened, there was no
further contact between these two neighboring units.

In another case,

the units being observed overheard a neighboring unit discussing the
fish they had caught that day.

Being curious of the ITlethod used, a

ITleITlber of the unit being observed asked what the other unit was using
for bait and where they were fishing?

These social interactions were

rare and, in ITlost cftses, they were not repeated.

Units who knew
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other campers within the campground, in contrast, engaged in re
peated inte raction.

This discussion has investigated interaction patterns and
activities which were conducive to interaction.

While the discussion

has tried to focus on the importance of ecological properties as
factors influencing interactions, familiarity has been shown to be as
important, ·or even more important, in influencing interaction than the
ecological properties of the different types of campgrounds.

CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

Recent camping literature has proposed that today's camp
ground is being defined as a place to have a social experience rather
than a "wilde rne s s" expe rience ~

With thi s kind of statement being

made in the camping literature, the idea of campgrounds exhibiting
higher proportions and rates of social interaction than no interaction
became theoretically puzzling for two reasons:
1.

Most campers live in cities or have been influenced by
cities to a great extent and have consequently developed
"urban" type adaptations for dealing with strangerso

Why

are these adaptive patterns discarded when interacti ng with
strangers in the campground setting, as suggested by
camping research?

20

The number of people per unit of space in some camp
grounds exhibits greater density than in most residential
neighborhoods.

If density is seen as an important contri

butor to the "urban lr type interaction patterns in urban
neighborhoods~

why should we find different patterns of

interaction under similar small space density r e gimes?

I
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To build a case that would question the "sociability" that camp
ground researchers were reporting, the works of Barker, Gump and
Sutton-Smith, Raush, Dittmann and Taylor, Hall, Morris, Tucker and
Friedman, Keyfitz, Hawley, Srnith, Form and Stone, Sirnrnel, Wirth,
and Tisdale were cited and commented on in order to bring into
clearer focus some of the factors and variables that have been found
to bring about different kinds of behavior, particularly interaction be
havior in the city.

Some of these factors include:

1) The ecological

properties of the campground; e. g., population size, density, and
heterogeneity; campsite density; and, physical barriers; and 2) the
relationship between interactants.

In order to become more specific

in leading to a hypothesis, Wirth and Tisdale's theories were explored
in somewhat greate r detail than the re st.
To

Challe~ge

the "sociability" statements found in the camping

literature, the following hypothe sis was put forth:
The patterns of interactions and activities will
tend to be "social contact'l or "no interaction" in
character when the campground exhibits urban
characteristic s of density and technology and that
interactions will exhibit less "social contact" or
"no interaction" characteristics under less urban
regimes of density and techology.
In transferring Wirth's theory and this report's hypothesis to

the campground setting, three questions were asked:.
1.

Do the patterns of interactions and activities among units
in the campground situation reflect a high degree of carry
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over of urban or impersonal solutions to interaction?
2.

Do the patterns of interactions among units in the camp
ground situation reflect characteristics of personal
"primary group" type interactions?

3.

What degrees of each type are being displayed?

In explicating what was meant by urban characteristic s of tech

nology, Tisdale's argument was used.

Heterogeneity and division of

labor according to Tisdale are not the causes of urbanization but
rather are the re sult of population and technology.

The impo rtant

point was the notion that the non-demographic aspects of a setting
( the physical layout), or the location of the setting within an ecological
field would remain constant regardless of whether the demographic
aspects were present or absent.

It was in this discussion of Tisdale's

argument that two contrasting campgrounds were brought into the
designo

In the description of the campgrounds section of this report,

a considerable discussion was made differentiating between the two
types of campgrounds so that one of the basic theoretical issues in
volved was the degree to which the ecological properties within which
behavior occurs, tended to place constraints upon different levels of
inte ractions among camping units.
In orde r to add more insight to the patte rns of inte raction, the
work of Smith, Form, and Stone was incorporated.

Their re search

pointed to the importance of the kind of social relationship that the
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interactants had; and they suggested that, in the city, intirnate re
lationships are found both throughout the city and within certain areas
of the city.

Frorn a discus sion of the Srnith, Form, and Stone article,

a further question to be looked at in the carnpground setting was 
what was the relationship of the interactants?
To study these questions, we used participant observation
techniques and noted inter-unit interactions and activities in the carnp
ground, paying close attention to the actual behavior of individuals
while they were interacting, so as to docurnent by observation, as well
as by sorne self-reporting, such iterns as the behavior of the inter
actants, the c ornposition of inte ractants, the ternporal c haracte ristic s
of the inte ractions ( e. g., the duration, pe riod of we ek, etc. ), the
spatial characteristics of the interactants (e. g., farnily, friends, or
strangers ).
In each section of the analysis a particular aspect ,of observed
interaction patterns was discussed.

The data can be surnrnarized by

briefly recapitulating the results of the four questions asked in the
introduction to the analysis.

I

WHO IS INTERACTING

Involvement in interaction was fairly consistent with the age
and sex breakdowns of the two campground type s.

It was when initi

ation of interacti on was explored that the variables carnpground type,
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age and sex, and faIlliliarity began to show signs of influence.

Males

were shown to be fairly dOIllinant in interactions and initiations.

Young

adults and ITliddle-aged person were observed to be i n volved in, and
initiate, the highest proportions of interactions.

Children were shown

to be relatively inactive in interactions and initiations when cOITlpared
to other age groups.

And only elderly Illales without previously ex

isting acquaintances were observed initiating interactions, while both
elderly ITlales and feIllales were involved in interaction.

II

CAMPGROUND DEVELOPMENT AND THE
ECOLOGICAL PROPERTIES

Two call1pground types were cOIllpared, deIllonstrating that the
highly developed call1pground exhibited higher proportions and rates of
social interaction than the less developed caITlpground.

This was con

trary to our hypothe sis which stated that as population size and density
increase social interactions decrease.

In search of an explanation,

caITlpsite density and physical barriers were incorporated into the
analysis.

While the highly developed campground exhibited higher

population size and density than the less developed call1pground, it was
deIllonstrated that the highly developed call1pground had a Illuch higher
caITlpsite density than the less developed call1pground and also that
the highly developed campground exhibited fewer physical barriers,
ITlore regulations, and more structure than the le s s developed call1p
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ground.

These factors were ITlentioned not only to stress the poss

ible influence of ITlore than just population size and density on inter
action patterns but also to stress the possible influence of the entire
setting on interaction patterns.

This section of t h e analysis also

ITlade it quite clear that while the highly developed caITlpground did
exhibit greate r proportions and rate s of social int e raction than the
less developed caITlpground, the level of "no interaction" observed in
each caITlpground was ITluch higher than any other level of interaction;
ITlaking it quite difficult to define the caITlpground as a social event.

III FAMILIARITY OF UNITS

While the ecological properties of the caITlpground could in
fluence interaction patterns, faITliliartiy was also shown to be an iITl
portant variable i nfluencing patterns of interaction.

For units with

previously existing acquaintances within the campground, the result
ant patterns of interaction were shown to be similar to the results
when only the ecological properties of the campgrounds were ex
aITline d.

That iS g when shifting froITl the less developed caITlpground

to the highly developed caITlpground, social interactions and social
contacts increased.

When inspecting units without previously existing

acquaintances in t he caITlpground, it was shown that social interactions
decreased and social contacts increased as we shifted focus from the
less developed campground to the highly developed campground.

Thus,
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not only did the ecological properties of a campground influence inter
action but more important! y, the familiarity of the units also played
a proITlinent role in influencing the patterns of interaction.

IV

FINER DIMENSIONS OF INTERACTION

The interest in this section was in investigating whether or not
the general findings relating to the ecological properties and to the
familiarity among units would be born out when controlling for various
dimensions of interaction.
cluded~

The finer dimensions of interaction in

a) Heterogeneity of the camping shelters, b) periods of the

week interaction occurred,
stranger interactions,

c) the breakdown of stranger and non

and,

d) the combination of the spatial re

lationships of the interactants, where the action took place, and the
activity which was conducive to interaction.

While the finer dimen

sions of interaction did demonstrate and confirm the re suits discus sed
in the previous sections of the analysis, each of the dimensions dis
played a unique interaction pattern.
When inspecting the patterns of interaction by camper type
(heterogeneity) it was suggested that having the freedom to choose
one's campsite from all the unoccupied campsites in the campground
would lead to higher proportions and rates of social interaction being
engaged in by the least sophisticated shelter ( as illustrated by the
less developed campground).

It was also discovered (as illustrated
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by the highly developed campground} that structure and rules pro
vided for segregated camping ( trailers and camper trucks in one
section and tents, camper trucks, and trailers in another section)
causing the trailer sections to display more homogeneity than the
tent sections.

This ecological arrangement was shown to influence

the patte rns of inte raction with the trailer units engaged in highe r
proportions and rates of social interactions.
The discussion of the temporal dimension, which examined
and compared week-day and week-end interaction patterns, allowed
for an investigation of population density between and within the two
campground types.

Here, it was shown that with higher population

densities on the week-end social interaction decreased for units in
the less developed campground and varied little from week-day to
week-end in the highly developed campground.
Units with previously existing acquaintances were demon
strated to exhibit higher proportions and rates of social interaction
when the population density increased.

When considering units with

out acquaintances in the campground the relationship between popula
tion density was illustrated to be similar to the relationship found
within and between the campgrounds in general, except that the pro
portions and rates were much smaller than either the general results
or the results for units with previously existing acquaintances.

For

units without previous acquaintances, as population density increased,
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social contacts increased.

It was only in units with other known units

in the campground that social contacts showed an inverse or incon
sistent pattern.
In the stranger and non- strange r interaction section, it was
demonstrated that social interactions were predominantly between
units who knew each other from outside the campground.

It was also

illustrated, when examining units with nopreviously existing acquaint
ances within the campground, that higher proportions and rates of so
cial interaction took place in the less developed campground where
population density was low; rather than in the highly developed camp
ground where population density was high.

Furthermore, for units

who knew other units in the campground, the highly developed camp
ground, while exhibiting fairly low proportions and rates, recorded
higher proportions and rates of social interaction than the less devel
oped campground.

The discussion regarding the highly developed

campground used the high campsite density, the low level of physical
barriers, and the unit's possible feeling of being "on stage" as partial
explanations for the increased interactiono

This was found not to be

the case in the less developed campground where campsite density
was low, the level of physical barriers high, and privacy easily
attained.
In the last segment of the analysis, the spatial dimension was
explored.

First, it was illustrated that most of the social inte ract ions
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and contacts were between units who were camped next to each other,
regardless of familiarity.
amined.

Second, the location interaction was ex

It was shown, as a response to the ecological properties of

the campground and the familiarity between units, that:
1.

In the highly developed campground, most of the inter
actions took place in specific areas within the campsite,
with the exception of units who knew no other units in the
campground.

2.

Units in the less developed campground, with or without
previously existing acquaintances in the campground, and
units in the highly developed campground who knew no
other units in the campground, engaged in interaction in
fairly high proportions both inside the campsite and, more
importantly, outside the campsite.

Third, activities that promoted or maintained interaction were studied.
It was shown that:
1.

Campsite activities (such as sitting in lawn chairs, main
taining equipment, or playing games) were engaged in at
higher proportions and rates by units (particulary units
with previously existing acquaintances within the camp
ground) in the highly developed campground than units in
the

2.

11Is s

developed campground.

Walking or standing near the campsite and getting water
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were activities associated with higher proportions and
rates of interaction in the less developed campground
than in the highly developed campground.

V

FUNCTIONS OF THE CAMPGROUNDS

Be side s the diffe rent patte rns of inte raction obse rved, the two
campground types provided different functions.

In the highly devel

oped campground, campers came for various reasons - - a cheap
night's lodging, just travelling through, a rodeo or baseball tourna
ment nearby, or a place to spend a vacation - - to name only a few.
These reasons for camping contrasted to reasons

campers camped

at the less developed campground: to get away from the city, to fish,
because, "I always come here",

VI

"It's free",

and "There's no hassle.

OTHER DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE CAMPGROUNDS

Along with the differences in function, there were also several
other kinds of differences that we observed:

1) There was little free

dom of choice of campsite in the highly developed campground ( unless
reserved) as opposed to maximum freedom of choice in the less de
veloped campground; 2) being lost or getting lost appeared to be
quite possible in the highly developed campground; but not so in

th ~

less developed campground; 3) non-Whites, while only a very small
fraction of the total campground population, were observed in the

II
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highly developed campground but not in the less developed campground;
4) games and activities such as horseshoes, badminton, baseball,
lawn darts, frisbee, cards, and bike riding were commonly observed
in the highly developed campground; while cards, bike riding, swim
ming, bottle and can pick:-up, sling shots, quitar playing, and singing
were the common activities occurring in the less developed camp
ground; 5) the noise level, while fluctuating throughout the day, was
almost always higher in the highly developed campground than in the
less developed campground; 6) related and contributing to the noise
level, at times, was the ever-present police protection at the highly
developed campground as opposed to the two or three police visits per
week in the less developed campground; 7) mealtimes, that is, the
preparing, eating, and cleaning up of meals, was found to consume
the greatest amount of time in both campground;

8) sitting, par

ticularly in lawn chairs, was another activity that consumed a lot of
observed camping time.

In the highly developed campground, sitting

and talking within the site not only passed away a lot of time but was
the single activity most conducive to social interactions; and, 9) the
mystique campfires had, beyond heating and cooking purposes, was
displayed in both campgrounds although differences did exist.
This report has attem.pted to investigate the conditions under
which certain patterns of interaction occur.

These patterns of inter

actions between caITlping units were observed under varying conditions
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of:

1) attributes of the campground setting; and,

2) the population

size, density, and heterogeneity of the campground.

While the re

sults indicate a clear questionning of previous campgroWld research
which defined the campground as a social event, the level of inter-'
action has been demonstrated to be dependent upon such variables as
the familiarity of potential interactants, and the ecological properties
of the settingo
It is hoped that further research will be conducted in this
area so that additional insight into human interaction can be made
available, and that future inquiries will find this report one which
has raised many questions and perhaps has pointed the way to avenues
of further study.

CHAPTER VII
EPILOGUE

I UTILITY OF GROUP ANALYSIS

In reflecting for a moment on fairly recent research on out

door activities, it appears that social aggregate variables like income,
age, occupations, education, or place of residence have received
most of the attention of social scientists, with little attention being
given to the make-up or social relationships of the participants
( campers). For a fairly concise review of these studies see Burdge
and Field (6 p. 63-72).

By only examining the social and demo

graphic characteristics of the participants in reference to their
activity patterns, a limited and restricted arnount of information
about the people and their patterns of behavior will be learned.

This

irnportant fact was not only shown to be true in this report but has
been the topic on several occasions in Journals dealing with outdoor
recreation (5, p. 125-147;

and

23, p. 53-68)

Meyersohn probably

has stated the dilemma most accurately:
Leisure research like rnuch other social research
has been based largely on randorn sarnple, in which
the connectedness of humans is carefully sampled
out ..•• little effort has been made to study groups
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such as -- family groups, groups engaged in
common leisure acti vitie s, or groups belonging
to the same voluntary as sociation.
(23, p. 55)
In the present report, social and dem.ographic variables ex
plained the basic differences between the two campground types; for
example, the density differences between the campgrounds and the
participation and rate differences in social interaction.

But the re

sults derived from examining the tables comparing the two camp
grounds somehow did not get at what was observed while in the field.
The social and demographic information, of which there was (and is )
a considerable amount, appeared only to be the bones or skeleton of

how interactions le re distributed.

Intere sting and significant differ

ences did not emerge until the social relationship among the units be
tween which the interaction took place were examined.

It was found

that units who knew other units within the campground engaged in much
higher rates of social interaction than units who did not know other
units within the campground.

It was also found that, in the less de

veloped campground, units without previously existing acquaintances
in the campground inte racted socially at highe r rate s than similar
kinds of units in the highly developed campground.
This kind of iniormation would most likely never have been
deri ved by sim.ply comparing the social and demographic variables of
the two types of campground.

By examining what the social rel ati on
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ship was between units, if any, "meat" was added to the "bone s".
This is not meant to imply that social group types of analysis
have been completely ignored in outdoor recreation research.

On the

contrary, researchers such as Field, Burch, Cheek, Lee, and Burdge
have all stressed the importance of inspecting social groups in
assessing activity patterns of participants.

The thrust of the argu

ment is that very few studies have incorporated social group analysis
and have linked patterns of activities or interactions to social relation
ships which characterize a social group.

Most of the research only

scratches the surface.
A very recent study by Field and O'Leary is a notable excep

tion.

In their study, the main concern was assessing participation in

selected water activities.

They demonstrate that by examining tra

"
1 SOCIa
'1 argregate
I
' bes;
l '1. e. , occupation,
'd
,
d ltiona
varIa
e uca t'lon, rn

come, age, sex, marital status, etc., that very little is explained
and none of the variables can account for significant differences in
swimming and fishing in fresh water.

On the other hand, when vari

abies such as family groups or friendship groups are looked at, the
explanation of differential frequencies of participation is explained by
social group analysis.

(11, p. 16-25)

It is felt that social group analysis combined with both agglc
gate variables and pertinent social relationship data could not only
advance the knowledge of outdoor recreation research but could aid
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the social sciences as a whole in developing better ITlethodologies.

II

REACTION TO OBSERVER

Another topic which is generally left out of most sociological
research, particularly research which uses participant observation
as the main tool of data collection p is the matter of reactions to the
observer while in the field.

There is a voluminous literature on the

topic of participant obse rvation but most (exception is Whyte's Street
Corner Society) of it is nothing but cook book recipes generally
extending only so far as to give the researcher a tag with which to
label himself (herself); i. e., participant observer, observer, par
ticipant, etc.
rightfully

sOp

Most of the literature is so general, and probably
that applying the recipes to the present study would

have required not only 30 to 40 hours a day ( time for typing, coding,
reading, and discus sing) but would have required us to be magicians
if we were to have followed the rules and had done everything required
of a participant observer or an observer.

The point is p in order to

survi ve under the conditions of re siding in a tent p having tempe rature s
range from 80 0 to 105 0 during the day, typing in our vehicle, observing
six hours a day, faced with chore of preparing, eating, and cleaning
up of meals two to three tiITles per day, and participating in caITlping 
we found that certain adaptations were necessary.

For exaITlple,

during the first three observation periods we observed the unit.s froin
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our vehicle.

This was found to be a hinderance because we couldn't

see the units very well.

For the reITlainder of the field work, we

walked and sat near the units.
Another adaptation was the shifting of roles froITl observer to
participant observer.

During observation periods, it was difficult to

be a participant or even be defined by others as a participant so that
for definition purposes we were observers, only concerned with
recording behavior.

Between observation periods, while engaging in

other activities throughout the caITlpground, we defined ourselves and
were probably defined by others as caITlpers, thus changing our role
to participant observer.

There were only a few tiITles when a clash

between the two roles would occur.

One particular type of clash

occurred while recording behavior.

The clash consisted of the choice

of recording behavior froITl a distance as observer, or accepting an
invitation to visit with a caITlper.

This happened only a few tiITles

but the probleITl did exist.
Using this ITlethod for data collection ITlade us available for
other caITlpers to observe us observing.

Going through the field notes

we received at least 47 verbal reactions as a direct result of our sitting
near units with clip board, paper, and pen.

In SOITle cases, what was

included as a reaction to the observer could alITlost be included as a
social interaction because they were repeated interactions.

A unit

would know what we were doing and ei t h e r invite us into their site or
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walk to where we were and then engage in interaction.

Although

SOITle were repeated, none of the reactions to the observer were
classified as interactions.
The reactions varied in length froITl brief encounters like,
"Hey, what are you guys up to?" for which the typical reply was,
"observing caITlpground behavior,"
staying three to four

hours~

to being invited into the site,

talking, eating, and drinking.

a caITlpground difference also.

There was

In the highly developed caITlpground,

which did not have a lot of physical barriers, but did have high caITlp
site density, we were sOITletiITles only a few feet away froITl the caITlp
sites we were observing ITlaking it quite obvious that we were ob
serving theITl.

In the less developed caITlpground, where in ITlost

cases only two or three units could be observed because of the lack
of availability of another unit and people, we were again ITlade obvious
to the units because of our physical position outside their caITlpsite
and the repetitive nature of our observations.
Another caITlpground difference was, in the highly developed
caITlpground it was the adults who asked us what we were doing.

In

the less developed caITlpground the children (particularly ITlales )
would freely talk to us and could then be used as informants; giving
us such information as where they were froIll, what their parents did
for a living, ha.d they been there before? etcG

This was also a method

of creating rapport with the entire unit as the children were able to
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tell the parents that "they are only observing campers. "
The most common response to our physical presence gener
ally elicited an image of us as being artists, sketching the camp
ground.

After two or three observation periods a unit would get

curious enough to ask if we were sketching.

After hearing our reply

( observing campground behavior) most of the campers were satisfied
and went back to their campsite, spread the word, and continued
camping.
There were a few reactions to our presence which elicited
what has previously been referred to as almost social interactions.
These were repeated interactions in which some of the more inter
esting data was collected.

In one case a middle-aged man at Wallowa

Lake, who lives in a small town in central Oregon, advised us to go
to Magone Lake after several discussions of what kind of campground
we were looking for.

In another case a young adult male, who was a

travelling salesman living near Lake Oswego, conveyed to us in
several conversations his dislike of highly developed campground
( although he camped at Wallowa) and his dislike of $9,000.00 motorhomes which were used two weeks per year.

During these repeated

interactions with units, social characteristics and camping attitudes
were exhibited.

Creating rapport with caITlpers was easy; deterITlining

the validity of the data they gave us was an entirely different problem.
All in all, out of 302.5 hours of unit observations the re was
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only one half-hour observation in which we were criticized.

In ITlost

cases, those who interacted with us were also the units who were
engaging in social interaction with ot.her units.

Those who interacted

with us also cOITlprised only 28 units out of 61 units observed, in
dicating that while the reaction to the observer was ITlost favorable,

the units

reactin~ made up a relatively small percentage of the total

units.
Participant observation seeITlS to be a very viable technique in
caITlpground re search.

The caITlpground is a laboratory in which real

people COITle together for short periods of tiITle.

Topics such as inter

action patterns, socialization, role behavior, family 'roles, deviant
behavior, and territoriality (personal space) are all potential re
search topics with which SOITle adapted forITl of participant obser
vation as the tool for data collection could be used to yield very valu
able insights into hUITlan behavior.
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APPENDIX A

TIME-UNIT ROTATION OBSERVATIONAL SCHEDULE

Monday

6:00 - 8:20 a. m.
6:00
6:35
7:10
7:45

Monday

-

- 12:35
- 1:10
1:45
2:20

units
units
units
units

5, 6, 7, 8
9, 10, 11, 12
13, 14, 15, 16
1, 2, 3, 4

units
units
units
units

9, 10, 11, 12
13, 14, 15, 16
1, 2, 3, 4
5, 6, 7, 8

units
units
units
units

13, 14, 15, 16
1, 2, 3, 4
5, 6, 7, 8
9, 10, 11, 12

units
units
units
units

1, 2, 3, 4
5, 6, 7, 8
9, 10, 11, 12
13, 14, 15, 16

7:00 - 9:20 a. m.
7:00
7:35
8:10
8:45

Tuesday

1, 2, 3, 4
5, 6, 7, 8
9, 10, 11, 12
13, 14, 15, 16

6:00 - 8:20 p.m.
6:00 - 6:35
6:35 - 7:10
7:10-7:45
7:45 - 8:20

Tuesday

units
units
units
units

12:00 - 2:20 p. m&
12:00
12:35
1:10 1:45 -

Monday

6:35
7:10
7:45
8:20

-

7:35
8:10
8:45
9:20

1 :00 - 3:20
1:00 - 1:35
1:35 - 2:10
2:10-2:45
2:45 - 3:20

p~

m.
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Tuesday

7:00 - 9:20
7:00 - 7:35
7:35 - 8:10
8: 10
8:45
8:45 - 9:20

Wednesday

8:00 - 10:20 a.
8:00
8:35
9:10
9:45

Wednesday

-

8: 0 0 - 1 0 : 2 0 p.
8:00
8:35
9:10
9:45

Thursday

-

Thursday

3:00 - 3:35
3:35 - 4:10
4:10-4:45
4:45 - 5:20

units
units
units
units

13, 14, 15, 16
1, 2, 3, 4
5, 6, 7, 8
9, 10, 11, 12

units
units
units
units

1, 2, 3, 4
5, 6, 7, 8
9, 10, 11, 12
13, 14, 15, 16

units
units
units
units

5, 6, 7, 8
9, 10, 1 1, 12
13, 14, 15, 16
1, 2, 3, 4

units
units
units
units

9, 10, 11 , 12
13, 14, 15, 16
1, 2, 3, 4
5, 6, 7, 8

ITl.

9:35
10:10
- 10:45
- 11:20

3:00 - 5:20 p.

9, 10, 11, 12
13, 14, 15, 16
1, 2, 3, 4
5,6 p 7, 8

1, 2, 3, 4

ITl.

8:35
9:10
9:45
10:20

9:00 - 11 :20 a.
9:00 9:35 10:10
10:45

units
units
units
units

13, 14, 15, 16

ITl.

2:00 - 2:35
2:35 - 3:10
3:10-3:45
3:45 - 4:20
Wednesday

5, 6, 7, 8
9, 10, 11, 12

ITl.

8:35
9:10
9:45
10:20

2:00 - 4:20 p.

units
units
units
units

ITl.
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Thursday

9 : 00 - 1 1 :20 p.
9:00 9:35 10:10
10:45

Friday

Friday

-

6:00
6:35
7:10
7:45
Saturday

-

-

units
units
units
units

1, 2, 3, 4
5, 6, 7, 8
9, 10, 11, 12
13, 14, 15, 16

units
units
units
units

5, 6, 7, 8
9, 10, 11, 12
13, 14, 15, 16
1, 2, 3, 4

units
units
units
units

9, 10, 11, 12
13, 14, 15, 16
1, 2, 3, 4
5, 6, 7, 8

units
units
units
units

13, 14, 15, 16
1, 2, 3, 4
5, 6, 7, 8
9, 10, 119 12

units
units
units
units

1, 2, 3, 4
5, 6, 7, 8
9, 10, 11, 12
13, 14, 15, 16

fil.

6:35
7:10
7:45
8:20

7:35
8:10
8:45
9:20

13, 14, 15, 16
1, 2, 3, 4
5, 6, 7, 8
9, 10, 11, 12

filo

- 12:35
- 1:10
1:45
2:20

7:00 - 9:20 ao
7:00
7:35
8:10
8:45

Saturday

6:35
7:10
7:45
8:20

6:00 - 8:20 p.

units
units
units
units
fil.

12: 00 - 2: 2 0 p.
12:00
12:35
1:10 1:45 -

Friday

9:35
10:10
- 10:45
- 11:20

6:00 - 8:20 a.
6:00
6:35
7:10
7:45

fil.

filg

1 :00 - 3:20
1:00
1:35
2:10
2:45

-

1:35
2:10
2:45
3:20
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Saturday

7:00 - 9:20 p. m.
7:00 - 7:35
7:35 - 8:10

8:10 - 8:45
8:45 - 9:20
Sunday

8:3.5 - 9: 1 0
9:10 - 9:45
9:45 - 10:20

units
units
units
units

9, 10, 11, 12
13, 14, 15, 16
1, 2, 3, 4
5, 6, 7, 8

units
units
units
units

13, 14, 15, 16
1, 2, 3, 4
5, 6, 7, 8
9, 10, 11, 12

units
units
units
units

1, 2, 3, 4
5, 6, 7, 8
9, 10, 11, 12
13, 14, 15, 16

13, 14, IS, 16
1, 2., 3, 4

2:00 - 4:20 p. m.
2:00
2:35
3:10
3:45

Sunday

5, 6, 7, 8
9, 10, 11, 12

8:00 - 10:20 a. m.
8:0~ - 8:35

Sunday

units
units
units
units

-

2:35
3:10
3:45
4:20

8:00 - 10:20 p. m.
8:00
8:35
9:10
9:45

-

8:35
9:10
9:45
10:20
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APPENDIX

Bl

OBSERVATION SCHEDULE

Tt

Wk-d

Tr

Wk-e

Ct

6-8
8-10
10-12
12-14
14-16
16-18
18-20
20-22
22-24

Unit #' s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Tot. day's of
observation _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Weather
CaITlpground
Date & TiITle

Age & Sex breakdown by Unit

1.

NUITlerical ( how ITlany involved by age & sex)

2.

Behavioral (init., talk, gesture, kind of action, friendly, eye con
tact, allows people into site, invites, gregarious, loner,
avoids, one-sided, evenly)

3.

Spatial ( where act. takes place, activity that was conducive to inter. ,
phy. barr. )

4.

TeITlporal (less 30, greater 30, approx. actual length, length of stay)

5.

FaITliliarity (strangers, n/strangers, indicator of faITliliarity)

6.

Additional Notes (where units are froITl, conversa. picked up, etc. )

I
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APPENDIX

B2

OBSERVATION SCHEDULE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

CAMPGROUND _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

DATE

20 21

UNIT

WK-D

WK-E

TIME
SECTION
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B3

UNIT INVENTORY SCHEDULE

C aITlpground _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Tt

Tr

Ct

Unit NUITlber
Dates of obser.
Length of Stay
1..

II.

Characteristics of Unit:
A. Type of EquipITlent
1. Car
2. Shelter
3. CaITlping equipment
4. City equip. (gaITle s, lawn chair s )
5. Additions to site made by the unit

B.

No. & break-down of ITlembers in unit: note appearance,
language, etc.
Males
Females

C.

History of unit:

note unobtrusive measures

Characteristics of site
A. Physical layout: note reference points, i. e., restrooITl,
water, activity areas, etc.

B.

Physical Barriers:
l. Natural

2.

Man made
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UNIT INVENTORY

Campground _ _ _ _ _ _ __

WK-D

WK-E

Tt

Tr

Ct

Date:
Unit:
UNIT CHARACTERISTICS
CAR
SHELTER
CAMPING EQUIP.
CITY EQUIP.
ADDITIONS

UNIT MAKE-UP:
Males

Females

Site Characteristics (Location Terr, Activity areas, Water, etc. )
Natural

Additional Notes

(Unob. Meas. )

Man Made
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APPENDIX

B5

SECTION INVENTORY

Section Nuznber

C aznpg round

No. of sites avail.
No. of site s filled and breakdown by caznpe r type:
Tt

Tr

Tt

Ct

Tr

Tt

Tr

Tt

Ct
F

Th
Tt

Tr

Tr

Ct

W

T

M

Tt

Ct

Tr

Tt

Ct

Tr

Ct

Sat

Ct

Sun

1.

C ha rac te ris tic s of Section
A.

Location in relation to other features of the caznpground: i. e.
theaters, play areas, activity areas, etc.

B. Density of Section
Ratio of No. of site s
occ. to no. avail:
Approx. # people

C.

Week-day
M_T_W

Week-end
Th_

F_S_S_

M_T_W_Th

F_S_S_

Concentration of people
per acre in section
M__T __W__Th

F _ S _ S_ _

Additional Note s:
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B6

CAMPGROUND CHARACTERISTICS

Carnpground _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1.

Dates of Observation _________

Carnpground Characteristics:
A. What does the carnpground offer: Include rnap of carnpground
showing features in and around the carnpground.

B.

How is the carnpground controlled: i. e., rangers, police,
park ernployees, etc.

C.

Density (approx. )
Ratio of no. site s
occ. to no. of sites
available

Week-day
M_ _T _ _W_ _T h _

F_S_S_

ApproxQ no o of people M_ _T _ _W_ _Th__

F __S__S__

Concentration of people
per acre in campground M __T __W_,_Th__

D.

Week-end

Additional Notes:

F __S__S_ _
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APPENDIX D

POPULATION DENSITY

MAGONE LAKE

. 0 1 square mile s

Total Campground: Ave rage Nighttime Population: 44
Average for the week

6,043 per square mile

Average for the week-day

4,750 per square mile

Average for the week-end

7,767 per square mile

Section E:
Average for the week-day

5,667 per square mile

Average for the week-end

9,722 per square mile

Section W:
Average for the week-day

4, 050 per square mile

Average for the week-end

3,466 per square mile

UNION CREEK

. 08 square mile

Total Campground: Average Nighttime Population:

127

Average for the week

1,667 per square ll1ile

Average for the week-day

1,276 per square mile

Average for the week-end

2,188 per square inile

Section 1:
Average for the week-day

731 per square mile

Average for the week-end

2,103 p er square mil e
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Section 2:
Average for the week-day

1, 844 per square nlile

Averag1 for the week-end

3, III per square mile

Section 3:
Average for the week-day

854 per square rnile

Average for the week-end

1, 058 pe r square rnile

Section 4:
squar~

Average for the week-day

1,900 per

Average for the week-end

3, 367 pe r square rnile

WALLOWA LAKE

nlile

. 03 square rnile s

Total Carnpground: Average Nighttirne Population:

754

Average for the week

25,429 per square rnile

Average for the week-day

24,750 per square rnile

'A verage for the week-end

26,333 per square rnile

Section A:
Average for the week-day

29,333 per square rnile

Average for the week-end

30,944 per square rnile

Section B:
Average for the week-day

23,000 per square rnile

Average for the week-end

27,083 per square mile

Sec t i on C ( 1 - 3 1 ):
Average for the week-day

26,688 per square mile

Average for the week-end

28, 583 per square mile
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Section E:
Average for the week-day

24, 541 per square mile

Averag1 for the week-end

21, 500 per square mile

FORT STEVENS

.11 square miles

Total Campground: Average Nightime Population:

1,489

Average for the week

14,184 per square mile

Average for the week-day

13,314 per square mile

Average for the week-end

15, 344 per square mile

Section A:
Average for the week-day

17, 464 per square mile

Average for the week-end

16, 190 per square mile

Section E:
Average for the week-day

16, 1 2 5 per s qua r e mi1e

Average for the week-end

16,389 per square mile

Section H:
Average for the week-day

13,030 per square mile

Average for the week-end

16,167 per square mile

Section M:
Average for the week-day

15, 775 per square mile

Average for the week-end

15,333 per square mile
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APPENDIX E

AGE AND SEX BREAKDOWN FOR ALL CAMPGROUNDS

Highly Developed

Less Developed

Elderly Male

1 7 (4%)

14 (5%)

Elderly Female

1 7 (4%)

12

(5%)

Middle -aged Male

70

( 1 70/0)

39

(15%)

Middle - aged FeITlale

68

(1 7%)

39

(15%)

Young Adult Male

26

(6%)

32

( 12%)

Young Adult FeITlale

27

(7%)

23

(9%)

Teen-aged Male

29

(7%)

20

(8%)

Teen-aged Fernafe

44 (11%)

18 (7%)

Child Male

42

(10%)

20 (8%)

Child FeITlale

27

(7%)

12 (5%)

Young - child Male

22

(5%)

18 (7%)

Young-child FeITlale

18 (4%)

10 (4%)

:

TOTAL

407

(99%)

257 (100%)

COMPOSITION OF CAMPSITES

o

Sing Ie Adult
Couple (Male & FeITlale Adult)
Adults with Adults

32

(0%)
(30%)

1 (1 %)

1 (2%)
15

(28%)

1 (2%)

Adults with Children

54

(50%)

Adults with Adults with Children

13

(12%)

7 (13%)

(2%)

o

All FeITlale

2

All Male

5 (5%)

TOTAL

107 (1 OQu!U.

27

(50%)
(0%)

3 (6%)
54 (lO l~o }

